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SUMMARY 
Introduction 
Non-Destructive Testing (NOT) forms an important part of the production and 
maintenance cycles of safety-critical components in many industries. While 
aerospace, automotive and defence-related industries are making increased use of 
composite materials in their most demanding applications, there is a lack of suitable 
NOT techniques for these components. 
Shearography is an optical non-destructive testing technique that is well-suited, but 
not limited, to testing composite materials. The method takes advantage of the 
special properties of lasers, namely their high coherence length and monochromatic 
light, to detect flaws such as cracks, debonds and delaminations in materials. 
Figure 1 below shows a typical hardware setup for shearography. The specimen is 
illuminated using a laser beam which is passed through a beam expander to increase 
its divergence. The light reflected from the specimen is then passed through a set of 
shearing optics, similar to that used in a Michelson interferometer. These two beams, 
which are laterally sheared, are recombined using the beamsplitter, and are 




















D[V[LOPM[~T OF A PORTADL[ LOW-COST DIGITAL Srl[AROGRAPrl Y SYSTeM 
The l>g ht rctl cGtcd lram th" sp"cimen rS kncrtln as a spcc~e pattern" a I,eld ot 
spal la lly rar'dom inter'sily light that is fClrmed wher' c~heren1. rr~nClchromat c li qht IS 
reflected off a rough surface, The speckle pattern, wh e spat,ally rardol'l, IS also 
unique ard wi ll on ly clmngc If the rC'lat,y" positions of the laser ard spcclnwn 
Gha"ge Small cJcfl ect lons ire the surlace of th" specimen will ca ~se the sr:ec <; le 
pattern to charge and It IS this prrnclple ,s used to detect flaws In s p ec' "1 ~ ns , as - aws 
",i ii in"uenCG thc 10Gai delorrn~1 on 0; the surFace. 
The resu lting spec<le pattern IS recorded and saved fo r late' use Next. t~e speGlmen 
IS stresscd (usuall y lh"rmally), ard the n"w spe:kle oattcrn :s :o rnp~red to 111" o'd 
one by subtra:l lng the lwo Images. T>-t is proo~ss rc,'ca S str~ i n con:entr ~l lon s in ve 
"'ay w~ 'lC h the spec-me" mClved Clr expanded d'J rinq the stre5s 'r'g r:rocess ' t:a ws ar'd 
discontinuities are visible as concentric trir ges ot co~s~ru ctlve and destructi ve 
nterfererce, as in F,gure 2 below, 
Figure 2: An example imerterogram 
The mel~od descnbed briefly above is kr'owr as conventi~ r' al s~earograp~y A 
re 'ativeiy recent ,rnpravc rnert to t>-t is rnel ~od, known as pllase stepped s" earog ra~h, 
.,. us"s an a:luator to Slli lt one oll>-te rn.rrors ir I~ C shcarir g dc',',cc 0, Iracticrs 01 
t~e laser's wavelengt~, producing a phase-modulated 'nterferowam wl1.cil is typ,cai y 
less noisy. These images can t~e n be fil tered to ' u 1~er dcvease L~ e nose level ard 
clari ly the Inng"s ]21 . These irltGr"d imag"s are usually of s ~tficFen l q u~ l ll y to be used 
fo' p~ase-u"wrapp'ng, w~ereby t~e d isp la ce~l ent of the ob,ect IS recovered from til e 
~' I nges, and n 3D ·::ontour plot IS r" rdered. Figure 3 sh8'ss the p~ogrcsson ' rom 1Iv~ 
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- -- .,--. . . . 
Figure 3: Phase-stepped fringes. filtered phases and 3D unwrapped phases 
Shearograp'ly is an emerging technology ..... h'cll has found Jsage in several indJstr,al 
setti r>;Js [3:, but is yet to be \";dely aoopted, possibly as a result of its cost and 
relative compexlty, It does however offer Significant advantages over other NOT 
mcthoos' 
• [t can be perfo,med in rea l time without e,tens've specimen p'eparation_ 
• It is a lu[l· f,eld techniquc ' comparat:vely large areas can be inspected at one time 
• It is optical and non-contacting. ma~ir.:l it appl icable to a wide 'ange of materials, 
• It is less sensi tive to vibrati on than other optical techniques, such as E::SPI. 
UCTs NDT Laboratory has devcioped a portabe shea'ography testing un,t and PC 
app';cat'on which imp'ements phase-stepp'ng, f; lter ing and phasc-unw'apping to 
detect flaws in comp::ments [41 , However. the existing testing un;1 uses h'gll -end 
components and imaging i:brar,es, and is d,fficult to instal! on a target machine II is 
envisaged tllal a cost -e lfective and user-fner.:J'y shearography system may fin d 
increased usage in a w,der var ety of a~pl icatlons 
Tile main aim 01 th's dissertat,on 's to design, bu'ld, and test a low-·cost, portable 
dfg 'tal shearography testing un t whch may be used to investigate the mainstream 
NOT ~otent,al of shearography, In trYing to reOtlce the overall cost. there a'e sevwai 
Important sJb-ob;ectlves: 
• Use a more cost-effect 've digital camera, with a more generic PC interface 
• EI,m;nate softwa'e dependence on costl)' imaging li braries, 
• Enable o~era:'on from a ,aptop (eliminatH dependence on PCI cards)_ 
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Procedure 
The new shearography syslcm was Gomplel sly redesigned. includinq mechanical 
CGrlslrUCllon ",)(j \lollwars. The shearography head was designed Jsi~g ProEnglnccr 
CAD package and built by the Mechanical Englneenng Workshop (see I l gJrD~) Thu 
box IS cons l r'JcI~d fr om bsnl s h ~"'I - me la, instead oi machined from a wl id aluminum 
block "' order to reduce the cost 
Figure 4: Front vi~w 01 shcarography head 
The new CMOS camera uses a FirsWire port. whid, is more common and more cost-
u'lBctlve than the e.istlng system's Calnera Li~k ca lnera The use of a FrreWrre 
camera also el mirates the need 10.' d lramcg'Jbber I'C! ca.'d r hc FlroW,ro cams", 
used Oilers fl cX lbll,ty In the rorm of uxtsrrl al communication ports. allowing control of 
peripheral dev:cHs through tile sa me camera cable This feature was Jsed to 
Gommun~ate \."th the pezoelect.'ic ac tuator through a custom deSlgned perrph(llal 
controller board This coni'c~ler boa rd also provldus r~gulatsd pawsr to tlls laser, 
elimlnalrng Iho nccd lor acfdillonal powe .. cables 
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Solution 
The main obJective, namely reducing Ihe tOlal cost. was ocilleved' the new u~ ,t is 
52% more cost-cl le<;tlve Ihan tile eX ist",') one, All 01 th e sub-objectives were nlso 
n,et, wtl ile in addi ti on offering Improved performance in many a r e~s: 
• The system IS ,,~pilb l " 01 npPrilt inn from ~ d,'sktop PC vin one hreW,re ,,~b e 
(no target PC mod,ficatl ons are necessary), Laptop usaqe requi res th3t 
aux linry 12V power IS suppl ied, 
• A custom Windows Installer packaQe deploys the new Inspector 2 _0 
apP';;::a[:OIl. Install ,ng d',vers, SilOrtcutS and ile,p liles 
• The /,%IJP<;/or 2_0 app ~afon al lows In-situ ca librat ion 01 the pieLoc,eori c 
actuator, eliminating tile need for external cal ibriltion 
• The new phase-sterPng algOrithms impemenled in /nspeclor 20 lake 
advantage of two-dimenSional arc/an 1 00~Up tatHes to acil ieve d-spiay rates of 
2blps in phase mode, a large improvement over the ok! methods, This makes 
Viewing 01 highly transient behavior poSSible, aoo may be used to detect flaws 
In I1l0re heat conducti ve matenals in lu ture. 
Val idat ion tests were performed on H section of OrF hel icopter rolo r blade wh ich had 
artifiCial fl a.vs created by drlll:ng speCified depths Into the rear surface_ The specimen 
was stressed thermally, us'ng an in lr>1-rw lamp, as dlustrated in figure 6 Wow, 
Figure 6: Testing setup - arrangement (left) and specimen stressing (right) 
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All of the flaws were successfully detected by the new SYlitem US"\) both lilmple 
inte n Slly - b~sed lihell rography f\S well ali phase-stefllJed sheare>graphy_ The images 
produced were of good quality, a:lowlng them to be phase-unwrapped using the 
MATLAHcompiled phase unwlap~ l ng appllcatllH' wIltten as ~all of wlOtll el proJoct 
[51 These cnwrf\pp1)d Inmges ol;r.r the user th€ op]Xlrlunily 10 visLJf\li7e Ih€ surface 
displacement in 3D. 
FigLJrcs 7 to !) wP' le oblnined by ~e'forminO phase-stepf}ed shearography on the 
entire specimen (in figure 6), from a distance 011 .5m. 
Figure 7: Phase-stepped shearography image, acqui re d using the new system 
One can easily see the nine flaws as double lobed anomalies. This phase-stepped 
Image was then fil tered ar>d unwrapped to obtain the g r~dient surface 
Figure 8: Fi ltered phases (left) and unwrapped phases (right) 
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Or>:;H the philsp.s have been 'LJnWlappflfr Ihe re"'JltIrlg image cYJG" not ropresent the 
surface of the spec imen but ratller the surf ace's first der ivat rv e, Its gradient (as In 
figure 9) This surface may then be integrated to fin d the true surface displacement 
thilt O[:CLJ rmd dur ing Ihe slressing process 
Figure 9: Gradient su rface 
Some additional featums wero added that made til e acquisltio1 of these particular 
example images poss ible; for example, the now h:speclN 2.0 a~~ l i catl~n gives the 
user direct i1ccess to some on-l:xJard car'lera se:: ngs, '""h ich allows fO[ the camera's 
exposure tin-e to be man ually extended ThiS IS particularly usefu; In low-light 
conditions, where even with an open i1perture, tne acqu ired images are too dark to 
ar.a lyse. 
Finally. the systen was sucGesslully tested on a laptop wi th the use of an external 
12V power sup~ly for the shearography head. As the shearograohy head does not 
draw ItS power fron the liI~tOp , Ihe laptop was able to operate USIr>g on ly its battery 
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Conclusions & Recommendations 
The project is regarded as a success. A new shearography head was designed, 
manufactured and successfully tested. The new design achieved a cost reduction of 
over 50% by using more cost-effective parts, generic software, and a higher level of 
OEM integration. It is envisaged that the new design will be simpler to install and use 
as a result of the custom installer package, and the simple 'plug-and-play' operation 
of the unit. In addition, the capability to operate from a laptop is an important 
advantage as it increases the mobility of shearography. 
While the project is regarded as a success, there are several areas in which the 
current design may be improved: 
1. It is recommended that the mechanical design return to the origi al concept of 
a solid box instead of using sheet-metal, owing to its ease of assembly, dust-
proofing and strength. These solid parts may also be injection-moulded. 
2. One of the main limitations of the controller board is that is gives a limited 
piezo displacement range. Using longer travel PZTs or modifying the 
controller board's design to include a wider dynamic range would solve this 
problem. 
3. Investigate the influence of using a CCO camera instead of the CMOS 
camera. It is expected that this is the cause for the slightly lower quality of 
interferograms produced, when compared with the existing system. 
In addition, the current design lends itself to further expansion using the same 
FireWire cable relaying communication with peripheral devices over the camera's 
COM port. There are many opportunities, for example in automated inspection: using 
remote adjustment of lens and aperture with servo motors and remote head panning 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS & ACRONYMS 
API Application Programming Interface. This is the 'front-end' of a 
library or application that has been designed for other applications 
to interface with. 
BNC A common type of connector used in RF applications. 
CCD Charge-Coupled Device 
CMOS Complimentary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor 
COM Generic term used to describe a serial interface 
DAC Digital-to-Analogue Converter 
Daisy-Chain Serial connection of multiple devices on the same cable. 
DCAM 1394-based Digital Camera Specification - a standard 
communication protocol for FireWire cameras. The standard can 
be purchased from the 1394 Trade Association [6]. 
DOF Degrees-Of-Freedom refers to the number of axes or planes about 
which an object can move. 
FireWire Also known as IEEE1394, FireWire is a serial communications 
protocol similar to USB. 
Framegrabber PC expansion card that is used to digitize video data into a matrix 
of pixels. Framegrabbers are required for Camera Link cameras 
12C Pronounced "Eye-Squared-C", is a Philips-developed serial 
communication protocol that uses two lines, known as data and 
clock. It is a multi-device and -master protocol that is used to 
communicate small amounts of data between IC chips [7]. 
IC Integrated Circuit 
IIDC Instrumentation and Industrial Control Working Group - this group 
is responsible for managing the DCAM specification (see DCAM). 
GFRP Glass-Fibre Reinforced Plastic 
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cameras for controlling auxiliary equipment. 
LabVIEW A popular graphical programming language for measurement and 
instrumentation, by National Instruments [8]. 
LUT Look-Up Table 
MFC Microsoft Foundation Classes. These classes come standard with 
Visual C++ 6.0, and the MFC template gives Visual C++ 
applications the standard Windows 'Iook-and-feel'. 
MIL Matrox Imaging Library [9]. This is the imaging library used by the 
existing Inspector application. 
NDT Non-Destructive Testing 
OCR Optical Character Recognition 
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer. This refers to a company that 
uses other company's products in a product of its own. Similar to 
the concept of a Value-Added Reseller (VAR). 
PCB Printed Circuit Board 
PCI Peripheral Component Interface - extension card that plugs into a 
PC motherboard, usually to control external components or give 
the PC extended functionality. 
PZT Commonly refers to the material used in piezoelectric actuators, 
but may also be used to refer to the actuator itself. 
SDK Software Development Kit 
SMPS Switched-Mode Power Supply (used interchangeably with DC-DC 
converter) 
TECRL Thermoelectrically-Cooled Red Laser 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
<t> a(x, y) Phase distribution before stressing 
<t> b(X, y) Phase distribution after stressing 
A Wavelength of the laser 
S Magnitude of image shear 
d Out-of-plane displacement 
x In-plane distance, such that d(d)/dx is the gradient of the displaced 
surface. 
a Angle between the direction of the object displacement and camera-
viewing angle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Non-destructive testing (NOT) is regarded as a critical part of the manufacturing, 
validation and maintenance testing cycles in many different industries [3]. 
As advancing technology offers designers new, strong and lightweight composite 
materials, so the technology for their validation must also adapt; traditional ferrous-
based non-destructive testing methods such as magnetic induction, eddy currents as 
well as acoustics are not suitable for modern composites. 
There is a need for NOT techniques that are reliable and cost-effective. Currently, 
there is no single NDT technique that can be used in all situations; most techniques 
are deemed to be complimentary [10], as different techniques are suited to certain 
materials and conditions. Ideally, one should use a variety of techniques on 
components to ensure reliable and accurate results, however this approach has both 
time and cost implications; in order for this approach to be feasible, the methods 
used should be both quick and cost-effective. 
Shearography is an optical NOT technique that is capable of improving the NOT 
capabilities in many industries, owing to its numerous advantages over other 
methods, such as real-time and full-field inspection. Shearography is receiving 
increased attention for detecting flaws in safety-critical aerospace components; e.g. 
being incorporated into the production lines of aerospace components [11] as well as 
being included in the maintenance testing routines for various components. 
The University of Cape Town's NOT Laboratory has been involved in the research 
and development of optical interference techniques for many years, culminating in 
the development of portable ESPI (Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry) and 
shearography testing units [4] (figure 10). The shearography prototype, currently 
under development, incorporates a laser diode illumination source and capabilities 
for phase-stepped shearography using a piezoelectric actuator. The picture on the 
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Figure 10: Existing portable shearography head on a t r ipod stand 
The utlli ly of She;Ul>;l raphy has been well documented [12] [13I.i I 4] and with recent 
advancements made by the NOT lab i1], the new portab le prototypes produced by 
the NDT lab are receIVing interest l rom Industry In addl tl C<l , the number 01 
commercially avai lab le shOilrography systems IS .>creasing rapkJly [1 5[.[16].[17] 
However, the cost of shearoqraphy In the past has been high , as It requires high 
qua.lty digital cameras, piezoelectric actuators and cont rol lers , The development ot 
successful iXJrtilh le shearogrdphy U," tS has otferQd prilctl ca l Ins;ghl In to tho rnethod 
dnd hardware-re :ated requ irements of shearOo;Jraphy. Th is practical i nsi~lht. coupled 
With advancements in digi tal camera and plezoelectr:c technology have made the 
possibility of alow cost shearography system possib le. 
It s envisa~l8d that a low-cost shearowaphy system may f,nd Increased usage 'n a 
wider range 01 appl ications than what was prev ious ly the case, opening new ave,lCIes 
of development where. in the past , the cost associated with shearogra phy was 
consKJered prohib it ive, By adopting and earning trom the eXist ing portable 
shearog raphy LHlIl , the proposod new low-coSI U," t ShOL;ld rn a'e shearOdraphy rnore 
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1.2 Problem clarification 
The main aim of this dissertation is to design, build and test a low-cost, portable 
shearography testing unit. Besides attempting to reduce the cost of the unit, the new 
design should also attempt to overcome some of the limitations of the previous 
design solution, thus it should be: 
• Easier to use 
• Simpler to install 
• Capable of stand-alone operation (i.e. controlled from a laptop instead of a 
PC) 
Thus a clean-slate approach is to be taken; the system should be fully redesigned, 
including: 
• Physical layout and construction 
• Component selection and custom electronic design, if necessary 
• All software and imaging libraries, if necessary 
The new low-cost shearography system should be tested and validated in a similar 
manner to the methods used to validate the existing shearography system; by 
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1.3 Design requirements 
The design requirements for the new system were established using the existing 
shearography system as a reference point; the new system should match or exceed 
its performance and features. Thus the requirements are: 
1. Design a new shearography head using cost-effective off-the-shelf components 
where possible. 
1.1. The shearography head should have capabilities for phase-stepped 
shearography. 
1.2. Develop new shearing optics or adopt the optics layout of the existing 
shearography system. 
1.3. Design the shearography head such that no host PC modifications are 
necessary. This will include: 
1.3.1. Use a camera-PC interface that does not require a framegrabber card. 
1.3.2. Find a method for controlling the PZT actuator that does not require a 
digital-to-analogue converter to be fitted to the PC. 
1.4. Enable panning and tilting of the shear-mirror. 
1.5. Enable lens focus and aperture adjustment. 
1.6. Enable panning and tilting of the laser beam to match the field-of-view of the 
camera. 
2. Adapt or rewrite the existing software application (called Inspector) that has been 
written to control the shearography head. 
2.1. The new application should be able to control both the new and old 
shearography heads with minimal changes required to swap between the 
two. 
2.2. It should implement image processing algorithms for simple intensity-based 
and phase-stepped shearography. 
2.3. It should be able to perform brightness and contrast adjustment of images. 
2.4. It should be able to filter phase-stepped images, and unwrap them using the 
phase-unwrapping plug-in used as part of another project [5]. 
2.5. It should be able to open and save images. 
2.6. It should eliminate, where possible, dependencies on 3rd party software 
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1.4 Plan of development 
This report starts with a literature review of several different fields related to 
shearography. The theory of shearography is discussed in detail, followed by a 
review of the hardware and software implementations commonly used in 
shearography systems. A survey is conducted into the commercially available 
shearography systems, and a 'review of UCT's existing shearography system is also 
performed. This information can be used as a point of reference for the performance 
and specifications of the new low-cost shearography unit. 
Section 3 discusses all of the different concepts and potential components for use in 
the new design. This section includes discussions on the layout of the shearography 
head, the type of camera to be used, the selection of piezoelectric actuator, the piezo 
controller design as well as all software-related concepts. 
Section 4 details the resolution of the conceptual design and the implementation of 
the final solution, including mechanical construction, the piezoelectric actuator's 
controller and the custom software that was written for controlling the shearography 
head. The breakdown of the overall cost and list of specifications are also included in 
this section. 
Section 5 describes the validation procedure that was carried out; a series of tests 
were performed on an aerospace component. The results of these tests and the 
experimental procedure followed are outlined here. 
Section 6 contains a discussion on some of the practical limitations of the design 
solution, as experienced during the testing procedure. 
Finally, conclusions are drawn and recommendations are made. 
Appendix A offers an operation manual for software and hardware, including 
troubleshooting information, while Appendix B contains the manufacturing drawings 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Theory of shearography 
Shearography i5 an opt ical rnn ··dc5truct've te5ting iCchnlque that u5es lascrs to 
r",rform fu ll·fle ld Wt5P'Jctlonti of surf"c\) def(ymatlon It 15 Lr s\)d tll rn:tect 1111"''' "uch as 
cracks and delamlnations in matenals oy inspecting small o" t-of-plane surface 
dlsplacernents Duc to a bc~ of ot ~ r cr 'ilab'e iCst,ng meHKlds and thei r su, tatl il,ty thi5 
ledmque IS being used Ir creHsindly on compOsi te mntert"ls 
2.1.1 Speckle patterns 
Shearography ma<e3 use of a sing le mode coheren t li ght sources to IlIu!n inate the 
specimen When a l'dhl 50urce wilh 1.1e5e propert ies Ilium nate5 a specimen with a 
tOl.\lh surface , a speck le oattern IS observed_ A speckle pattern IS an arell where the 
spatial In tensity of 'e fl o~:8d light appellrs to vary randomly, O'Mng to \:18 faGt that the 
ref lected light trave's dillere rt jmctions of il5 own wavelength off the rough surface, 
Figure 11 shows an example of a spe~ k le pattern 
Figure t t: Example of ~ speck te pattern from coherent laser ti ght 
r le 5pec~le pattern contairs Lscb l lnlcrrnation aoout tllO surface of tllO spe: lrnen ' il 
h e opti;:al length that the liQh t trave ls changes, the pattern wi:1 ChanQ8 Th,s ;5 the 
basis for many opti ~al i nte t1e ren~e te~ h nk1 ~les . 
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2.1.2 Hardware setup 
Most often a laser is used to illuminate the specimen, usually with the use of a beam 
expander. The light reflected from the specimen is passed through a set of 
Michelson-type shearing optics. A beamsplitter reflects 50% of incident light, and 
transmits the other 50%. The beamsplitter is used to both split and recombine the 
sheared image. 
The shearing optics superimpose two laterally sheared images onto the sensor of the 
camera. This superposition of speckle patterns means that the light intensity of any 
particular pixel is the result of the complex addition (due to constructive and 
destructive interference) of the two speckle patterns. 
Figure 12 illustrates the how the reflected beam is split, sheared, recombined and 






Figure 12: Typical hardware setup for shearography 
The fact that both interfering beams are derived from the reflected beam makes this 
technique less sensitive to vibration than other similar techniques, such as ESPI. 
This is one of the main reasons that shearography is currently the preferred line of 
development in portable interferometry systems. 
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2.1.3 Deriving intensity fringes 
Defects in a material influence the local deformation when stressed, and thus internal 
flaws can be detected optically by surface inspection as displacement anomalies. 
In order to measure the displacement during stressing, an image of the specimen in 
an unstressed state is acquired, and compared to an image of the same specimen 
after it has been stressed (using mechanical, pressure or thermal methods). The 
subtraction of these two images will reveal how the surface displaced during the 
stressing process. 
The equations given here were taken from "Holographic and Speckle Interferometry" 
by R. Jones and C. Wykes [18]. The intensity of a given pixel on the image sensor 
can be described mathematically by the following equation: 
Where A is the amplitude of the complex addition of the two overlapping wave-fronts, 
dx is the shear magnitude and Ox is a term that accounts for the object beam and 
surface orientation. 
Stressing the specimen introduces a phase shift in the reflected light, owing to the 
surface deformation. This phase shift is described by the term ~<I> in the following 
equation: 
When these two images are 'subtracted' from each other, the remaining interference 
fringes represent the displacement due to the stressing of the specimen, and are 
used to identify flaws. 
Flaws will appear as anomalies in the fringe pattern produced in shear images, as in 
figure 13. Fringes, or whiter areas, are formed where there is decorrelation between 
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the pha~e~ 01 [.ghl , I.". i'l.,t> = n(211 +1) and darker wr"'spond to wrrelations. I.e 
i'l.(l> ~ 2,, 11 where" L ~. 3 .. 
Figure 13: Example 01 interference Iringes showing 11'10 !laws 
The fr inges can be represented U5ir>;) the follOWing equati on 
Whe'e .> '1' IS the correlation phase, 
&1 
0:, IS the rale of surface displacement, S is lhe 
magnllude of image shear, and I: is the wavelength of the laser used Solving for the 
fn r>;) es (,,,>,!, = 2,,11 where " = L ~ .. ~'" J. we get the equal'on, 
Whe'e "is the num1;>Cf of tr inges. Tills equation shows Ihat the sui1ace gradient is 
proportional to the number of fn>ges, i.e. the greater the number of fr' r>ges 
surround'ng a partk:ular flaw, the greater the severity of the raw Also, increasing the 
shear magn,tude for a given dlsplacer",,,,1 gradient wrll ",crease the rumber of 
fringes, i.e. increase the sensitiv ity of the device. 
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2.1.4 Phase-stepping and filtering 
Intensity fringes reveal the magnitude of changes in the surface's displacement and 
where they are taking place. These fringes do not however, describe whether the 
displacements are in or out of the viewing plane. In order to determine this, phase-
stepping is implemented. 
By progressively altering the distance travelled by one of the interference beams by 
fractions of the laser's wavelength, one can determine whether the changes in the 
interference patterns are caused by in- or out-of-plane displacements. Physically, this 
requires that the position of one of the reflecting mirrors is shifted by fractions of the 
laser's wavelength. The fraction of the wavelength to be shifted, 2:rr/N where N is an 
integer, depends on the data-reduction algorithm used [19]. Two commonly used 
methods are commonly referred to as the three-bucket (N = 3) and four bucket (N = 
4) methods. Using these algorithms, multiple images are recorded for each state 
(unstressed and stressed), each with a different phase step. The following equations 
are taken for the four bucket system, where N = 4. 
Ii =IB(X,y)+IMP(X,y)CO{ <P(X'Y)+i.~) where i=1,2,3 ... [20] 
Where I B (x, y) is the background intensity, <p(x, y) is the phase difference between 
the two overlapping beams, and I MP(X, y) is the modulation intensity. These four 
images are then combined mathematically, as shown below, to derive a single 
interferogram. This interferogram eliminates the background noise (I B (x, y») and 
thereby produces better quality images. 
n.() t (I3 (X,y)-I1(X,y)] 
'¥ x, y = arc an 
14 (x, y) - 12 (x, y) 
Finally, this 'composite' interferogram is subtracted from the first interferogram to get 
the phase image: 
P(x, y)= <Pb (x, y) - <P a (x, y) 
<Pb(X,y) = phase distribution after stressing 
<P a (x, y) = phase distribution before stressing 
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The d,"c,cnoo belwOOf1 m ami nul-of'plane ,J.sol"cen'ents can nnw Clellr'y be "een 
Ow, ng to the diffe'en ! ,n lc"';'ty 9 rJdle nt~ Jrou ld t~e fl(\W, • g ~'" 1 4, 




Figure 14 : Fringes types shown in phase stepped and filtered images (tell ) 
A smL'soidai hill" Ciln nIT'" be aophcd 10 clelln the magc lind er~ilncc 1"10 cia' Iy of 
the p"asc stc.:)S. Anot>,e r advanto.ge o~ us:ng phase-stepOlng aN filte r ng 1& that 
bad<.ground no,se i5 reciJced. yie ldr1'\9 better qua l;ty 111il ilCS In· gure 15 
Figure 15: ESPf resuft s· i. Intensit y fringes, Ii. PhaS8 fring es, iii. Filtered fringe s 
r "Ie Idl .. ,ed 'mages 'cp'esem the sUllace profi:", ro I' l l' caS9 01 ESPI Tag!:lS ard l 'le 
surlat;e·s grad,Cnl In the case of shearog! <lo'ly "n" <res The dJSc:Jnton J ~'es ,!rOJnd 
the fring es arB where the ohase 9 t c~mg and tlltCri ng "lave ntroduced 2rr 
disronl 'nu itles , 
The fringes are IInalogous 10 a COniour map: Innges conrCCi :>oin:S of lIqLal tl,adient. 
,vth each new fringe be,ng a wa~·clangjh·s d'Splaccmert above 0' bela .. the ore~IOJS 
frmge . 
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2.1.5 Phase-unwrapping , or demodu lation 
Phase·enwrapplng is the process of reconst-ccti ct" of the surtace (or gradIent; 
dsplacement by resolv",g thc 211 dlscont"'L tlcs tr" thc fllte,'-'u p~ase "'Iage, A 
p,evlOus UCT proinet 15J achrevnd this by ident'ly'n~ th" f,in;l"0 ~ sirt"J Carmy pdgp 
detection :2tl , classifYing tile fringes ~ased 0" the p <els 5u'rou' Gin] th~ edJ"', and 
finally fd ling in the Imag'" mglons using a llooc t;1 op8rmlo'] 
The method IS successful when clear, contlnLoes 'rI~ges can :;e obtained ~his IS not 
always the case however , and other nlelhcds shc"id aso be InVe';\Igaled novel 
n18thods have be",,, proposed which seem to offer ,up?' or !",sults [22J [23J Figu'b 
16 to 20. show how a sLrlacc pklt IS derived from a t Itered vase d a!;l'am 
Figure 16: Fi llered phase image 
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Figu re 18: UnwmpplXl ims!'le 
Figurt! 19: Gradienl plOI 
Figure 20: Surface plOI 
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2.2 Hardware requirements of shearography 
Physical implementations of this technique must take into account various different 
practical considerations which make available different hardware configuration 
options. There are many ways to implement shearography, which is evidenced by the 
large number of commercially available shearography systems, each using different 
types of hardware components. This section discusses the hardware requirements 
for implementing shearography, with a particular emphasis on configurations that 
could be used in the low-cost system. 
The basic hardware requirements for a phase-stepping digital shearography system 
are as follows: 
• An illumination source that is both monochromatic and coherent. 
• A recording and storage medium for capturing and storing speckle patterns. 
• A set of shearing optics used in the superposition of speckle patterns. 
• A means of phase-stepping one of the shear mirrors. 
An extensive survey of the types of suitable hardware was conducted. The cost and 
performance of each of the surveyed components was analyzed to determine the 
component best suited to the application. A large amount of information, gleaned 
from specification documents, user manuals and email correspondence is 
summarized here. 
2.2.1 Illumination source 
Lasers are used for illumination in most shearography applications due to their high 
coherence length (the distance over which laser light can travel before becoming 
incoherent) and high level of monochromicity. There are many different types of 
lasers that can be used in interferometry applications, but in portable applications, 
thermoelectrically-cooled laser diodes are favoured owing to their lower power 
consumption, small size and relatively low cost. 
The quality, chromaticity and intensity of the laser illumination determine many of the 
shearography system's specifications - the maximum inspection area, maximum 
working distance and affect the quality and clarity of fringes developed. The higher 
the power of the laser, the more versatile the system can become in terms of 
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performing inspections. However, the power delivered by laser diodes is limited as 
they require means by which to disperse the heat they generate. 
Much of the current work at the University's NOT laboratory is focused on combining 
laser diodes in arrays and ensuring their stability [24]. 
2.2.2 Recording medium 
Before the advent of digital cameras, photographic slides were used to capture and 
store speckle patterns and then superimpose sheared speckle patterns to obtain 
shearography images. This was a time-consuming process, and has since been 
abandoned in favour of using digital cameras. Digital cameras, coupled with a PC or 
laptop can be used to capture, store and process images in a similar process to 
using photographic slides, with the advantage that it is faster, requiring less setup 
time and results are stored digitally for analysis and further processing. 
Digital cameras for machine vision can be broadly classified either by their PC 
interface or sensor type (CCD or CMOS). USB and FireWire cameras can plug 
directly into generic PC ports. Their transfer rates are slower than those achieved by 
Camera Link and Gig-E connections, which require framegrabber PCI boards. Most 
cameras offer extended features such as onboard LUTs (lookup tables), GPIO 
(general purpose inpuVoutput) pins and advanced image capture triggers. 
2.2.2.1 FireWire 
FireWire, also known as IEEE1394 and i.Link, is a serial bus interface standard for 
high speed communications, especially between digital video devices [25]. FireWire 
400, or IEEE1394a, is the widely used version of this interface and supports transfer 
speeds of 400 MbiVs. FireWire 800, or IEEE1394b, achieves 800MbiVs but is not yet 
widely supported. Unlike USB2.0, the quoted transfer rates are realistically 
achievable as data transfer does not consume host PC's resources. 
FireWire ports are common in laptops and many PCs. FireWire PCI boards are 
widely available and inexpensive. All Sony and Apple laptops come with standard 
with FireWire ports. The ports come in two different versions, 4-pin and 6-pin. Most 
laptops have 4-pin ports while desktops generally have 6-pin ports. This is because 
the extra 2 pins are power pins and exceed the power capabilities of laptops. The 
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standard allows for a voltage of up to 30V, with a maximum power of 45W. However, 
unlike USB, the voltage level is not specified in the standard and one may encounter 
anything from 8V to 30V between the power pins, and typically be able to draw 7 to 
8W. 
The length of FireWire cables is limited to 4.5 metres, but via other means can be 
extended to a maximum of 72 metres. FireWire is not as popular as its competing 
standard, USB2.0; one of the main reasons for this is the greater cost of FireWire 
ports and cables [26]. 
Most FireWire cameras support the DCAM (1394-based Digital Camera 
Specification) standard. The term 'DCAM' is used interchangeably with IIDC 
(Instrumentation and Industrial Control Working Group), the group responsible for 
managing the standard. This standard is supported by most imaging software 
packages. However, while the DCAM specification controls video feed, many of 
these cameras have their own advanced features which lie outside the specification. 
As such, camera manufacturers supply their own custom drivers and SDK's which 
they claim are DCAM compliant, but this compliance only refers to the video stream. 
If one wishes to use the extended camera features, the manufacturer's software must 
be used. 
There is a wide range of high-quality FireWire cameras available, as FireWire was 
originally designed for digital video; AVT, Basler, PixeLiNK and Sony all have ranges 
of FireWire cameras. Most Fir Wire cameras use the FireWire 1394a standard, but 
some manufacturers have recently launched ranges of 1394b cameras, which 
support the new FireWire protocol, offering higher transfer rates and using 9-pin 
connectors. 
All of the 1394a cameras have 6-pin ports, as camera power is supplied over the 
same cable. Where these devices must be connected to laptops (or other 4-pin ports) 
mains-powered FireWire hubs or 'laptop adaptor kits' are usually used [26]. The 
FireWire specification allows daisy-chaining of devices, and most FireWire cameras 
support this feature by having two onboard FireWire ports. A maximum of 63 devices 
may be connected to one host port. These devices must share the same processing 
time and as such lower frame-rates should be expected. 
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2.2.2.2 USB2.0 
USB (Universal Serial Bus) is the de facto standard for many peripheral devices. The 
standard claims to support transfer speeds of up to 480Mbitls, but in practice this is 
rarely achieved. The USB3.0 specification, due for release in 2008, will offer transfer 
rates of 4800Mbitls using a fibre optic link. The maximum length of a USB cable is 
Sm. 
The power supply over USB is somewhat limiting - the specification allows a 
maximum of SOOmA at SV (2.SW). Some USB devices draw more than this limit, but 
are then classified as non-standard devices. PoweredUSB [27] was developed to 
overcome this limitation. It comprises two plugs, a standard USB connection and 
another mains power plug, capable of supplying additional power at SV, 12V or 24V. 
USB cameras are ubiquitous, but generally only in low-quality imaging applications 
such as webcams. There are, however, some manufacturers of higher quality USB 
cameras, such as PixeLlNK, Lumenera and Edmund Optics. 
These manufacturers claim that USB cameras are better suited for laptop 
applications than FireWire cameras are, owing to the fact that laptop FireWire ports 
are 4-pin whereas the cameras are 6-pin. There is no distinction amongst USB 
connectors, so a USB camera can operate directly from a laptop, albeit at the limit of 
its power supply. However, USB will generally achieve slower frame rates than 
corresponding FireWire cameras. 
The advantage to using USB cameras over FireWire is that they are generally slightly 
more cost-effective, and USB ports are more common. 
Software imaging applications have been slow to provide support for USB cameras; 
MIL (Matrox Imaging Library) does not have any support for USB cameras. Similarly 
to FireWire cameras, these cameras often offer extended features that are only 
accessible through the manufacturer's software. 
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2.2.2.3 Camera Link 
Camera Link has been the industry standard for high-end imaging applications, but is 
likely to be supplanted by Gig-E Vision cameras. The Camera Link specification 
allows transfer rates of up to 2.04 GbiVs. Neither Camera Link nor Gig-E Vision 
provides power over their cables and both require framegrabber cards. 
2.2.2.4 Gig-E Vision 
This interface is another high-end imaging interface which is being developed by a 
host of large machine vision companies and is based on the Gigabit Ethernet 
protocol. It aims to overcome some of the limitations of the Camera Link specification 
by using cost-effective cables which can be up to 100m long. It supports transfer 
rates of 1 OOOMbiVs over standard Ethernet cables (CAT5e or CAT6). 
2.2.2.5 CMOS vs. CCO 
CMOS and CCD are two different types of image sensor used in digital cameras. 
They have different methods of operation, and are manufactured using different 
processes. Historically, CCD cameras have been preferred in high-end applications 
because of their higher image quality and clarity. Recently however, manufacturing 
advances have been made in CMOS sensor technology that has seen them finding 
increased usage. The pixel wells in both sensors convert light to electrons, but the 
way in which they digitize the signal differs; CCD sensors have one analogue-to-
digital converter for all the pixels, and the electron charge from each pixel is carried 
across the CCD to one corner of the sensor to be digitized by the ADC. This means 
that the full sensor area is available for pixel light capture. CMOS sensors on the 
other hand have transistors situated next to every pixel for converting the pixel 
electrons to a digital signal. This enables faster processing, but limits the amount of 
light reaching every pixel, as space is also taken up in the sensor area by all the 
conversion transistors. Digital noise from these transistors affects the pixel light 
capture, which results in images from CMOS sensors being more noisy than CCD. 
The advantage to using CMOS sensors instead of CCDs is that CMOS sensors are 
more cost-effective and consume less power, which makes them ideal for low-cost 
camera interfaces such as USB and FireWire, where power is supplied over the 
interface bus instead of over a separate cable, and as such must be kept to a 
minimum. 
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2.2.3 Shearing optics 
The process used by shearography systems to split the light reflected from the 
specimen into two separate beams and recombine them onto the camera's sensor 
differs significantly between different implementations. Often the configuration of the 
shearing optics is proprietary. One of the most common configurations uses a 
modified Michelson interferometer [28], in which one mirror of the interferometer is 
tilted slightly to introduce a small shear into the recombined image. This is then 
known as a shearing Michelson interferometer. Typically the amount of tilt, or shear, 
is controllable as this also has an effect on the sensitivity of shearography. It does 
not matter which arm of the interferometer is used for shearing, but usually the mirror 
not used for shearing is actuated for use in phase-stepping. Theoretically, there is no 
reason why the same arm of the interferometer cannot be used as both a phase-
stepped and shear mirror, but practical limitations mean that it is simpler for one 
mirror to be phase-shifted while the other is used for shearing. The layout of the 










Figure 21: Equivalent optics layouts 
A beam splitter is used to separate the incoming reflected laser light into two beams, 
and is an essential part of the interferometer. Beamsplitters are partial mirrors, 
making use of various different coatings to achieve different transmission to reflection 
ratios, though a ratio of 50% is typically used in shearography applications. 
There are essentially three different types of beamsplitter, namely plate, cube and 
pellicle beamsplitters, each of which are found in different shearography systems. 
Plate beamsplitters can suffer from 'ghost' images, due to internally reflected waves 
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through their thickness. These beamsplitters are however more cost-effective than 
the other alternatives. 
Pellicle beamsplitters also suffer from the problem of internally reflected light, but this 
effect is minimized as they are extremely thin (211m). This however also diminishes 
their usefulness in portable applications as they are generally not as robust as the 
plate or cube beamsplitters. 
Cube beam splitters comprise two precision right-angled prisms which are cemented 
together using a transparent adhesive, and reflection/transmission takes place via a 
reflective coating applied to the hypotenuse of one of the prisms. They suffer less 
from 'ghost' images as the interface between the two prisms is thin, and reflected 
light usually travels back out through the perpendicular prism surfaces. Cube 
beamsplitters are more durable than the other alternatives as the reflective coating is 
contained within the prism and cannot be scratched or degraded. 
Table 1 shows the relative prices of beamsplitters: 
Table 1 : Standard beam splitters 
Size Price 
Type 
mm USD R 
Plate 35 $31 R248 
Cube 40 $229 R1832 
Pellicle 50 $200 R1600 
Notes: 
1. Prices are taken from Edmund Optics [29] 
2. Currency conversion: US$1 = R8.00 
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2.2.4 Phase-stepping hardware 
TI18re are several d.flerenl ways i:1 which 10 acllieve phase-stepping in IIl lerl eromeuy 
appicatlons. The basic reqUl'ement is that the actua:or lISed should "troduce known 
phase-sh .fts Into the rer ected light from one of the inter'eronteter 's arms. 
synchron izati on with 1118 ""mge capture roul i"" The exaCI phase-s leps IIlal are 
reqUIred depend on the wave length of the I:ght source and :ne da:a reduction 
algo'lthrl used: typically tilree ' or 'ou'-bucket. 
Several of these rle tr.ods we discussed 
• DI'ectly shi fting tee mirror using plezoolectr ,c actuators 
• Using piezooeclnc actuators to intr odL!Ce a ~rase-srift in fi bre 8pt ic cab les 
• Using laser d ode sinusoida plmse mod LJ lat lon i nter rer or~1el r y 
2.2.4.1 Piezoelectric mirror-shifting 
The most w:dely used method ror phase-sr. 'fting makes use 01 a piezoelectric 
actua t ~r t ~ shift the mirror. P'ezoelectric actuators are gererJlly used in ap~katons 
where prec ise sub-rlicrorleter position ing 's requi red at il igh frequencies ~or 
nsta"ce. pezoelectric devices are find ng increased use in dtita. cameras hr acti ve 
'ens stab 'li zation [30]. Because of thei r wide 'ange of app:cat" o.",s . piezoelectric 
actuators come in many di fferent fo 'ms, but rl'no r- sn;fting only req~:res sing :e·axls, 
low rrequency co nl r~ USing cyli ndrical sta~ked aC!'.lators, Wil ich are the sir':lplest 
Imm. These come In two varieties - steel packaged (enclosedl and epoxy·sealed 
lbare stacks) ; see ffgure 22, The bare stacks are prone to darlage by shear forces . 
and must be specially r':loLJnted USing 11811 ball bed'lflQs t8 aV8id dm':lage [31] Tr.e 
packaged LJn lts are easier to mmmt. althougr. less cost -ef'ectl '.-e 
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These devices take advan tage of the converse piezoetectr ic ef~ect , where cert al'l 
ceramic materia ls prod ~ce a SI'lal! strain in cespGnse to a vo ltage appiied aCr;JS5 the'r 
surfaces 'They are availab:e in two broad categories : epen- and closed- ,oop 
actc;aters, Closed-loop cont rol is achieved through the use of strain gauges mounted 
on the actc;ator. from wh ell s,gnals are fed into a con trol eircJit Closed-loop 
acLators are used in appl cations where there are large dynalnlc loads on t~ e 
actuator er where ,, 'tra-preClse pGs ltloning 's reqU ired 
In order to achieve travel that is ot practical " se. piezoelectric matenals are stacked 
on top of each other n serres, as shown n fgu re 23 Flexure t'-Inges are also used to 
magnify trave l. T he ar'le" nt of intefll al stacki"'.! determines the travel-Io -vo ltaqe ratiO. 
and al~o influences ' he ength of Ille actuator, 
S h." - 0 I,," , \<)r BO\'"9 & C, Llrn9 
ht.tn., "."""0,," 
M o' ; ~ 
Figure 23: Multi layer piezoelect ri c actuator production process 
When using a p:el oe e<;tr ic acLator, some type of voltage cont rOller is necessary. as 
' he pielo res!XJnds to vol tage actJat ion. 'T here are many d,tfe 'ent ways of ach'ev inq 
thiS cont rol One of the methods com monly employed I ~ to use a dig·tal -to-ar aiog'" e 
converter iD!\C) PC I card, wh ch is an extension ca"d tor PCs_ This enab'es tlte 
p:ezo vOitage to be controll ed trom a sottwa(e appilcat lon, Other rtethods use larger 
external DACs ~ .. hlch "esemble power s\JP~lies Dc;e to the high veitages thai are 
usua!ly used te actuate p'ezo's, tilese control 'ers must De able to sc;ppi y these 
voltages, sometimes CO P to 300V_ Wilde the actuJI pewer requ irements are not grea! 
(the tYPical s\JPply cvrrent does no' exceed tOOmA in most appl icat ions), o:)tJ in 'I'ij 
these vo ltages can be difflcu it in portal:He applicat,=>ns 
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2.2.4.2 Stretching fibre-optic cable to introduce phase shifts 
While this technique is not usually applied to shearography, it is included to illustrate 
some of the different ways of achieving phase-stepped interferometry. In some 
interferometry applications such as ESPI, fibre-optic cables are used to transmit light, 
e.g. the reference beam, instead of reflecting mirrors. Where fibre-optic cables are 




FIBRE OPTIC CABLE 
Figure 24: Piezoelectric actuator phase-shifting using fibre-optic cable 
The fibre-optic cable is wrapped around a cylindrical piezoelectric actuator (figure 
24), such that an expansion of the actuator will stretch the fibre-optic cable. This 
stretching of the cable introduces phase-shifts into the light travelling in the cable. 
The use of multiple turns of fibre-optic cable and larger diameter actuators can result 
in lower voltages being required for equivalent phase-shifts, lowering the maximum 
voltage that is required for phase-shifting to approximately 5V [32]. 
2.2.4.3 Laser diode sinusoidal phase modulation interferometry 
This phase-shifting technique (LO-SPM) was proposed by Kim et a/ [33], to overcome 
some of the limitations of using piezoelectric actuators and to make interferometry 
systems more compact. It achieves phase modulation without the use of a piezo by 
directly altering the laser diodes injection current. Changing the laser's illumination 
characteristics will affect both arms of the shearing interferometer, thus new phase 
mapping algorithms are also required. 
This technique is still in the developmental phase, and the research papers 
describing it were only published in 2007. 
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2.3 Software options for shearography 
The various hardware components used in shearography must be controlled in a 
synchronized manner, requiring some form of external control. Modern digital 
shearography requires the use of a host PC for processing and displaying the results 
of the image processing that is performed. In virtually all commercially available 
shearography systems, as well as in UCT's existing shearography system, custom 
software has been developed for controlling hardware and displaying results. 
There are many different software packages and languages that can be used to 
achieve the objectives set out in this project. This section serves to review some of 
the available software that may be used in the new low-cost shearography system. 
2.3.1 Matrox Imaging Library (Mil) 
This is the library currently in use in the NOT laboratory. The Matrox Imaging Library 
is an industry-leading image processing toolbox that incorporates many advanced 
features such as optical character recognition (OCR), edge detection, blob analysis 
and pattern recognition. Using MIL is costly, as development licenses cost in the 
region of R40 000. In addition, every runtime license costs approximately R4 000. 
The MI Library is designed to work in conjunction with Matrox framegrabbers. 
However, FireWire and USB cameras don't use framegrabbers. MIL claims to 
support FireWire cameras, but it only supports FireWire cameras connected through 
the Matrox Meteor 11/1394 framegrabber, which is less cost-effective than a generic 
FireWire PCI card, and not available as a laptop card. It will only support FireWire 
cameras connected to a generic FireWire port if another Us-licence" is purchased, at 
a cost of R6000. Matrox provides no support for USB cameras. 
Note that MIL is only an imaging library and not a programming language or 
development environment. MIL would typically be used in a C++ application and built 
in a development environment such as Visual C++. 
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2.3.2 MA TLAB Image Acquisition and Processing toolboxes 
MA TLAB is both a development environment and a programming language. It also 
has a wide range of powerful toolboxes available, making it a stand-alone tool for 
developing a wide variety of applications. 
The Image Processing toolbox was used for a previous project, and its high-level 
processing ability makes it ideal for rapid application development. 
The MA TLAB Image Acquisition toolbox supports FireWire and USB interfaces. It 
supports USB through the WDM (Windows Driver Model) and FireWire through 
DCAM [6]. The DCAM driver used by MA TLAB is an open-source driver developed 
by Carnegie-Mellon University [34]. This driver complies strictly with the DCAM 1.3 
specification. 
Both USB and FireWire options would be able to capture video streams from most 
cameras; however these drivers would not support control of extended camera 
features such as GPIO and COM interfaces. 
Another drawback to using MA TLAB is that is because it is an interpreted language, 
it runs considerably slower than a compiled language such as C++. 
The cost of using MA TLAB is also large - MA TLAB costs around R60 000, while the 
two image toolboxes and compiler cost approximately R10 000 each. However, 
distribution as compiled applications is free once the development license has been 
purchased. 
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2.3.3 PixeLINK Software Development Kit 
Each camera manufacturer sells an image acquisition library for controlling their 
camera; the PixeLiNK SDK is discussed here as an example of an imaging library 
offered by a camera manufacturer. It should be noted that software written with this 
SDK, although written for a camera that claims DCAM compliance, will not be DCAM 
compliant itself. It is implemented in C++, .NET and LabVIEW. It offers basic 
functionality: simple functions for grabbing images, previewing video streams and 
saving images. It also offers the user advanced control over the camera features 
such as custom frame descriptors (for specifying image options on a frame-by-frame 
basis), onboard lookup tables, and video callbacks (for modifying the captured frame 
before display). It also offers control that is not available via any other means - one 
can control extended camera features such as a COM port, GPIO pins and advanced 
triggering. It doesn't offer, however, any support for additional image processing 
beyond image acquisition. 
PixeLiNK manufactures FireWire and USB cameras, and the SDK supports both 
through the same interface. This means that software written with this SDK will work 
with both their FireWire and USB cameras. This is highly desirable, as it offers the 
user the opportunity to swap cameras without the need for recompilation. 
The advantage of the PixeLiNK licensing scheme is that only one SDK needs to be 
purchased, thereafter there is no restriction on redistribution of development or 
runtime licenses; in fact once the camera driver is installed, SDK-produced software 
will be ready to run. 
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2.3.4 Clmg Imaging Toolkit [35] 
Clmg is an open-source C++ toolkit for image processing written by David 
Tschumperle. This toolkit was considered for usage because it offers more powerful 
image processing than what can be easily achieved from the C++ basic types, and 
offers an alternative to 3rd party libraries which require licensing. It uses simple 
classes and methods for manipulating images. The entire toolkit is contained in a 
single header file, Clmg.h, which makes using the library simple; one only needs to 
include the header file and namespace statement: 
#include "Clrng.h" 
using narnespace cirng_library; 
The toolkit offers various functions for opening, saving, and processing images, as 
well as transformations, matrix operations, drawing and 3D rendering. The toolkit is 
governed by two different licenses: 
1. The CeCILL-C license governs only the Clmg.h header file. It allows the user 
to include the unmodified Clmg.h in their project without disclosing the rest of 
their source code. This license is similar to the GNU LGPL. Any changes to 
Clmg.h must be released as open source. 
2. The CeCILL license applies to all other toolkit files including documentation 
and examples. The CeCILL license is more restrictive, and prevents Clmg.h 
from being used in closed-source projects. This license is compatible with the 
GNUGPL. 
The header file is large, and typically exceeds the page memory of the Visual C++ 
compiler. The solution is to increase the memory by adding the switch, /Zm200 to the 
compiler options. This increases the internal heap size and allows successful 
compilation. 
2.3.5ImageMagick [36] 
ImageMagick is a powerful open-source image processing library designed for 
command-line or API-based (it has been translated and adapted for many 
languages) usage. The reason it was considered for this application was because it 
offers support for many different image formats. The Clmg library has built-in support 
for ImageMagick; this would allow the supported image formats to be extended from 
just bitmap (* .bmp) images to almost every image format available. 
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2.4 Survey of existing shearography systems 
Shearography is rapidly gaining acceptance in industry as a useful NOT tool. As 
such, there are several commercially available shearography systems that are used 
in a wide range of industries. This section reviews some of the portable 
shearography systems available in addition to UCT's existing portable testing unit. 
2.4.1 Review of UCT's existing shearography unit 
UCT's NOT Laboratory's shearography testing unit consists of a shearography head, 
in which a camera, piezoelectric actuator, shearing optics and laser are housed, as 
well as a ruggedized PC loaded with the laboratory's custom-designed software. The 
shearography head is a 250mm x 100mm x 100mm portable box, and implements 
the technique of phase-stepping using a piezoelectric actuator. Figure 25 shows the 
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Figure 25: Layout of UCT's shearography head 
2.4.1.1 Hardware 
2.4.1.1.1 Housing 
The housing (base and walls) is machined from a solid block of aluminum which is 
anodised black to absorb errant light. Components are mounted on the bottom of this 
surface, and the laser is mounted on the lid of the box. 
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2.4.1.1 .2 Camera and peripheral equipment 
T.~e test ing LJI:lt usus a Pull;;x dig ital camera Wlt.~ a Camera Link Interlace. T.~e 
Camera I, ck interface necessitates a framegrabber PCI card for the hclsl PC The 
\ 1atrox \1cteor II (or Sallas) framegrabber is Jsed , he resolJ tion 01 tile camera is 
1392,10~O p<XDls and LJ ses a FJjlnon C·mount. f,XL"{j focal lengt.~ (16rmn) lens 
Power to the calnera can cot be supp ied over tile C~mer~ L.i ck cable. and is 
t.~erelorc supplied Over a separate cab le lrom the .~ost PC F'9J,e 26 ding'an 
i:lustrates the setup of the c.omple:e slW'l'ography sys:ern 
Customi.ed PC 
Figure 26: Schematic design of existing system 
2.4.1 .1.3 Phase·stepping piezoelecfric ac\lJator and controller 
Tile piezoelectri c actuato, IS speciLcal ~ designed for mirro' shift ng in interferometry 
applications am is import ed lrom Germany, liS displacement curve is near ly linear. 
olfering 0-6~lm t'avel over a 'ange of 0-150V, Another CJstom PCI board Irom the 
same company is 'Jsed as a DAC controlle' . and allows software control of the m,"or 
disp laceme"L The DAC cOI;lrolle has 5rnV noise w il.~ 14-bit reso lution. , his gives a 
displacement 'esol'Jtion of O.37nm. and error of 0.20nm The PCI controlle r and 
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2.4.1.1.4 Illumination 
Illumination is provided by a thermoelectrically-cooled laser diode with 100mW laser 
power and 660nm wavelength. The laser is mounted on the lid of the box. Power is 
provided over the same cable that supplies the power to the camera. 
2.4.1.2 Software 
The existing testing unit is controlled by a Visual C++ application, called Inspector, 
which performs all image processing and display, and allows the user to open phase-
unwrapping utilities and save images. The application interfaces directly and 
automatically with the camera through a Matrox framegrabber, as well as with the 
piezoelectric actuator through another custom PCI board which acts as a digital-to-
analogue converter (DAC). However, the design of the application has several 
drawbacks: 
• It uses the Matrox Imaging Library (MIL), where a simpler library would 
suffice. 
• The camera model, resolution and path to c mera files were hard-coded in 
the application, requiring re-compilation on target machines when deploying. 
• Code was added and removed in an ad hoc basis by multiple authors, making 
it difficult to debug and understand. 
• It has no version control system, so there are multiple versions all with 
different bugs and problems, which can make troubleshooting difficult. 
2.4.1.3 Deploying testing stations 
The high degree of PC hardware customization means that the testing PC and 
shearography unit are intricately linked. This requires that the PC and testing unit 
must be distributed in conjunction, raising the cost of the combined system 
significantly. Currently, the PC supplied is a ruggedized industrial unit. A laptop 
cannot be used as this would not allow space for the PCI cards. 
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2.4.2 Dantcc Dynamics ' 0-810 Portable Shcarog raphy System 
D~" t "r Dyrnmir.5 [37] is" D~n i s" company Ihat sPeG'a li7c0 in tne dev~O'lment and 
salcs of integrated mcasuremcnt systems for , amongsl olh crs, straw rnea~u"wlerl 
Thcy o l l~r I::SPI and portable shcarography sysle"$. 
Theif portablc shcafography systCrl, trw 0·ill0 uses a rCrlote ncad or 'VaCUUrl 
hood" wh Ich I I ~S Inlegrated v;!cuum "XClt ~t lOf' cap~bll ll %, I"ser d ode IIlurl r:ql"", 
and a d'gltal display. T" '5 hood is attached to t'le 50eCImen to e iminate any global 
v;brat.ons, ard to al low vacuum stress ing oj up to 150,r::Hr A spccirwr' area of 225 
• 175rl rn cnn be Inspected at one time. 
'he r=d also conta"ns controlS fOf opcfat!r.g the un.t. and cia rnS to bc ab e 10 
dcl ivcr interlerencc imagcs at 1 :mage cvery 30 seconds Tll ;S acquls lt>:ln : me 
prcsumnbly includes the lin1e IIml IS laken for reposl l;on ing the hood 
Figure 27: Dantec Dy"amICS ' 0-810 portable shearography system 
Tile IwOO (which weigl15 7kg\ conne<:ts to a host PC whic" is cortained in a 'olling 
housing This nous;rg is lafge and heavy -::35~g ) bUI ro l:ers sefve to make 1 more 
p(y tab le ins Illustrated In figure 27) Tile system inplenerts pilase-,tep"ed 
>;heawgraphy and phasc ur.wrapplng, but offers litt e other detail regard r.g the 
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3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
Once the design and layout of the existing system were well understood, and 
research had been conducted into the relevant and available hardware and software, 
several different concepts were developed and analysed. The aim of these concepts 
was to come up with a solution that would satisfy all of the design specifications, and 
in particular be low-cost. Different layout, hardware design and software concepts 
were generated, which are presented below. The outcomes of these discussions and 
concepts are discussed in the following section, which details the final solution. 
3.1 Physical construction 
3.1.1 Type of housing: specimen- vs. tripod-mounted 
The type of housing employed to contain the components of the shearography head 
plays a significant role in determining how the shearography system will be used. For 
example, the Dantec Dynamics' 0-810 shearography system comes packaged in a 
vacuum hood which is manually attached to the specimen surface using suction 
pads. Other systems, such as UCT's existing shearography head are positioned 
using tripod stands and are not directly connected to the specimen. The following 
sections analyse the advantages and disadvantages of each solution. 
The two major advantages to using a specimen mounted housing over tripod 
mounting are firstly that the stressing mechanism (thermal, pressure and mechanical) 
can be incorporated in the hood, simplifying the operation. Secondly, the fact that the 
shearography head is physically attached to the specimen eliminates any vibration 
between the two, which can lead to better quality results due to decreased 
environmental disturbance. 
Another advantage of using a specimen-attachable hood is that because of the 
enclosed design, a less powerful laser might be used. Less powerful lasers are more 
cost-effective and often provide better quality results, as the decreased power allows 
the laser illumination to be more stable. Also, owing to the reduced distance between 
the specimen and shearography head, a lower resolution camera can be used, which 
is also more cost-effective. 
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However, one of the limitations of the hood design is that a limited area can be 
inspected at one time and every time a new area is to be inspected, the head must 
be decoupled, moved and then reattached to the specimen surface. This can make 
the inspection or large areas time consuming, whereas with a trip-mounted head, 
repositioning is simple and can be achieved more quickly. 
Also, it is likely that on occasion the vacuum pads which support the shearography 
head will fail, causing the vacuum hood to fall which may result in the shearography 
head being damaged. This is unacceptable for a high-value testing unit that can 
easily be damaged by such a fall. 
Finally, when using a specimen-mounted system, the fact that the shearography 
head is integrated in the vacuum hood: 
• Precludes testing components which are irregularly shaped. 
• Limits the types of testing that can be carried out. 
• Limits the excitation or stressing methods that can be used to those 
performed by the hood itself. 
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3.1.2 Housing construction: box design vs. sheet metal 
A box design (where the housing was machined from a solid piece of aluminium -
see figure 28) was used in the housing of the existing system, and was considered 
for use in the low-cost system. The advantage to using a solid box design is that the 
housing is extremely strong, and presents an aesthetically pleasing facade as there 
are no clear edges. 
However, the use of a large block of aluminium for machining out a box is wasteful as 
it requires many machining hours and wastes a large amount of aluminium in 
addition to being cost ineffective. Also, the fact that components are mounted on the 
bottom surface of the inside of the box can make accessing components difficult. 
Figure 28: Solid aluminium box housing 
As an alternative to this approach, another concept was considered, which made use 
of a base plate for mounting components and a sheet metal fold-over to cover the 
box, with end plates to cover the ends, illustrated in figure 29. This is less wasteful as 
less material is required, but also requires more components to make up the box; 6 
instead of 2 in the case of the solid machined block. Additionally, the sheet metal 
approach will not be as strong as the machined solution. 
Figure 29: Housing constructed from folded sheet metal 
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3.1.3 Internal layout concepts 
3.1.3.1 Layout of the shearing optics 
While there are different ways of shearing and recombining the speckle images on 
the image plane, the most common method uses a shearing Michelson 
interferometer. Even when this configuration is used, the relative placement of the 
shearing mirror with respect to the phase-stepped mirror can be set up differently. 
Figure 30 shows how this placement can differ. 
Phase-







Figure 30: Different layouts for a Michelson shearing interferometer 
Both of these configurations are functionally equivalent, but have different practical 
considerations associated. The first consideration is the placement of the shear 
mirror controls. The amount is shear should be user controllable, as this has the 
effect of adjusting the sensitivity of the system. These controls should be easily 
accessible, and collocated with other relevant controls. 
Secondly, the relative placement of the different arms of the interferometer has an 
effect on the overall size of the unit. The phase-stepping device (typically a 
piezoelectric actuator) is usually larger than the thin shear mirror plate, and its 
placement will have a direct impact on the overall dimensions of the unit, for instance 
making the unit wider or longer. 
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3.1.3.2 Methods for performing focus and aperture adjustment 
Most of the digital cameras used in shearography use manual iris and focus lenses 
(this will certainly be the case in a low-cost implementation), and thus a means of 
adjusting the focus and aperture must be provided for in the design. Often the lens is 
housed inside the shearography head and cannot be accessed directly. This 
discussion concerns the means of addressing this problem. 
One common configuration that was encountered during a survey of current methods 
and products was one in which both of the mirrors and the beam splitter are housed 
after the image has passed through the lens. This allows for the lens to be mounted 
on the outside of the housing, giving the user direct manual access to the focus and 
aperture, as in figure 31. Also, since the beam is narrowed by the lens before 
passing through the beamsplitter and lens, smaller versions of these components 





Figure 31: Difference between external lens (left) and the existing design's 
internal lens (right) 
One example of this configuration is that used in the commercially available HG7000 
shearography unit made by Pcholo [15]. 
This approach also has several disadvantages, namely that it leaves the lens 
exposed to the dirt and dust encountered in industrial settings. A previous MSc 
project aimed at achieving this goal had already been conducted [38], which met with 
success, but in the end was not adopted due to decreased image quality and 
increased complexity. 
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One alternative to externally-mounted lenses is the use of gears for adjusting the 
internally-mounted lens. An advantage to using gears instead of manual adjustment 
is that gears can be used to provide a gear reduction, allowing finer control of the 
properties. Two different gear-adjustment approaches were considered: 
• Using worm gears, as is the case in UCT's existing shearography system. 
• Using spur gears as adjustment wheels, protruding through the outer case of 
the shearography head 








Figure 32: Adjusting the lens: spur gears (left) and worm gears (right) 
The worm gear solution has a significant advantage over the use of spur gears, as it 
allows for the box to be completely dust-sealed. When using spur gears, some gaps 
in the housing would have to be left in order for the gears to turn smoothly. 
Spur gears are however, more cost-effective and are more easily obtainable, making 
them suited to use in a low-cost shearography implementation. 
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3.2 Hardware options 
3.2.1 Digital cameras and framegrabbers 
The design requirement that the shearography head should require no host PC 
modifications (and be able to operate from a laptop) eliminates the use of Camera 
Link and Gig-E interfaces, as they both require framegrabbers. Both USB and 
FireWire cameras generally use CMOS sensors, so there was no option to use a 
CCO camera with the remaining camera interfaces. As such, the only two available 
interface options for choosing a suitable digital camera were USB and FireWire. 
USB cameras are generally slightly more cost-effective than equivalent FireWire 
cameras. This fact, coupled with the fact that USB ports are more readily available 
than FireWire ports, makes USB cameras ideally suited for use in low-cost portable 
applications. However, one of the limitations of the use of a USB camera is that the 
USB bus power is limited to 2S0mA at SV. While this is sufficient to power the 
camera, there will not be any additional power available for auxiliary devices. In 
contrast, the amount of power available on the FireWire bus is significantly greater 
than the amount required by the camera, thus enabling the possibility that other 
devices might be powered from the same cable. 
In the case of a portable shearography system that must be both user-friendly and 
compact, minimizing the number of external cables required for operation can greatly 
simplify and enhance usability. The potential for a single cable to power and control 
the camera as well as some of the peripheral devices required (e.g. the laser and 
piezoelectric actuator) is significant, and means that the extra cost associated with 
using a FireWire camera instead of a USB camera might be mitigated by the 
additional ease-of-use which it may offer. 
Table 2 on the following page offers a comparison between the different camera 
interfaces, their performance and specifications. Gig-E and Camera Link cameras 
are significantly more expensive than the equivalent FireWire and USB cameras. 
Most of these cameras offer similar performance characteristics, with similar frame 
rates and bit depth. While the bit depth of the cameras varies between a and 10 bits, 
it should be noted that most imaging applications will automatically convert 10-bit 
images (which have to be represented internally as at least 16-bit) to a-bit images. 
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Table 2: Comparison between cameras 
Resolution Frames Bit Cose,3 
Part number Sensor1 Interface 
pixels per sec depth USD R4 
Edmund EO-1312 )12" USB 1280 x 1024 25 8 $835 R6680 
PixeLiNK PL-B771U 112" USB 1280 x 1024 30 10 $895 R7160 
PixeLiNK PL-B771 F 112" FireWire 1280 x 1024 30 10 $1095 R8760 
PixeLiNK PL-B741 2/3" FireWire 1280 x 1024 25 10 $1 195 R9560 
AVT F-146 112" FireWire 1392 x 1024 18 8 $1 390 R11 120 
Basler A622F 1/3" FireWire 1280 x 1024 24 10 $1475 R11 800 
JAI TM-1402L )12" Camera Link 1392 x 1040 30 10 $1902 R15216 
Sony XCL-U1000 1/1 .8" Camera Link 1600 x 1400 15 10 $3607 R28856 
DALSA Genie 1400 112" Gig-E 1392 x 1040 15 10 $2188 R17504 
JAI TM-1405GE )12" Gig-E 1392 x 1040 30 10 $2295 R18360 
Notes: 
1. All cameras are monochrome for the sake of comparison. All of the USB and 
FireWire camera have CMOS sensors, while the other have CCD's. 
2. Where available, prices are for board-level cameras. 
3. Prices are quoted from Edmund Optics website [29] and do not include 
transport. 
4. Currency conversion: US$1 = R8 
In the range of FireWire cameras, the most cost-effective manufacturer is PixeLlNK, 
while the Edmund Optics' USB camera is the most cost-effective camera overall. 
Most of these cameras offer additional features which can be used by OEM 
manufacturers to further integrate their products for compactness or usability. These 
features should be evaluated on a per-camera or per-manufacturer basis. 
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3.2.2 Phase-shifting actuators 
In digital shearography, there are several different ways of achieving phase-stepping, 
some of which were discussed in the literature review. However, the most common 
and simple method uses a piezoelectric actuator (simply referred to as a piezo) to 
physically shift the mirror. 
The literature review also discusses some of the different types of piezo actuators 
available. In interferometry applications, only single axis motion is required, and in 
general simpler open-loop actuators may be used as there is no dynamic loading and 
the small level of hysteresis present in open-loop is not a critical problem. 
3.2.2.1 Piezo type: packaged vs. bare stacks 
The ceramic materials used in piezo actuators are usually pre-packaged to make 
usage simpler. The packaging provides preloading and protects the actuator from 
damage. However, unpackaged piezo's are also available for some suppliers, and 
these are significantly more cost-effective than the equivalent packaged unit, and are 
also generally smaller. 
However, the bare-stack (or unpackaged) piezo's require special mounting 
considerations, which may negate some of the cost savings that are made by using 
an unpackaged actuator. Nevertheless, unpackaged piezo's are ideally suited for 
integration in low-cost shearography systems where their cost-effectiveness and 
small size are important. 
3.2.2.2 Selection parameters 
Piezoelectric actuators offer a nearly linear displacement response to an applied 
voltage. The maximum required travel (and therefore piezo voltage) is a function of 
the laser's wavelength as the mirror must be shifted by approximately half of the 
laser's wavelength. The lower the voltage required for a given amount of travel 
makes design of the system simpler, because obtaining a high supply voltage can be 
difficult in portable applications. 
The process of selecting a piezo involves calculating the required displacement-to-
voltage ratio as well as ensuring that the piezo can shift the mirror by the minimum 
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amount, as piezo's are often specified by their maximum travel (in j..Im) and maximum 
voltage. However, the maximum supply voltage from the piezo controller is still 
unknown, as the available voltage will be a function which piezo controller concept is 
adopted. This makes selecting a piezo based on its displacement-to-voltage ratio 
difficult. 
A pragmatic approach was taken, where the piezo controller voltage was initially 
estimated, to find if there were actuators capable of delivering the required 
performance using that maximum voltage. As previously mentioned, the lower the 
maximum voltage required, the simpler the design of the controller will become. This 
consideration, combined with the fact that the standard voltage reference for many 
DACs is 5V, led to 5V being initially chosen as the reference voltage. 
In order to determine what magnitude phase shift is required, we also need to know 
what the wavelength of the laser will be, as the piezo should be able to shift the 
mirror by half of the lasers wavelength. The piezo mirror need only shift by half the 
laser's wavelength in order to change to optical path travelled by the light by a full 
wavelength, as the light travels to and from the mirror surface, effectively doubling 
the change in path length that was introduced by the piezo mirror. 
The typical laser used in shearography applications is a red laser, which has a 
wavelength of approximately 6601lm. Other lasers may also be used, but by 
assuming that a red laser is used, we ensure that the piezo will be able to shift 
sufficiently for other lasers as well, since red light has the longest wavelength of the 
colours in the visible spectrum. 
Thus, the piezo should be able to shift at least 330llm with a 5V supply, i.e. a 
displacement-to-voltage ratio greater than 661lmN is required. 
While the requisite displacement-to-voltage ratio is an important selection 
specification, there are other specifications which are important when selecting a 
piezo for phase-shifting shearography. For instance, the length of the actuator is a 
design factor because the layout of the testing unit dictates that the piezoelectric 
actuator length has a direct effect on the minimum testing unit size. 
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Several piezoelectric manufacturers' offerings were investigated, namely Physik 
Instrumente [39], PiezoMechanik [40], PiezoSystemJena [41], and Mad City labs 
[42]. Table 3 shows the prices and design specifications of the investigated 
components. 
Table 3: Piezoelectric actuators 
Travel Voltage Length3 Price 
Type Codel Part number 
Ilm V mm USD R4 
Stack, open-loop PSJ P-216-40 16 150 18 $268 R2144 
Stack, open-loop MCl PZT3 18 150 20 $130 R1040 
Enclosed, open-loop PSJ P-112-00 16 150 33 $410 R3280 
Enclosed, open-loop PI P820.10 15 100 26 $380 R3040 
Enclosed, open-loop PM STr25/150/6 6 150 26 $710 R5680 
Enclosed, open-loop PM STr25/150/20 16 150 33 $1050 R8400 
Enclosed, closed-loop2 PI P841.10 15 100 32 $1400 R11 200 
Enclosed, closed-loop2 MCl Nano-P15 15 150 34 $6250 R50000 
Notes: 
1. The manufacturer's code refers to the following manufacturers: 
a. Physik Instrumente (PI) 
b. PiezoMechanik (PM) 
c. PiezoSystemJena (PSJ) 
d. Mad City labs (MCl) 
2. Price for closed-loop actuators includes the controller and actuator. 
3. The diameters of actuators are not considered here. 
4. Currency conversion: US$1 = R8 
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3.2.3 Piezoelectric controller: custom vs. OEM 
The voltage to be applied to a piezo actuator corresponds to fractions of the laser's 
wavelength, and can be calibrated before processing starts. The exact voltages that 
need to be applied depend on the voltage-to-displacement ratio of the piezo actuator 
used, the wavelength of the laser, and the data reduction algorithm used (typically 
three- or four-bucket). 
Many existing shearography applications use a PCI expansion card that acts as a 
digital-to-analogue converter to control the piezo. The requirement that the host PC 
should not require any modifications eliminates this method as a possibility for the 
new low-cost system. 
There are many ways in which to step the phase voltages. Three different methods 
for achieving this voltage control were considered. 
3.2.3.1 Purchasing a USB digital-to-analogue converter 
The complexity of designing a DAC controller that is capable of shifting the mirror in 
synchronization with the image capture, with high resolution, repeatability and low 
noise may mean that purchasing an OEM DAC module may be a viable solution. 
High resolution DAC's are available as USB devices, which are commonly used as 
high quality replacements for generic PC soundcards. This type of device might be 
modified to act as a piezo controller. 
However, this would require that an extra cable is required; a USB/FireWire cable for 
the camera and a USB cable for the controller; using two separate cables is not as 
ergonomic as just one. Also, these controllers are likely to be less cost-effective than 
designing a custom controller. 
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3.2.3.2 Multiplexer switching using the camera's 1/0 pins 
It is highly desirable that the phase-step voltages are software configurable, but this 
not completely necessary; the different voltages required could be manually set on 
the board first, and cycled through at the correct times with software triggers, using 
the camera's General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) pins. Note that the number of 
preset voltages required depends on the data reduction scheme used. 
These on-board, preset analogue voltages can then be selected using a multiplexer 








Figure 34: MUltiplexer-based piezo controller 
Piezo I 
This method is simpler than using the serial bus as there is a lower level of electronic 
design involved, but also has several drawbacks: 
• The on-board voltages cannot be easily manipulated; the casing must be 
opened for them to be manually set; there is no possibility of soft calibration. 
• The requisite degree of accuracy may be difficult to achieve with 
potentiometers and human error. 
• Resistors typically have 5% tolerance and suffer from temperature drift, so 
analogue voltages may change/drift with time and temperature. 
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3.2.3.3 Communication over the camera's serial bus 
Many machine vision cameras, particularly board-level cameras, have been designed 
with OEM integrators in mind, and have onboard serial buses for communicating with 
peripheral devices, relaying information using the same FireWire cable as the 
camera. This capability was investigated to determine whether or not it could be used 
to control the piezo. While the nature of the serial communication is digital, it may be 
converted to an analogue signal using a custom-designed DAC board, as in figure 
35: 
PC Camera DAC PZT 
Figure 35: Serial bus communication for piezo controller 
If the custom DAC could be designed to be compact enough to fit inside the 
shearography head housing, no external controller or cable will be required, as the 
serial communication is relayed over the camera's FireWire cable. 
Using a 12-bit DAC, the phase-step voltages are configurable from within the 
shearography application, enabling these to be changed without manual adjustment. 
This might also enable in-situ calibration of the piezo. 
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3.3 Software-related concepts 
3.3.1 Choice of programming language and imaging software 
3.3.1.1 Selection criteria 
The choice of programming language is an important design decision that should be 
made at the start of the project. While there are many different alternatives; the final 
decision should be made based on a combination of factors: 
• The suitability of the language for the task at hand, for instance the platforms 
supported, speed and type of application (e.g. desktop, distributed, web). 
• The availability of libraries in that language which are suitable for the task. 
A software application for controlling the shearography hardware would most likely 
be a self-contained desktop application. Cross-platform compatibility would not be a 
major concern for such an application, as its small distribution requirement could be 
used to ensure that the application ran only on Windows or other PCs. 
The processing speed of the application is an important concern however, as the 
application would need to process live video from a high resolution digital camera, 
and perform image processing on the recorded images, while displaying the results 
in real-time. The fact that result  can be obtained in real-time when using 
shearography is an important benefit over other NOT techniques, and thus the 
application's processing speed is important. 
Some of the advanced image acquisition and processing requirements of 
shearography dictate that 3rd party image acquisition and processing tools will be 
required. While image processing software is available in almost every programming 
language, the relevant image acquisition libraries and drivers are often only available 
in a few languages and as such the image acquisition tool or library used may limit 
the number of programming languages available. The literature review revealed that 
in order for a program to interface with a camera, those specific camera drivers are 
required, except where the camera uses a well-defined protocol, such as the OCAM 
specification for FireWire. Even then, many cameras offer additional features that are 
not supported by standard drivers. Therefore, in order to take advantage of a 
camera's features, the camera, drivers and software should be purchased as a suite. 
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3.3.1.2 Discussion of software alternatives 
Two programming languages were considered, namely MA TLAB and C++. Both of 
these languages and their support for camera drivers are discussed in the literature 
review. 
C++ is well-suited to desktop applications, and as such there are many 3rd party 
imaging libraries which are available. In addition, C++ runs faster than most other 
compiled and interpreted languages, making it ideal for imaging applications. Virtually 
all camera vendors supply the imaging APls in amongst other languages, C++. 
Finally, development environments which support C++, such as Microsoft's Visual 
Studio, make available desktop application frameworks (such as MFC) which remove 
much of the hassle of developing the user-interface by providing templates which 
conform to the standard Windows application look-and-feel. 
There are two distinct disadvantages to using C++ for this application: 
• C++ is a relatively low-level language, so developing a complete application is 
more time-consuming than languages which allow developers to be more 
productive, such as MA TLAB or Python. 
• The standard C++ library is very limited, and additional software libraries will 
be required. This may not necessarily be problematic, but many 3rd party 
imaging libraries are proprietary and may not suit the low-cost paradigm of 
this dissertation. Examples of 3rd party packages that were considered for 
additional functionality include MIL, the Clmg toolkit and ImageMagick, all of 
which are described in the literature review. 
The MA TLAB environment is known to the author, and was considered as an 
alternative to MIL and C++. MATLAB is ideal for rapid application development and 
prototyping owing to its ease of use and high-level functions. The standard MA TLAB 
Image Acquisition Toolbox uses a generic driver for image acquisition, and as such 
could not take advantage of advanced camera features. However, MATLAB also has 
support for accessing C++ code through the use of MEX files. This functionality might 
be used to access the cameras proprietary API from MA TLAB. 
However, MA TLAB runs significantly more slowly than C++ and is also less cost 
effective. 
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3.3.2 Application architecture 
The means by which the shearography application splits processing time between 
user-interface tasks, such as responding to button clicks, and image acquisition and 
processing is an important design decision. This decision is largely independent of 
the programming language and software libraries used. Three different methods 
were investigated. The three methods investigated are: 
• Timers 
• Callbacks 
• Custom multithreading 
Both callbacks and user-defined threads create a separate thread of execution in the 
application. Threads introduce a new level of complexity, but also offer greater 
control. Timers on the other hand, offer a simple way to process and grab images 
without starting a new thread, by triggering a timer event within the main thread at 
predetermined intervals. 
3.3.2.1 Callbacks 
Callbacks are offered by most acquisition libraries. In short, a callback is a function 
that is called just before an image is displayed, which may modify the captured frame 
for display. Callbacks are usually used to overlay graphics, such as a logo, on an 
incoming image. Typically a callback would not need to access to any previously 
acquired images, as is the case in shearography. Callbacks are usually called within 
a separate worker thread, owned by the acquisition library, and so access to 
previously acquired images or data structures must achieving using a persistence 
level, and must be synchronized. A callback will affect the processing speed, as it is 
executed in series with the image capture. This is similar to synchronized capture in 
that the returned image was captured after the piezo was shifted in the previous 
callback iteration. 
One of the main problems associated with using callbacks in the shearography 
application is that callbacks use the imaging library's proprietary code to display 
images, not the custom 'draw' function and as such, every callback's function 
declaration will be different and will have different input parameters. Thus different 
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image capture and processing API's will require different callback functions 
signatures and will be unable to share the same code. 
Also, one cannot achieve fine-grained control over the image display; for instance 
some APls will always fit images to the screen size, whereas others will always 
display the image at its true size, overlapping the window or leaving blank areas. 
Unfortunately, overriding this behavior is often impossible, as control resides with the 
3rd party library's callback thread. 
When capture is halted, the callback thread is terminated and control returns to the 
original application thread. In the case of the most APls, this causes the on-screen 
image to be lost with the screen returning to the background colour. This is 
undesirable, as typically the user would want to review the result of an inspection 
after stopping. As a solution, a reference to the display image must be maintained 
outside the callback thread so the image can be retrieved and displayed after 
recording has stopped, using the custom 'draw' function. 
Also, callbacks must always return the output frame in the same buffer as they were 
input. In shearography, the display image is a totally different image to the captured 
frame, so the captured frame must first be copied out of the source buffer, and 
calculations must be performed before the display image is copied back to the source 
buffer. This copying and replacing of large buffers is an unnecessary waste of 
resources. 
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3.3.2.2 Timers 
This is the method for processing employed by UCT's existing shearography 
application. The advantage of this approach is that it is simple; the user-interface and 
image processing both operate in one thread, with the processing time split between 
the two using a system-dependent message system. 
As a specific example, the Windows message system in Microsoft Foundation 
Classes (MFC) is a means for different parts or threads of the same application to 
communicate. Messages (typically referring to UI tasks), each with a specific priority, 
wait in a message queue and are processed when the application thread is idle. 
Timer events (the WM_TIMER) are such messages, and are assigned a low priority. 
Whenever a WM_ TIMER message is processed, a function is called (the function is 
specified as a parameter of the timer message). 
One common problem encountered when processing timer messages is when the 
called function performs heavy processing, which prevents other messages from 
being processed, leaving the user interface unresponsive. The solution is to either: 
i. Ensure that the timer function returns before being called again, leaving time 
for processing other messages during idle-processing. 
ii. Place message-handling loops within the intensive timer function, to allow 
other messages to be handled in between processing. 
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3.3.2.3 Threads 
Using custom multithreading is a similar approach to using callbacks, but it allows 
more fine-grained control of drawing operations, image processing, and initialization 
by ensuring that the relevant previously acquired frame buffers remain in scope for 
each iteration of the frame processing. 
A new worker thread is initialized and started within the main application thread when 
the 'Play' button first pressed. The application thread passes the new worker thread a 
handle to the underlying document, granting the worker thread access to the data 
structures that determine which mode it should operate in. The new thread initializes 
buffers and captures the reference frames that will be used later in intensity-based 
shearography and phase-stepped shearography. The thread then enters a 'while' 
loop which performs the capture and processing of images. In each iteration of this 
loop, the worker thread posts a message to the user interface to update its display 
(the custom 'draw' function). This worker thread will terminate by exiting the 'while' 
loop only when the 'Stop' button is pressed. 
This approach enables the last frame to be saved when capture stops, preventing the 
screen from blacking out as is often the case when using callbacks. Also, the entire 
user-interface will remain responsive as the user-interface thread is not busy with 
image-processing tasks. 
Using custom-multithreading has an important advantage over callbacks; the function 
that draws images to screen when playing (during image processing) is the same 
function that draws images when not playing (this is the custom 'draw' function). This 
centralization of the drawing operation ensures that images will always be drawn in 
the same way, with the same brightness and contrast and the same screen-fit 
characteristics. 
Finally, using custom multithreading allows different image buffers to be filled every 
time a grab call is made, removing the need for copying buffers as is the case when 
using a callback. This is important in phase-stepped shearography, as captured 
frames are treated differently depending on which order they were grabbed. It is 
primarily this characteristic that makes custom multithreading achieve higher display 
rates compared to the equivalent callback-implementation. 
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3.3.4 Installer packages 
It was decided that an installer package should be written for the developed software, 
so that installation could be automated and standardized across different 
installations. Most enterprise-level software use automated installers, which remove 
the responsibility and complexity of the installation procedure from the user. There 
were different options available when choosing how to package the developed 
software, namely: 
• MakeMsi 
• Visual Studio Installer 
3.3.4.1 MakeMsi Installer scripting language 
MakeMsi is a free installer scripting language which offers the user fine-grained 
control of every aspect of the installer package. It creates Windows Installer 
Packages (*.msi) by reading a build script and compiling the installer file. 
Every aspect of the installer can be configured, from creating shortcuts and 
performing 'custom actions' to performing nested installs. The disadvantage to using 
this build system is that it requires knowledge of the scripting language, and is not 
available using a graphical environment. 
3.3.4.2 Visual Studio Installer 
InterDev, a component of the Visual Studio installation, contains the Visual Studio 
Installer program, which is capable of making Window's Installer packages. The 
graphical environment is significantly simpler than using MakeMsi scripts, but also 
lacks the fine-grained control of MakeMsi. Visual Studio Installer lacks a simple 
mechanism for performing custom actions, which are required for installation and 
uninstallation of camera drivers. 
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4. FINAL SOLUTION 
The final solution to the design problem was formulated based on the concepts that 
were generated, where each concept was investigated and the most suitable chosen. 
This section starts by detailing the way in which each of the conceptual designs was 
considered and presents the resolution of the conceptual design process. Thereafter, 
the final solution is described in detail, with specific information regarding the 
implementation of each of the subsystems. 
4.1 Resolution of conceptual design 
4.1.1 Type of housing adopted 
The types of housing that were considered for use in the project were a specimen-
mounted housing (a 'vacuum hood') and a tripod-mounted housing. A tripod-mounted 
housing was adopted for two main reasons: 
• Designing the shearography head to be specimen-mounted limits the ways in 
which the housing can be used. The low-cost shearography system is aimed 
at opening up new fields of application to the use of shearography as an NOT 
tool, thus the design solution adopted should be applicable to the widest 
range of applications possible; the tripod-mounted head can be used a 
greater number of different applications. 
• Making use of a tripod-mounted head design does not preclude the use of the 
same shearography head in a special specimen-mounted application. In fact, 
the development of a specimen-mounted housing for UCTs existing tripod-
mount shearography head is the subject of a concurrently-running MSc 
dissertation. 
Thus the housing adopted is to design a shearography head that can be mounted on 
a tripod-stand and be repositioned manually by the user. 
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4.1.2 Housing construction used 
Two different housing construction methods were considered: 
• Machining the housing from a solid block of material (aluminium). 
• Creating a new housing by using folded sheet metal and cover plates, making 
use of a solid base plate for mounting components. 
The solution adopted was to manufacture the housing from folded sheet metal, as it 
was anticipated that this would offer cost savings, and be less wasteful. 
4.1.3 Internal layout adopted 
Several different concepts were considered for the internal layout of the testing unit. 
Firstly, an evaluation of the relative merits of different configurations of a Michelson 
shearing interferometer was performed to determine whether or not one configuration 
had any particular benefits over the other. As the two different layouts were 
functionally equivalent, the discussion was limited to the ergonomics of the 
placement of the shearing optics. 
It was decided that, since the camera lens adjustment controls (lens and focus) as 
well as the laser direction controls were on the back side of the shearography head, 
the controls for adjusting the shearing optics (pan and tilt) should also be located 
there. Figure 36 shows the adopted configuration of the Michelson shearing 
interferometer, where the top (in this picture) component is a phase-shifting actuator. 
Figure 36: Michelson shearing interferometer layout adopted 
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A cube beam splitter was employed instead of a more cost-effective plate 
beamsplitter. Among the reasons for this was that cube beamsplitters do not suffer 
from 'ghost' images, and are less prone to damage by normal use. In addition, a 
cube beam splitter fits well into the physical layout of the shearography head by 
blocking and sealing the viewing window. High quality first-surface mirrors were 
employed in the shearing optics, as normal rear-surface mirrors also propagate 
'ghost' images. 
As the low-cost shearography system would be making use of a manual adjustment 
lens, three different means of performing focus and aperture adjustment were 
proposed. These methods were: 
• Manual adjustment by positioning the lens externally, before passing through 
the beamsplitter 
• Using worm gears to adjust an internally mounted lens 
• Using spur gears to adjust an internally mounted lens 
The last of these three solutions was adopted, as it was simple and cost effective; it 
avoided the use of more expensive worm gears which could not be sourced locally, 
and it avoided potential problems that have been experienced in the past by the NDT 





Figure 37: Spur adjustment gears 
The position of the laser module on the shearography head is not of critical 
importance, except for the fact that it should illuminate the same area that is in the 
field-of-view of the camera. As the laser used was longer than the width of the 
shearography head, it was mounted longitudinally on the top of the head, with an 
adjustable 45 0 mirror plate to direct the beam onto the specimen. 
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There was also one different layout alternative that was considered, where the 
electronics boards were top-mounted behind the laser module, so as to minimize the 
overall envelope of the shearography head. This concept was eventually not 
adopted, although it was pursued until the manufacturing drawing stage. The reason 
that it was not adopted was because of the fact that the further miniaturization of the 
shearography head required that assembly would be significantly more difficult and 
cluttered. While the compactness of the head is an important concern, the new low-
cost shearography system is still in the developmental phase where the focus on 
functionality and technology are more important that compact size and 
miniaturization. This was the primary reason that this layout was not adopted, though 
it may be further pursued in further design iterations. 
4.1.4 Camera selection 
The selection of the type of camera to be used was narrowed down to two options 
based on the design requirements, USB or FireWire. A FireWire camera was chosen, 
owing to the greater power bus available on FireWire cameras. The extra bus power 
might be used in the final solution to power other peripheral devices in the 
shearography head, n.amely the laser and piezo controller. 
Care was also taken to choose a camera that offered additional features that might 
allow serial communication with the piezo controller board. It was found that many of 
the cameras offered such a feature. 
Finally, the most cost-effective camera was selected. The camera is a PixeLiNK PL-
B771 F-BL camera was purchased. This board-level FireWire camera has several 
desirable additional features: 
1. It enables communication with auxiliary devices on the same cable using the 
12C serial communication protocol. 
2. It enables other devices to be powered from the FireWire cable by offering a 
direct connection via an onboard connector to the FireWire power bus. 
3. It has an auxiliary power connector for use in the case where there is no 
FireWire bus power. 
4. It offers a simple and easy-to-use SDK (Software Development Kit) for 
controlling camera functions. 
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4.1.5 Piezo controller board concept adopted 
The type of piezo controller board employed was decided on before the piezo as 
chosen, so that the available reference voltage for controlling the piezo would be 
known. 
Three different alternatives for the piezo controller were considered: 
• Purchasing a USB controller 
• Designing a preconfigured multiplexer switching method using GPIO pins 
• Designing a custom serial DAC, communicating with the host application via 
the camera cable, the camera and a serial link. 
The choice between these alternatives was dependent on the type of camera which 
was used and which features it supported. Ideally, the latter solution would be 
adopted as it allows for the phase voltages to be software-configurable. Fortunately, 
a cost-effective camera (see the previous section) was found which supported the 
necessary serial communication link, thus the concept of a custom DAC with serial 
communication capabilities was adopted. 
This solution was also ideal in that the same cable that controlled the camera might 
be used to control the piezo actuator. The elimination of extra cables was considered 
an important advantage to the usability of the new shearography system. 
4.1.6 Piezo selection 
When selecting a suitable piezo actuator, there was an option to use a packaged or 
unpackaged actuator. Unpackaged actuators are significantly more cost-effective, but 
require more specialized mounting considerations. It was decided that one of each 
type would be purchased for the sake of comparison. 
As discussed in the conceptual design, the selection of the piezo is based primarily 
on the travel required and maximum controller voltage available. Much of the 
following discussion concerns the maximum piezo controller voltage that will be 
available using the configuration adopted so far. 
By the time that the selection of the piezo actuator was being made, it was known 
that a FireWire camera, the PL-B771 F-BL would be used in addition to a custom 
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designed controller, which would derive its power from the FireWire bus. Using this 
configuration means that the available voltage for piezo actuation is limited by the 
FireWire bus voltage (unless DC-DC converters are used to raise this voltage, but 
these have several other undesirable characteristics which are discussed later under 
the DAC design section). 
However, the FireWire bus voltage is typically very noisy and needs to be regulated 
for the following reason: 
• Optical phase-shifting applications require that the mirror is shifted accurately 
and precisely. The displacement of the piezo is sensitive to electrical noise on 
the controller's signal, hence care should be taken that the piezo controller's 
voltage is free of noise, otherwise the quality of the phase-shifting results may 
be adversely affected. The 12V that is typically available on the FireWire bus 
has a significant level of digital noise superimposed (approximately 400mV of 
high frequency noise), and this needs to be filtered before it can be used to 
actuate the piezo. 
The process of filtering usually requires that voltage 'headroom' is left between the 
input and output voltages. This means that the maximum available voltage for 
actuating the piezo is less than the 12V available from the FireWire bus. In fact, as 
line regulation (due to the variation in different FireWire bus voltages) and aggressive 
noise filtering will be required; several volts of 'headroom' will likely be required. 
Thus, a conservative estimate of the maximum piezo controller voltage of 5V was 
made, leaving headroom for filtering and line regulation. A supply of 5V was 
estimated used in the conceptual design, so using the specification derived there; a 
displacement-to-voltage ratio of at least 661lmIV is required. 
Hence the two most cost effective alternatives for each of the unpackaged and 
packaged options were purchased: 
• Mad City Lab's unpackaged PZT3 (120IlmlV) 
• Physik Instrumente packaged P820.1 0 (150llmlV) were purchased. 
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4.1.7 Illumination source used 
The ongoing development of laser diode arrays and temperature controllers at UCT's 
NOT laboratory is offering new alternatives of laser illumination. Unfortunately, at the 
time of development, none of the alternatives were ready for deployment in a low-
cost, compact application. 
In addition, the development of a custom laser illumination solution was deemed 
outside the scope of this project. As such, a 3rd party laser diode module (with 
integrated TEC controller) was used. The laser module was a compact red laser, with 
a wavelength of 660nm and 100mW laser power. The same laser module is used by 
UCT's existing shearography system. 
4.1.8 Programming language and libraries used 
c++ was chosen over MA TLAB as a programming language primarily on the bases 
of cost and speed. MA TLAB is less cost effective than a C++ development 
environment such as Visual C++. Also, the processing speed of MA TLAB is slower 
as it is an interpreted language, whereas C++ is compiled. 
Visual C++ was chosen as a development environment, as it allows simple use of 
MFC, and offers complete templates for Windows desktop applications. 
In order to take advantage of the advanced features of the PixeLlNK camera that 
was used (such as serial communication which was used in the design of the 
controller board), the PixeLlNK software development kit was also purchased and 
used. 
Due to the limited image-processing ability of the PixeLlNK SDK (it is primarily an 
image acquisition library), most of the image processing was written using the C++ 
basic types. Where additional image processing utility was required, the open-source 
Clmg toolkit was used instead of the MIL system, as Clmg is free and contains the 
imaging functionality that was required. 
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4.1.9 Application architecture adopted 
Three different concepts were considered for the way in which the shearography 
application splits time between user-interface tasks and image-processing tasks. 
These options were timers, callbacks and custom multithreading. 
In order to determine which of these options was best suited to the shearography 
application, all three were implemented and tested for speed and reliability. 
While all three concepts were found to work, by displaying the video feed and 
allowing the user to interact with the user interface, the custom multi-threading 
approach worked the best by being more configurable, running faster, and 
maintaining a more responsive user interface. 
4.1.10 Data reduction algorithm, or 'bucket system' adopted 
There are several different data reduction algorithms that may be used in the process 
of phase-stepped shearography. Most common among these are the three- and four-
bucket systems, where either three or four speckle images are combined to form a 
composite shear image. The literature review contains further discussion on the 
implementation of these algorithms. 
It was decided that the four-bucket system should be used, as this system is widely 
recognized and has been used successfully in the past by UCTs NOT laboratory. 
Modifying the application to use a three-bucket system is still possible and would 
require some minor modifications. 
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4,2 Conceptual description of final solution 
Figure J8 illustrates thp. r.onceptual de5;g ll 01 tt,p' fillal so'utlClIl Thp. use of ~ Fi'eW,,,, 
camera allows exc~ss b JS pClwer tCl be used tCl power tile laser anj oiezo 
FlI'thermClre, the camera used ha5 an exlernal 5eria l PCl'!' which all Clws the 
shearCl[J raohy software aoo licat lClIl to 5elld phase-step 'Ilformatirlll to the r.ontrClII<J(, 
wh ich converts it to an analogue vCl ltage and applies it to the piewelectnc actuator, 
which causes Ihe rn lrror to shih In time with the rn~g e proCCSSlrg routine Ir phase 
ste ~~Pd sll e ~rograp hy . 






con trol ler 
Laser 
8hearography head 
Figure 38: System design for the low-cost testing unit 
Ttle software aoolicat;on that was wri tte" to operate the sllearograohy head ;5 cal ~d 
Inspector 2.0 The appl>catlon wa5 M itler using Visual C+-.- and custom 
lTl ultithreadiJ'g and in GOJ' tained In a MakeMsi " 'staller. The ~ext sect'on d,scusse5 
til e implementatiOJ' Clf tile li"al so lution in de tail , i"c ludir.g the rl echall ical 
constrLX lion, p'elo co~troll er and software deslQn. 
-- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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4.3 Mechanical construction 
The shearography ~ead nl easu ,'es 72 x 74 x 224 mm, and in~lud i ng t~e laser 
hOLCs lng rTledsues 113 x 74 , 224 mm. It hds been designed for operation frOln a 
tr;ood stand, and includes a laser diode module, sile,mn'l optl~'S, dlgltJI CHmGra, 
plez[)electric detl'dtm ,,00 control ler, The ~ O l'sing is :;onstructed frc"'l fo lded sheet 
metal and cove, plHtes enclosing" basE: pl"tc, upon which :;omponents " re 
mounted, F 'lure 39 s~ows an exploded view of the sheilrogrHp'lY heHd 
Figure 39: Exploded view of the ProEngineer model 
The 2mm sheet metal was laser cut and then ben t t[) size. One 01 t~e :;over plates 
hJS slots ~u t out for the cJmera 's FireWire connecto,'s, w~ , ~~ orotrude Ol,t lrom the 
~ ousing. In order to fasten the c[)Ver pHtes to t~ e folded sheet meta l. rectangu lar 
plate-locos are reqlired , 
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Geam window 
Geamsplitter 
Game:a hea:l &. leos Gam8ra board " 
Figure 40: Rear view 01 layout 
The camera is a board- level cO llflgu rafon, and is mounted on the base plate LJSlng 
elect ron ics st~ ndoffs The peripheral controller board is n OJnted on to;) cf ine 
camera boards using a similar rn echan isrn, as in figure 40 
Tlw lascr 110Js ing was dcslg:1ed to allow the Jser Simple and Intu it ve adjJstmet t of 
the beam position, shown in flgJre 41, A 45° mirror ;)la1e was designed to offer 
Cartesian response of the beam USing tr ad,tlollal 0 0 flat m ICrcr ;)laleS inc'lned at ~ 5 0 , 
tl, c lascr beam wrl l not move up and down bJ ' ' atiwr in arcs. which is less IniUltivc 
This hO JSIJlg IS aligned with the carnera to rl lum cate tne carnera specmen In the 
camera's fre ld-of-vlew, 
Figure 41: Laser housing 
fll\AL SOlUTION 
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A pie70 ')(lUSlng (S~OW Il in ffgure 42) was also desigl1ed, which made use of a more 
cost-eff~tive, ul1packaged piezo instead ot he usual pre packaged actuators Tile 
housing h~d to provide preloHding , ~s ur'Pilckaged pieLQ's requ l'" sp<-'I': i ~ : mounting 
to eliminate s~ca r forces wh icll call damage t'>e actuators , The I"'IeW hous'ng was 
found to work well. as he piOlO was able to successfully and accurately s~ift tile 
mirror 
Figure 42: E~ploded and cross-seCliona! view 01 piezo housing 
ThiS hOUSlr l;j provides proOf-of-concept tor us ing unpackaged piozo's in simple 
phase-sh ,ftln g app.icarons, T~e advantage to USing t~is approach is t~at unpackaged 
pi<iZO'S are belwnon 3 ilnd 6 tlmns mOre cost dlnCIM) i~an Ihe eqUivalent packagL-J 
aci lJiltors 
I h<i metiloo for w liov lng slwar stress In lil () actualor IS simple: two 'la lf ba ll bear ings 
are glued to eilil!)) ()nd of the ac tLHl lor . These 'W[]lISp'",r8s Sit in specil l IoCiltlrl~1 
grooves on either end of t'le containing surfaces , The two contalnir'9 surfaces are 
pus 'led tog et~er USing a prcloaded Spring I ~is assembly allo\o\'S t ~e actuator to 
rotate, allow"ng sllOar stresses to be relieved. It also has tllO benef it of olfering a 
larger area on which to mount t'le mirror, compared 10 mounling t'le mirror on the 
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The lens is adjLJsted from (lLJts id" tI'" shearogra"hy hOLU ft(llhrough Ihc us '~ ot spur 
gears as sllOwn in hgure 43. The spur ge3rs protrude throuqh til " hous,ng :)'! 
approx imately 2mm. allowing tho USer 10 push ~ ' I e gear down or pelll it up to pe ti8Wl 
ad;ustmenL The two gears ~r" IorHtp. rJ on til "l 0~rl" :; h~l t bu t are a::o lc to turn 
ir dependently on brass bushes. The spur gears on the lens are fas terted to til " 
arx" ture adjustrnertt and locus rt "g5 uSII 'g slltscrcws 
Figure 43: Use of spur gear f or lens adjustment 
All of the necessary controls are situated on the back panel of the unit if!gure 44) 
• Shear rnagnlt lide ad.ustrnent knobs 
• Laser beam position adjustMent knobs 
• r ocus and aperture adjustrle"t wheels 
Figure 44: Rear view of shearogr~phy he~d controls 
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4.4 Piezoelectri c actuator controller 
In an eHort 10 reduce Ihe cos t at the shearography system a simple nAC cont "c:ler 
wlrrch is c()ntrQlled '1m tho came r~'s serrnl PJrt w3s dcsrgned, tes ted and built on 
PCB. In Jddrtron, the sarle board cont ~ins a pnwer reguliltQr for tile aser , SLJPplyrng 
rt wrtir the rt'qu rs rle 3.3V. up to 1A 
The controller bo~ rd serves two Inain functlon5 , alsQ Itlustra ted in fl!lure 45. 
A digital to nnalogue converter to cont'ollOO piezo voltage 
2 f'rr.vide PJwer to, tire lase r modLJle 
M~ "" " V DC 
Ad", 'le' 
1 Po,.,-~ RC<}J~'C< r 
1 • 




Figure 45: Conceptual desig n 01 peripheral controller board 
Hre shaded port ion of ~igure 45 represents the physical contrOller board. Tile 
contro ller board fl(st regu la tes the rower that It takes frOrl the camera's external 
po_vcr connector (which is o"gin~lIy denved fre<n ti10 FireW re power bus) It 
regulates th iS voltage to 3.3V tor use by the aser and a stabie, rC9u lated 5V for use 
as a reference vc:tage for the DAC 
The DAC rece ives serial cOrlmun ication (which represents phase vollage 
InfOflnatlon) frOrl the camera 's COM port lwh,cll was orlginaly sent fr()rl the 
Inspector 2.0 application), and converts thiS digital intormatlon to an analcgue 
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The detailed design of this board is influenced by many external factors, such as: 
• The wavelength, voltage and current draw of the laser. 
• The power available from the camera, and therefore the power available from 
the FireWire port used. 
• The permissible level of noise and frequencies thereof supplied to the 
piezoelectric actuator. 
This section describes the design of the peripheral controller board. It divided into 
two sections: the first describes the design of the power regulation unit, while the 
second involves the design of the DAC controller itself. The final solution is described 
last, the output of which is a PCB diagram. 
4.4.1 Power regulator 
The peripheral controller board derives its power from the FireWire bus. 
Unfortunately, the voltage and power available from the bus are not explicitly 
specified, and in practice varies from 8-30V (though typically 250mA at 12V, or 4W). 
Hence a power regulation unit was required on the controller board, to supply 
regulated power to the laser and DAC. The power requirements for each of these 
subsystems were different. The following two sections describe the detailed design of 
each. 
4.4.1.1 Laser power regulator 
In order to design the power regulator for the laser, some of its specifications must 
first be known. The specifications of the laser module that was selected are tabulated 
in table 4. 
Table 4: Laser specifications 
Specification Value 
Laser supply vOltage 3.3V 
Maximum laser power 2W 
Laser operating current O.SA 
Laser connector 2.1mmjack 
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There are essentially two types of voltage regulation available in this application, 
which operate using different principles: 
1. Linear or shunt regulators (e.g. LM317) 
2. Switched-Mode Power Supply (SMPS) or DC-to-DC converter 
4.4.1.1.1 Linear regulators 
Linear regulators are cost-effective and use solid-state technology to drop the voltage 
and reduce noise, but are inefficient when dropping a large Voltage. The power lost 
by typical linear regulators is equal to the drop in voltage multiplied by the current 
supplied, hence the power that must be supplied to the laser power regulator is: 
Psupply= Plaser + Plos! = Plaser + Vdrop x Isupplied 
Therefore, PsUpply = 2W + (12V - 3.3V) x O.SA = 6.4W 
This power required exceeds the power that may be supplied from the FireWire bus 
(approx. 4W); hence external power would be required. This is possible yet 
undesirable, as the original intention was that all necessary power would be supplied 
over the FireWire cable. 
4.4.1.1.2 DC-DC converters 
DC-DC converters use a more complicated switching design to both raise and drop 
supply voltages. They achieve far greater efficiency (around 80-95%), but are less 
cost-effective and more noise-susceptible than comparable linear regulators. They 
are available for many different voltage levels, and can be large and bulky, 
particularly where large currents are required. The advantage of using a DC-DC 
converter is primarily the greater efficiency which is achieved. 
A 3.3V output DC-DC converter was sourced, which claimed an efficiency of 85%. 
Calculating the power that would need to be supplied to the laser, 
P supply = Plaser / 11 
Therefore, Psupply = 2W / 0.85 = 2.36W 
This power can be supplied via the camera; as such a 3.3V DC-DC converter was 
used in the power regulator for the laser, instead of a linear regulator. 
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4.4.1.2 CAe power regulator and reference voltage 
The digital-to-analogue converter requires a reference voltage from which it performs 
conversions. In order to ensure that a changing reference voltage does not interfere 
with reliable phase-stepping by influencing the piezo voltage, the reference voltage 
must not: 
• Vary over time, or vary significantly between different FireWire connections. 
• Have a large noise component. 
Deriving a stable voltage from the power available from the FireWire bus was a 
challenging task, as the power bus is extremely noisy due to the large component of 
digital noise, and the fact that the DC-DC converter used in the design of the laser's 
power regulator also superimposed high frequency switching noise on the power 
lines. It was found that the noise component on the 12V power bus was 
approximately 400mV. 
Fortunately, the maximum required piezo voltage was calculated to be 5V for a full 
phase step, allowing significant 'headroom' for filtering the supply. Additional line 
regulation was required, as the FireWire bus voltage is not explicitly specified and 
can range from 8V to 40V. A two stage regulator was implemented, with low-pass 
filters between each stage for filtering. 
The first regulation stage used a variable linear regulator, an LM317, to regulate the 
voltage to approximately 7V. The benefit of using a linear regulator such as the one 
used is that they also excel at noise rejection. This 7V was then regulated in the 
second stage using a precision 5V reference IC, a REF02 chip. This 5V signal was 
then used as a reference voltage for the DAC. 
However, it was found during testing that the reference voltage still had a 20mV 
noise component, which was deemed unacceptable, as this translates to a significant 
displacement error for the piezo. 
In order to solve this, more aggressive noise suppression was used; a 1 mH inductor 
and 1 mF capacitor were used in a LC low-pass filter to isolate the DAC reference 
and power supply from the rest of the circuit. This modification resulted in a 
significant improvement; the reference voltage was stable to within 2mV. 
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4.4.1.3 Auxiliary power input 
The peripheral controller board has been designed with an auxiliary power input, for 
use when connecting to a laptop. The connector is visible in the board schematic as 
a dotted, optional connector. 
A 02.1 mm 12V connector on the controller board routes power directly to the 
camera's auxiliary power pin. How exactly the 12V is derived does not matter; one 
may use a 12V DC wall adapter or even a 12V battery. The entire unit only draws 
6W, making battery option viable. In general however, it is preferable to use a laptop 
adapter kit, as it would likely contain better over-current protection. 
4.4.2 DAC piezo controller design 
The DAC, or pielo controller, functions as an actuator for the pielo in phase-stepped 
shearography. Hence, the performance requirements of the DAC depend on the 
overall displacement requirements for the pielo and also the specifications of the 
pielo used. Two different pielo's were used in the shearography application, for the 
purposes of comparison between packaged and unpackaged actuators. As the 
specifications for both pielo's were similar, the controller board was specifically 
designed for only one in particular. The specifications of this pielo (the unpackaged 
pielo) are presented in table 5. 
Table 5: Specifications for unpackaged piezo 
Specification Value 
Voltage-displacement response 120"mN 
Maximum displacement/voltage 181lm/150V 
Capacitance 0.351lF 
Push/pull force capacity 200/20 N 
Open-loop resolution 0.151lm 
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When designing the DAC controller, it was considered important that, since this is a 
custom design, it should be benchmarked against other piezo controllers to ensure 
that its resolution and noise specifications were suitable for actuating the piezo. The 
piezo controller that the new design was benchmarked against was the PCI 
extension card that UCTs existing shearography system uses, as this card is 
specifically designed for use in phase-shifting applications. The specifications for the 
bench marked controller are shown in table 6. 
Table 6: Specification for bench marked piezo controller and piezo system 
Specification Value 
Piezo voltage-displacement response (max) 40l")mN (6Ilm/1S0V) 
PCI Controller voltage resolution 1S0V/14bits (9.1mV) 
PCI Controller noise level SmV 
Overall displacement resolution O.4l")m 
Overall displacement noise O.21")m 
Note that while the voltage output characteristics of the controller board are 
important, these should also be combined with the piezo specifications used to 
determine the piezo displacement resolution and noise, as in table 6 .. 
In order to achieve a similar displacement resolution to the bench marked system, the 
required resolution for the DAC should first be established. To achieve a resolution of 
O.4'lm, using a 5V reference DAC actuating a 120'lm/V piezo, a DAC resolution of 
'10.6' bits is required. A 12-bit DAC was used, though a 10-bit one would probably 
also have sufficed. The 12-bit device coupled with the 120'lm/V piezo gives a 
displacement resolution of 0.15'lm; better than the bench marked system. 
The camera that is used in this application is the PixeLiNK PL-B771 F-BL camera, 
whose serial port uses the 12C protocol. It would be convenient if the digital-to-
analogue IC used could communicate directly with the camera's 12C port. A range of 
DACs were found which listed 12C as their communication interface. An 12C DAC from 
Texas Instruments was found to be a good solution: it operates directly from the fc 
bus, has 12-bit resolution, uses a 2.7 to 5.5V supply and is capable of a settling time 
of 1 OilS. Thus the DAC selected was the TI DAC7571. 
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4.4.3 Timing considerations 
Another consideration in the controller board design is that the DAC controller has to 
respond fast enough for the piezo mirror to be adjusted during video capture, without 
causing excessive delays in capture. Video capture happens at a maximum of 25fps, 
giving 40ms between frames. The DAC should be faster than this in order for it not to 
significantly impede the video feed. The general guideline followed was that the 
complete mirror shift should take place within 5ms. 
There are three places in the DAC-piezo actuation process where timing delays 
which may affect image-processing may occur: 
• The communication between the camera and the DAC controller. 
• The settling time of the DAC IC. 
• The actuation time of the piezo, once the voltage is set by the controller. 
Note that the time that is taken to communicate the phase-voltage information from 
the host application to the camera over FireWire will be significantly faster than the 
time taken for the same information to be relayed from the camera to the controller 
board over 12C, as the FireWire baud rate is more at 1000 times faster that the (2C 
protocol. It is for this reason that any delay in FireWire communication is not 
considered here. The three delays above are discussed further in the following 
sections. 
4.4.3.1 Controller communication delay 
The camera's COM port operates at approximately 100kb/s (the DAC IC is capable 
of higher speeds, up to 3.4Mb/s). An 12C baud consists of 9 bits, and 3 bauds are 
required to set the DAC voltage for DAC IC used. Thus, the communication between 
camera and piezo takes approximately 270(1s. 
4.4.3.2 CAC settling time 
The settling time of most digital-to-analogue converters is in the order of 
microseconds, but the exact figure depends on the IC used. The settling time of the 
IC selected was 10(1s. 
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4.4.3.3 Piezo actuation time 
The time taken for a p~LO to sh;ft depends on both the magnltJde of the sh ift and the 
current sJpplied by the co~troller. Pieloelec tric actuators can be modelled rOJ ghly as 
capacito rs (the selected pie20 has a capac;tance of O.35ilF) Hence. the p e20 dr iver 
is an RC c'f cuit, where the res;stance is ;n the cable or present as an add't ;onal 
current · limlti~g resisto r I~ l>;jure 46, V~ is the outpu t voltage of the pew control.e r, 
c 





Ftgure 46: RC circuit represent ing piezo ci rcuit 
The greater Ihe CJ rren t sJPpl "ed. the laster lhe shilt w,1I be_ A current-I lm;tiny res istor 
is required as there is a lim 't on the current <,,'/a ilab le (the power a'/a ilabe from Ihe 
camera's F reWire bus's lim" ted) A ser'oes res ;sto r ;s also recommended fer dr;'/ing 
large capacitive loads (such as a pielo -electric actuator) from an operational 
amplif;er. in order to ma;nta;n ou tpul stabi l;t y_ 
Modelling Ihe pielo as a capacitor one can model the output voltage and curr ent. as 
i~ l >;jure 47 
,m 
" ' 00 •, 00 , 
00 [ , . • 
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Figure 47: Typical piezo voltage and current a5 a fu nction of RC time con5tant. 
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One part of the time constan t i5 al ready known, the capacitarlCe of the p:e7o 5 
0.35<JF. One can therefore InYe5t:gate th8 relationship between the charging, or 
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Figure 48: Capacito r charging time as a function oi series resistor (C=O.35~F) 
Decreasinn the re s:slance of Ihe series resIStor resu lts 'n a laster charging t me, 
howeyer draws Inore curren t. A 400 resistor 1'1:11 give 0 reasonable 60~s charge time 
(to 099V 01 I V step) while only dmwing i O,nA With a 5V step, the acluation will ta'<e 
place in 30011S. 
However, the current ou tpu t of tile DAC Vo.,- p n is limited to SmA, as IS typica l for 
precision DAC's. Hence. in order to be ao le to source additional currenl , a current 
bu'fer :s required between the DAC s V,", pin and the pielo A preCls~n rai l- to rad 
operat :onal ampllf'er was used :or til is pu rpose (lTiOO6CN8;. conrlected in a 
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4.4.3 .4 Total shil ling lime 
In summary, the tin)€ token to sh ift the rn i'ror In phaoc stepPIng deper,:h on the 
Gommunlcat on speed, DflC se ltl;ng tinw 1nd the pie70 aclua tion t,m P. (relatnrl tQ n<n 
Cllrrent wh ich the controller IS ~b~ e te 3uppiyj Figure 49 shows the sequence in 
"-'h ich these processes occur 
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c. .... """" "''''IE t -" UN(;Tlct< 
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Figure 49' Timing diagram fo r complete piezo communication 
nLe level of impact that the design 0' the con,rclle r txlmd c~n hJve on tl-.e fi rst two of 
these pro~esses IS iln lted, the ~cn'mun k;at l o n :;me is determined by the ~ameras 
I' C bus frequerq and the DIIC settl ing tllne IS a fun ction of the IC sele<:::ecf 
Hewever, Ihe speed at whlcr. the p ezo 's ad uated depends en the alnounl or current 
which is supplied CJy the controller board Usir.;) a swies resistor of 400 the pielO 
sho uld Jchlcve J ful ' sh l' t \~l t hl n 300>15 
In total then, the st-ifting tine shou d be the sum of the three delays 
t",,,, = 270~ s + ., O ~ 5 + 300~s ~ 580~5 
This shoukJ no t si g ," fi ~a ntly ' I"'pede the Video pro ceSSi ng, as new frames are 
c~ptured at 40ms Inte rva's. ~nd 580~5 IS an erder ei nmgnitude iJster than the 
general gUideline of 5ms w~1. ~h was in itially 5pe~i f ied. 
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4.4.4 Controller board PCB design 
The solution was built and tested on breadboard before moving to veraboard and 
finally PCB. The free version of Eagle PCB Layout Editor [43] was used to do the 
PCB layout. UCT's Electrical Engineering Department has PCB-building capabilities, 
and these were used to make to PCB board. The circuit diagram is shown in figure 
50 below. Figures 51 and 52 on the following page illustrate the PCB layout and the 
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Figure 51: Controller board PCB Layout (bottom) 
Figure 52: Peripheral controlle r board stacked on top of two camera bo~rds 
4.4.5 Cost 
Tile cost of :he cunt rp: re r board is approx irn ately R600. which is so;] ni ilcan tly less 
than the PC I controller used for benchmark'ing. Where possible. II uses paris and 
CGnnectors that easily o8taina~ e. and stoe~ed by the UCT Eleetr cal Er'lg ineer ng 
Department, In same cases however. specia'is: parts are requ ired wtlicll can ':;.e 
purchased from :he UK through RS Components, The CGmp'ete paris list and cost is 
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Table 7: Parts list for controller board 
Component Serial number/value Qty Total Cost 
Ordered parts 
60mm x BOmm PCB Printed at UCT 1 ±R50.00 
Power connector' Molex 35507-0300 1 R1.B4 
Power crimp terminals' Molex 50212-B100 10 R29.10 
COM port connector' Molex 51021-0BOO 1 R5.60 
COM port crimp terminals' Molex 50079-B1 00 10 R17.12 
M2.5 10mm M/F Standoff' 24331K-ND B R25.60 
M2.5 5mm MlM Standoff' 24420K-ND 4 RB.61 
3.3V DC-DC Converter Recom R-7BB3.3-1.0 1 R106.47 
12C DA Converter T.I. DAC75711DBVT 1 R34.34 
Piezo coaxial connector (M) LEMO FFA.00.250.CTAC29 1 R102.16 
Piezo coaxial connector (F) LEMO EPL.00.250.DTN 1 R169.91 
Precision rail-to-rail op-amp2 LT1006CNB 1 R37.31 
Precision voltage reference2 REF02AP 1 R3B.49 
UCT Electrical Engineering Stores components3 
Power connector 3-Pin Molex 1 R5 
Laser & DAC connectors 2-Pin Molex 2 R5 
Power jack 2.1mm 1 R10 
DIP switch 2-Pin 1 RB 
Inductor 1mH 1 R10 
Voltage regulator LM317 1 R10 
R1 1.2K 1 RO.50 
R2 1K 1 RO.50 
Resistors 
R3 220 1 RO.50 
R4 4.7K 1 RO.50 
C1, C2 220nF 2 RO.50 
C3, C4 10uF 2 RO.50 
Capacitors 
C5 1000uF 1 RO.50 
C6 1uF 1 RO.50 
Total R596_55 
Notes: 
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1 Parts ordered from " .... ,w.diglkey.com 
<' Parts ordered from RS-Components 
3 I'r;ces from lhe UCT Sloms are eSlimates. 
4 Where RarxJ-Doliar convers ions were reqUired, $1 = RS was l.'sed 
4.4.6 Performance 
Overall Ine board performed as expecled. ::>ertorrning re liable digi lal to analog 
converS ions wh 'le powering the laser. The DAC resolL.'t lon and noise level 
performal"JC e gave the p'elo Sim ilar performal)Ce tc that of a com mercial!y avai lab le 
controller. Figu res 53 and 54 demonstrate Iha pIlase·slepp ing voltages and no se 
level of the piezo controller respe ctiv~y. bolh measl.' r9::f on an oscilloscope 
~ 
-~ Alilllnl TechnBIBgies 
, 
I 1- 21 I LJ j 
~~_C'J---1(r_-_-_ -____ __ ____ ___ _ -''---1 
t/o ... ) , \.66V 
Figure 53: Phase-stepping voltage du ring image cap ture process 
Fig ure 53 cearly shows hOw the p,ezo actuator s vo ltage IS stepped during Image 
capture. The labe:s marked 1 to 4 sr.::>w where images a' e captured , in betweer 
tnese discrete levels. the piezo voltage is stepped. Tne step IS not perfectl y sql.' are 
bi!caus" In" p'"zo is etfectrvely a capacitor and r"qu.res time to charge. I he fJII step 
takes approx imately 4ms to complete. wh ich is not as fast as initially hoped , bu t 
adequate nonetheless. A 5ms pause was inse1ed In the Inspector 2.0 cod~ to 
account for this . 
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Figure 54: DAC output voltage 
Figure 54 shows the AC component of the peripheral contrOller board 's pielo voltage 
output Output nOise WIll atfect the mirro r's :Y.lSitlon. but there IS ~ limit to thIS: the 
m~ss of Ihe r", ,,or 11FlS the el lect 01 dampng ou t higll frequency nOise. Tile nOise IS 
mosty high frequercy (the time scale here is 20>ls). The :Jeak-to-peak noise is 
2 8mV, althoug h rt one were to eliminate llle noise above 1 kHz. It a~;x,ars that th is 
noise would be closer to t mV, wh!cll lS similar to ti ,e resoi \Jtion ot lilt! system 
While rKllSe of 2,8mV is gre~ter thJn the Imv resolu ti on, llle noISe comp:ment ,s sti li 
"ettar than that of the PCI c ~rd \JSed Ie; "ellchm~rkHlg . whlcll cla ims SrTlV nOise 
Taking Into ~ ccount , however, that the pielo used here has ~ hig llflr dlsplacement-
voltage rati o, the overa ll displacement nOise IS slightly worse than the berchmarked 
system : O . 37~m compared to O.2~"L 
Table 8 il lustrates the differences ;x,tween the ;x,ncllmarked controller and tile 
custom designed one, The new deSign achieves simi lar d is ol~ cmTle nt nOise ~nd 
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Table 8: Comparison between new and benchmarked piezo controllers 
Specification Benchmarked controller New controller 
DAC resolution 14 bit 12 bit 
Voltage 150V 5V 
Range 
Displacement 61lm 600l1m 
Voltage 2.3mV 1.2mV 
Resolution 
Displacement 0.111m 0.111m 
Voltage 5mV 2mV 
Noise 
Displacement 0.211m 0.3711m 
Cost R6400 R600 
One of the main differences between this custom-made controller and commercial 
piezo controllers is that the custom-made one only operat s over a 5V range, while 
others can operate up to 500V. However, as only a 5V range is required, 500V is 
surplus to requirements. 
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4.5 Custom software 
4.5.1 Application design 
The Inspector 2.0 application was written using Visual C++. It uses the PixeLiNK 
SDK for image capture, which has no restriction on deployment licensing. 
The application uses the recommended documenVview architecture of MFC 
(Microsoft Foundation Classes), which is an implementation framework for the widely 
accepted MVC (Model-View-Controller) design pattern [44]. 
There are three distinct operational modes: 
• 'Video' mode displays unaltered video, and can be used during the setup of 
specimens and testing apparatus, e.g. to adjust the lens focus and aperture. 
• 'Shear' mode performs intensity-based shearography, displaying the results 
of this process. 
• 'Phase' mode performs phase-stepped shearography by phase-stepping one 
of the interferometer mirrors in synchronization with the image capture. 
Custom multithreading was implemented to perform image processing tasks. Using 
multi-threading requires that the image acquisition code, contained in the worker 
thread, be written in such a way that it can be stopped by the user-interface thread. 
This can be difficult as the two different threads of execution will not be synchronised. 
The recommended means of synchronising threads in MFC is with 'Mutex' objects. 
Mutex [45] is an abbreviation of 'mutually exclusive'; they are used to allow different 
thread access to shared resources. Only one thread can 'hold' a particular Mutex at a 
time, and other threads must wait for the Mutex to be released before it can 'hold' the 
Mutex. Mutex's were used in the Inspector 2.0 code to synchronize the UI and worker 
threads. 
The flowchart on the following page (figure 55) shows how synchronization was used 
to ensure that the worker thread was not stopped while accessing the camera. 
Synchronization elements are shown in either red or green. Once the user presses 
'Play', the new thread is created. Thereafter, the worker thread constantly checks 
whether the user has pressed 'Stop' or 'Pause' in the UI thread. If 'Stop' is pressed, 
the worker thread terminates, and complete control returns to the UI thread. When 
processing, the UI thread is idle and as such is able to respond to user actions. 
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All of Th e image processitog takes place in two functi ons, boll', global furoctions 
oontalned In 11'.8 worker thmad OnG function, workcrillfead, performs most ot the 
Inl l li\l iL<l tlon H.nd p'ocess lng. wr" le lI',e other funcllon, 'lefComposltelmilpo, S u3ed 
only n phase-stepping mode to simplify the worAerThread cod~ Th8 follow ing 
schematiC diagram Iflg urG 56) and discuss ion sr,ows tr.8 d81allcd operation of thG 
worker tlrreild once It 1',;;5 been created by user p<eS5lnq 'Play'_ 
Attor ,ni lial'l<ltlon Iwhicr. m<ly IncludG grabbltog rc leronce Im<lgos). tile IhrGad onters 
J wh ,1 8' loop, con tlnUillly WHbb lng ;md proce%lnq fr ilm es In a rllRnn8r that IS 
dependent on the operat'onal mode Only one buffer is used for di3play, 
plmageDlsplay, \m,ch all operational moms sh<lro Once til lS buitGr r.as b8Gn W'l tiGn 
to , a call to VICW :- lnvalidateO iorces the View to rcpa"" lile new Image. Til e u~(' ot 
sync r, r()rliD;tion oblP.r.t ~ in display Rlso ensures th,.1 thp view <iORS not repRint Itsplf 
will ie be"'Q writt en to. The th ead constantl y check~ whether 'Stop' ~ras been 
p<os5ed, Jnd w'lI C<l1 tr,c 'wr.,lo· loop <lnd I8rrnlnate Itsell once tr, l:; occurs 
( -'") 
,"""'" .., .... . 
..." ... . 
---
-,"-,,'-'" """-" .. ,, 
- . --I """',,,,,,, 4 _------.J 
I ---
• ---J ., ..... ,."', i 
Figure 56: Worker thread flowchart 
Tlw funct ion workerThread makes use 0; the PC's high pertorm<lnce timer 10 
measure tile trme taken for eadl image loop, and calcu !ates the rate at whidl new 
images <l re dlspbyed, 
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4.5.1.1 Discussion of image processing routines 
The following sections discuss some of details of how the new image processing 
routines were implemented, and contain code snippets to illustrate these concepts. 
Other software concepts such as asynchronous image capture are also discussed. 
The image processing routines which are discussed here are implementations of the 
theory of shearography which is discussed in detail in the literature review. 
Note that virtually all image-processing in shearography performs operations on 
corresponding pixels from different images rather than operations that involve the 
pixels within the same image, thus the spatial position of a particular pixel is not 
relevant to the calculations that must be performed on it. Taking this into account, 
most of the image-processing routines in the Inspector 2.0 application treat images 
as one-dimensional arrays instead of two-dimensional arrays. This is made possible 
by the way in which C++ references multi-dimensional arrays; 20 arrays are actually 
special cases of 10 arrays with special look-up rules. As the array is stored 
contiguously, a 10 reference may be used where convenient. Hence, a 'for' loop that 
may have looked been declared like this: 
for (int i = 0; i < sizeX; i++) { 
for (int j = 0; j < sizeY; j++) 
Will now be declared using a single line: 
for (int i 0; i < sizeX * sizeY; i++) 
This method has three advantages: 
• Confusion involving different indices for width and height is avoided. 
• Code is more compact. 
• Execution will be slightly faster as one counter is maintained instead of two, 
and the special 'behind-the-scenes' 20 indexing is no longer necessary. 
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4.5.1.1.1 Shear mode 
Capturing in shear mode requires that every new image acquired subtracts the base 
image (or master image) in order to determine the differences. Images are 
represented internally as an array of pixel values, each 8 bits (0-255), with black 
corresponding to ° and 255 to white. When one subtracts one image from another, 
the result of some pixel subtractions could be negative. As it is impossible for 
negative pixel values to be displayed, one has to adjust the resulting image for 
display. 
Technically, the result of the subtraction is a number between -255 and 255. One 
way to adjust this image for display is to linearly map the range [-255, 255] to [0, 
255]. However, this would mean the pixels in the new and old image that were equal 
(that subtracted to 0) would be mapped to 127 or 128, which is grey. This is 
counterintuitive, as in shearography one would expect the result to be black. 
Instead, the recommended method is simply to use the absolute value of the result, 
thus [-255, 255] will be mapped to [0, 255]. This way, pixels with equal intensities will 
stay black when mapped. The code for this process is shown here: 
pCamera->CamGrabFrame(plmageNew, sizeX*sizeY); 
for (int i = 0; i < sizeX * sizeY; i++) 
plmageDisplay[ij = abs(plmageNew[ij - plmageBase[ij); 
However, in practice it is found that the resulting image is very dark, and fringes are 
difficult to differentiate. In order to remedy this, the image must be brightened and 
contrast-adjusted using lookup tables. 
The new application uses the simplest and fastest lookup table possible; an array of 
8-bit integers. This lookup table is generated before capture starts (and whenever the 
brightness or contrast sliders are moved), and uses the value of the brightness and 
contrast sliders to generate itself. The brightness lookup table linearly maps the 
range [brightness, 255] to [0, 255], where brightness is an integer in the range [0, 
255]. This code snippet shows the brightness lookup table being generated: 
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unsigned short int LUTbrightdark[256]; 
int fullScale; 
for(int i=O; i<255; i++) { 
fullScale = 255*(i)/(256-sliderBrightness); 
//clip to 0-255 range 
if (fullScale < 0) 
LUTbrightdark[i] = 0; 
else if (fullScale > 255) 
LUTbrightdark[i] = 255; 
else 
LUTbrightdark[i] fullScale; 
The contrast lookup table linearly maps the range [contrast, (255-contrast)] to [0, 
255], where contrast is an integer in the range [0, 127]. The contrast table is 
generated in a very similar manner to the brightness table, replacing the line, 
fullScale = 255*(i)/(256-sliderBrightness); 
with, 
fullScale=255*(i-sliderContrast)/(255-2*sliderContrast); 
Both of these lookup tables are used just before display, in the view's OnDraw 
function. The display image is first passed through the brightness lookup table 
followed by the contrast table: 
if (mode == SHEAR) 
for (int i = 0; i < sizeX * sizeY; i++) 
displayBuffer [i]=LUTcontrast [LUTbrightdark [plmageDispl ay[i]]]; 
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4.5.1.1.2 Phase mode 
There are two different phase modes implemented in the Inspector 2.0 application; 
interlaced and non-interlaced, both of which implement the 'four-bucket' data 
reduction algorithm. These two modes are described in further detail in the following 
sections. In both instances, phase images are captured using the same algorithm as 
described in the literature review in section 2.1 .4. 
The composite images are analogous to the captured frames in shear mode - a 
composite image is captured when processing first starts, (plmage8ase), then every 
new image (plmageNew) subtracts the first composite image to get the display image 
(plmageOisplay). 
4.5.1.2.1 Arctan lookup tables 
Calculating the composite image is the most resource-intensive process involved in 
deriving new phase images. Previous versions UCT's existing shearography 
application used to perform the arctan calculation for every pixel. A simplified code 
snippet would look something like this: 
double phase; 
for (int i = 0; i < sizeX * sizeY; i++) { 
phase = atan2(plmage3[i]-plmagel[i], plmage4[i] - plmage2[i]); 
plmageOut[i] = U8«phase+PI)*255/(2*PI)); 
Note that the function atan2(1J.y, 1J.x) is similar to atan(1J.y/1J.x), but atan2 takes 2 
arguments instead of 1, and calculates the resulting angle over the full 0-360° range 
taking into account the signs of 1J.y and 1J.x and does not include any TT ambiguities. 
The result of the atan2 calculation is an angle between -TT and TT. This needs to be 
rescaled to the [0, 255] range, by adding TT and multiplying by 255/2TT. This use of 
atan and double precision floating point calculations makes the process slow. 
In an effort to improve this the speed at which phase images are calculated, 
Inspector 2.0 pre-calculates all the possible results of the atan2 calculation before 
processing starts, as follows: 
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Every composite image pixel is the non-linear combination of the 4 other pixels, each 
between [0, 255]. Having four inputs to calculate every output would be complicated 
- a four-dimensional lookup table would be required. Instead, we use the fact that the 
atan2 function requires two inputs, Lly, Llx, each in between -255 and 255. These can 
be calculated every time, and their arctan only once and the result stored. This 
requires only a two-dimensional lookup table. In addition, the lookup table could 
perform the rescaling so that the adjusted [0, 255] value is returned instead of [-IT, 
IT]. 
In other words, for every value of (fix;, yJ - It{x;, y;)) and every value of (flx;, yJ -
12(x;, y;)), we calculate the value of arctan (Iix;, yJ -It{x;, yJ)/(14(X;, yJ -12 (x;, y;)). The 
following code snippet shows the generation of the lookup table. Note that we must 
add 255 to the counters to ensure that only positive indices are used: 
U8 LUTatan [512) [512); 
double phase; 
for(int i=-255; i<255; i++) { 
for(int j=-255; j<255; j++) 
phase = atan2(j, i); //phase -> [-pi pi) 
LUTatan[i+255) [j+255) = U8((phase+PI)*255/(2*PI)); //->[0 255) 
This lookup table is then used during image capture, and looks very similar to the 
way the previous Inspector worked. We must add 255 to map /J.y and /J.x from [-255, 
255] to [0, 510] so as to ensure that only positive indices are used. 
int dy, dx; 
for (int i = 0; i < sizeX * sizeY; i++) { 
dy = plmage3[i)-plmage1[i)+255; //dy -> [0, 510) 
dx = plmage4[i)-plmage2[i)+255; //dx -> [0, 510) 
plmageOut[i) = LUTatan[dy) [dx); 
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4.5.1.2.2 Image subtraction 
Image subtraction in phase mode is different to that in shear mode. In phase mode, 
we are interested in the 2TT discontinuities introduced by phase-stepping. Again, the 
result of the subtraction of two images is an integer between [-255 and 255]. Instead 
of taking the absolute value, we want negative pixels to 'wrap around' to the other 
end of the scale; -1 should be mapped to 255 and -255 should be mapped back to 1. 
Conveniently, this is the default behaviour when one casts a signed short integer to 
an unsigned short integer in C++. This is very simple: 
for (int i = 0; i < sizeX * sizeY; i++) { 
plmageDisplay[ij = (U8) (plmageNew[ij - plmageBase[ij)i 
Here, plmageDisplay is an unsigned 8-bit integer, and the result of the subtraction, 
plmageNew [i j - plmageBase [i j is being cast to an unsigned number. 
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4.5.1.2.3 Non-interlaced mode 
Non-interlaced mode requires that four images are captured for every display image. 
The following schematic diagram shows how this mode was implemented. Note that 
the GrabCompositelmage label describes a function that is executed from the 'Main' 
function. Once the reference composite image has been acquired, a while loop is 
entered where a new composite image is acquired and subtracted from the reference 
image in each iteration. Note that this is a simplified schematic representation (figure 







DISPLAY. NEW· BASE 
GRAB COMPOSITE IMAGE: 
IMAGE OUT-
4TAN«IMAGE1..JMAGElII( IMAGU·IM"GE2)} 
Figure 57: Non-interlaced phase-stepping processing 
This is the simplest mode to implement, but also runs slowly. The best possible 
display rate will be a quarter of the best capture rate. A display rate of 6.2fps was 
achieved, which is as fast as possible given that the video capture rate was 25fps. 
One of the reasons that a higher display rate is preferred is because it implies that 
the piezo is stepping between positions faster. This gives less time for the specimen 
to have moved in between piezo steps. In the process of capturing a composite 
image, it is important that the state of the specimen should remain as constant as 
possible, as this assumption is made in the derivation of the phase-step algorithms. 
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4.5.1.2.4 Interlaced processing 
Interlaced processing gives one display image for every new image that is captured, 
resulting in higher display rates than non-interlaced processing. Each display image 
is still comprised of 'base' and 'new' composite images, but pointers to the previous 










DISPLAY. NEW - BASE 
GRAB COMPOSITE IMAGE: 
IMAGE OUT-
ATAN((tMAGE1.IMAGE3)1( IMAGEA-lMAGE2)1 
Figure 58: Interlaced phase-stepping process 
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The schematic figure 58 on the previous page describes the image capture 
procedure. The GrabCompositelmage function is still used, but only to acquire the 
reference image. Thereafter, process of interlaced processing updates only one 
frame buffer per iteration, but still performs the arctan lookup each iteration. One can 
see that the piezo is shifted only once per image capture loop, meaning that it will 
take four image display loops for it to have stepped through the four positions. 
Thus it may take marginally longer for the piezo to step through all voltages in 
interlaced compared with non-interlaced modes. However, with the fast execution of 
the arctan lookup, the difference in negligible: 6fps in non-interlaced and 22fps in 
interlaced mode. 
The following code snippet shows how interlaced processing was implemented: 
int phaseNumber = (frameCounter-l) %4; 
pCamera->CamSetPiezo(piezoVoltages[phaseNumber]); 
//update relevant buffer 
if (phaseNumber == 0) 
pCamera->CamGrabFrame(plmagel, sizeX*sizeY); 
else if (phaseNumber == 1) 
pCamera->CamGrabFrame(plmage2, sizeX*sizeY); 




//perform atan lookup and image subtraction 
for (int i = 0; i < sizeX * sizeY; i++) 
dy plmage3[i]-plmagel[i]+255; //dy -> [0, 510] 
dx plmage4[i]-plmage2[i]+255; //dx -> [0, 510] 
plmageNew [i] = LUTatan[dy] [dx]; 
plmageDisplay[i] = (U8) (plmageNew[i] - plmageBasePhase[i]); 
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4.5.1.2.5 Phase image filtering 
The process of phase image filtering is an important part of the unwrapping process. 
Filtering removes sufficient noise from the image, allowing the phases to be 
unwrapped, and surface plots derived. 
One cannot simply, however, low pass filter the phase image; this would blur the 
phase steps and destroy important information. The preferred process is to split the 
phase image back into its sine and cosine components (which are continuous), filter 
these images, and then recombine them using arctan. The smoothing process may 
be performed multiple times to smooth the image. 
The Inspector 2.0 application uses the Clmg toolkit (which implements a Canny-
Deriche filter) to blur the sine and cosine images. The following code snippet shows 





//split phase image into sine and cosine channels 
double angle; 
for (int i=O; i < sizeX*sizeY; i++) { 





//need to use Clmg lib here, for one thing - smoothing (or blurring) 
Clmg<double> sinData(pSinData, sizeX, sizeY); 
Clmg<double> cosData(pCosData, sizeX, sizeY); 
//smooth pSinData and pCosData 
for (i = 0; i < filterRepeats; i++) { 
sinData.blur(l,l,l); 
cosData.blur(l,l,l); 
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//copy the buffers out from the Clmg objects 





//combine sin & cos back into plmageDisplay. 
//plmagePhase remains unchanged in this entire routine. 
double tanVali 
for (i = Oi i < sizeX * sizeYi i++) { 
tanVal = atan2(pSinData[i], pCosData[i])i 
plmageDisplay[i] = U8((tanVal)*255/(2*PI))i 
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4.5.1.1.3 Synchronous vs. Asynchronous capture 
In general, digital cameras can operate in one of two modes; synchronous or 
asynchronous capture. In synchronous mode, the camera will return a captured 
frame that is only taken after the call to grab the frame was made. Thus, a function 
call to grab a camera frame in synchronous mode will typically take 1/25 of a second 
for a 25fps camera. This delay is a disadvantage in that it will result in slower display 
rates; the delay in grabbing a frame will be in series with the processing delay, which 
(depending on the processing mode) is often of a similar magnitude, effectively 
halving the display rate. 
Asynchronous capture on the other hand, will return a frame as soon as the call to 
grab a frame is made, giving faster display rates. Asynchronous capture can mean 
different things in different camera libraries. For instance in the MIL environment, an 
asynchronous grab call will immediately return an image buffer that is still being 
written to. This is dangerous behaviour, and usually requires the use of 'double 
buffering'; the process of alternating grabbing into two different buffers, while 




for (iot i = 0; i < 2; i++) 
MbufAlloc2d(MilSystem, sizeX, sizeY, M_DEF_lMAGE_TYPE, 
M_lMAGE+M_GRAB+M_PROC+M_OFF_BOARD, &Millmage[i]); 
o 0; 
Frame-by-frame usage (image returned for processing in pFrame) 
MdigGrab(MilDigitizer, Millmage[o]); 
MbufGet2d(Millmage[1-0] , OL, OL, sizeX, sizeY, pFrame); 
o = 1-0; 
The PixeLlNK SDK operates in a similar manner except that it performs double or 
multiple buffering behind the scenes and will not return frames that are being written 
to. It also does not offer the option of using synchronous mode; although this may be 
simulated using a delay (the length of the capture process) after capture is initiated. 
Even with the use of double buffering, there is still some unexpected behaviour; the 
frame that is returned in pFrame was not the most recently acquired frame. In some 
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applications this may not be important, but in phase-stepped shearography, where 
the mirror must be synchronised with the frames, it becomes critical. Consider the 
following code snippet; the mirror should be shifted before a frame is grabbed. 
pCamera->CamSetPiezo(piezoVoltages(O])i 
pCamera->CamGrabFrame(plmagel, sizeX* sizeY)i 
In synchronous mode, the frame that is returned would have been taken after the 
mirror was shifted (in the first line above), as expected. However, in asynchronous 
mode, there is no guarantee that the returned frame would have been taken after the 
mirror was shifted. It would most likely be a frame that was taken previous to the 
mirror being shifted, although if there is any delay in setting the piezo voltage, the 
captured frame may be a frame from after (or during) the mirror shift. Bearing in mind 
however, that phase-shifting operates in a circular loop with phase-steps in-between, 
it is not always important for the mirror and frame capture to be synchronized; 
whether capture takes place before or after the mirror is shifted does not affect the 
fringes developed. The difference between these two situations is that the fringes will 
end up being 90° out of phase from each other. 
In summary, while synchronous capture will not have any phase ambiguity by 
guaranteeing that the image returned was captured after the image capture call was 
made, the application will run substantially slower. Asynchronous mode will run 
faster, but is open to phase ambiguity, which can result in 'flicker' between different 
phases. 
4.5.1.2 Loose-coupling of camera and application code 
In an effort to standardize the code base that is used for different sets of hardware 
(for instance the new PixeLlNK camera and the existing system's Pulnix and Matrox 
functions), all the camera functions were moved to an abstract base class, from 
which child classes were then derived. Figure 59 shows this concept: 
~------., 
Hardware set 1 
Inspector 2.0 Base Class 
Hardware set 2 
Figure 59: The use of 'loose-coupling' 
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The Inspector 2.0 code uses polymorphism to access the camera specific code via 
an abstract base class. The base class acts as a well-defined interface for the 
Inspector 2.0 application to access hardware resources. This 'loose-coupling' of 
vendor camera code and application code allows the use of completely different 
cameras without extensive modifications to the application code; all that is required is 
for a new class to be derived and included for the new vendor's camera functions. 
There are significant advantages to using this approach: as a demonstration, a new 
class was derived for the laboratory's camera, framegrabber and piezo controller. 
The new Inspector 2.0 application was extended to be able to control the old 
system's hardware within an hour. 
The abstract base class encapsulates all of the functionality that is required by the 
Inspector 2.0 application. The header file for the base class which defines the 
interface for connecting to external devices, CameraCtrl.h is given here. 
class CameraCtrl 
public: 
//Constructed at startup 
CameraCtrl() {} 
virtual -CameraCtrl(}{}; 
//Initialization occurs every time play is pressed 
virtual int Camlnitialize() = 0; 
//Camera is uninitialized on when playing stops 
virtual void CamUninitialize() = 0; 
virtual int CamStartStreaming() 0; 
virtual void CamStopStreaming() 0; 
virtual int CamGrabFrame(U8* pFrame, int bufferSize) 0; 
virtual int CamSetExposure(double value) 0; 
virtual int CamSetGain(double value) = 0; 
virtual int CamSetGamma(double value) = 0; 
virtual int CamGetlmageSize(int& x, int& y) 0; 
virtual int CamSetPiezo(int voltage) = 0; 
int piezoSteps; //piezo controller resolution (1023,4095,etc) 
} ; 
USHORT defaultPiezoVoltages[5]; //pre-calibrated voltages 
int piezoDelay; 
.char* uniqueFileName; 
//predetermined settling time 
//used to write con fig info to file 
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In an implementation class, all or most of the functions above would contain camera-
specific code for performing a particular function. The names of the functions in the 
implementation class are fairly self-explanatory, and describe the process to be 
performed by the function. 
As an example of how these functions are implemented, two examples of the 
CamGrabFrame (U8* pFrame, int bufferSize) function are offered here. The first 
is taken from the implementation class for the new PixeLlNK camera, and the second 
is taken from the other class that was implemented to control the existing hardware 
employed by UCT's NOT laboratory (via the Matrox framegrabber). Both the 
functions contain proprietary code from the cameralframegrabber vendor, but both 
grab a frame from the camera and return it in the same buffer; hence the calling 
application doesn't need to know the specifics of how the function is implemented. 
int PxLCamera::CamGrabFrame(U8* pFrame, int bufferSize) 




re = PxLGetNextFrame(hCamera, bufferSize, (LPVOID)pFrame, &frameDese); 
ASSERT(API_SUCCESS(re»; 
return 0; 
int MatroxCamera::CamGrabFrame(U8* pFrame, int bufferSize) 
if (Mi1Digitizer == 0) 
return 1; 
MdigGrab(Mi1Digitizer, Millmage[n]); 
MbufGet2d(Millmage[l-n], OL, OL, sizeX, sizeY, pFrame); 
n = 1-n; 
return 0; 
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An effort was made to allow the type of hardware (camera and piezo controller) to be 
specified at run-time. This would be desirable, as the exact same application could 
be used to control either set of hardware without any recompilation. However, this 
does have disadvantages; both sets of hardware libraries must be present at compile 
time and must be linked into the final executable as either could be used at run-time. 
One way of overcoming this limitation would be to compile each camera library and 
its Inspector 2.0 interface class as dynamically-linked libraries, enabling run-time 
linking. 
This was not implemented due to time constraints, and the fact that it is not strictly 
necessary; the current design requires that only one line of source code is changed 
and recompiled to switch between camera libraries. 
Note that there is only one base class for two different external components, the 
camera and piezo controller. One may expect that these two components would be 
handled separately by Inspector 2.0 through different base classes. The reason that 
this is not the case is that the new system accesses the piezo controller board via the 
camera (over the same cable), requiring the use of the same handle. The use of a 
single base class which can decide what type of hardware to connect to is more 
generic than two separate classes, as this solution is able to accommodate this 
situation. In the case where two separate, unrelated pieces of hardware are used for 
the camera and piezo controller, the base class can manage them separately, even 
sub-classing operation further to make their operation modular, as is the case with 
the solution derived to control UCT's existing system. 
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4.5.1.3 Other features of the Inspector 2.0 implementation 
Several additianal 'eatures were added ta the deve loped applic"t>an 
• ThB im"'JA rAsol',rllOrl is sofi -codHrl (inolHild of Bxpl tC rtly spccrfred) by queryrng 
the cam era's rnt e rn ~1 regrs ters be fore dynarlrc ~lIoCdl>a rl ()t rHld(J" 5torag~ 
arrays Th s mcans thai d'flcrent resal..,lon PixeLJNK cameras c~n be .rsed 
wrthout any oottw~r" ch~ n O "5 or mCDr'1prl Jtron 
• The abil ity to 'hot-swap ' betwecl1 drH erent pcocesslng mades while 
mainta ining the video strsam makes lestrng slmplsr 
• The applicJtion also JllowS for in -situ wl lbratio n af the pie70 actuator Til is is 
convenicnl as it ci:m inales thc exterl1a l cal ibrat>an pro cess. and any In-situ 
setup d,fl erences, such as Ihs mirror -wobbling effsci i·16] 
• The wdely rc-cog nized Subversion [47] vers ion cOIl trol systerl is used to 
manage SOU rts code, track b'Jgs, Hnd r'1 onage releasc versions 
4.5.2 Graphical user interface 
'[he CUI was ir'1p 'er'1ented uSing 'ool lng contral bars, whch may be Illddel1 and 
shown as nSCesSHry 
• Display ra tc and piuo opera llon ! nd l c ~tar are shown in the status ~ar (figure 60) 
ThBse show the ussr the curr ent d'WIHY rate -n fra r'1es per second. and an 
'Indicator to show whether the I"C DAC chip's reLlm'ng succsss codes or no t 
Figure 60: Frame rate and piezo operation indicators 
• A contro ' pa n~1 for CHmerH-Sp~ClfIC featwes such as exposure. gain and contrast 
These offer furthe r contro l, for install ce a1terll19 the camera's on-board exposure 
1"'1e when ths aperturs setting is Hlrsady at ils r'1H ximurn or r'1 ini r'1urn 
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• A oonl ro. pare 'Ot eel 1'''fi Il1E1 o ,e ~os pllase~ I()pp,ng voUage5 ((..gure 61 ) Tros 
panel Includes C()I" trol 10' lestmg thl:! p "" 0 cal'brallIT vi" IT-screen Ic<:-{back (w 
shear mode). allo" r9 II' 5 tu ca IbratlOo' 01 the piezo 
• Tile COlltrol d 3109 II~ure 62) cona l's all of the ma.n oontrOI optiOns. alia IS 
apcned by dcts,,11 ThiS d,,, og s us.cd ,n the proc.\!ss of mM"7Ing. &amlin,,!! ard 
processl .. !! ShtiiifOQ'aohy Images 
Col" ... F'..:e ;'01 
• ~. 
"" ,OIl ". • 
"" ~ ... 
"" . .,
~o ••• 
I ... Coic<.'",,(V5 "1 
C;Ot-.""·'ojo I 
-J~ 
F'!!ure 61: Phase calib ration dialog 
~ I NAL SOLUTION 
J-
J 
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4.5.3 Installer 
An installe' IklS been 'Mltten w'l ich automates tile tasks instal:;ng tne a~dicati o n 
software. The exeCJ tion of tile nSla l'er copies files and pertarms reglstrahon 
• C'eates a p,'ogram II e in tne Program Fi les fo lder, and copies necessary f. es 
• Heglsters the Inspector 2 0 App Ication w,th tile operating system, 
• Installs camera dr vers , 
• C'eates desk1C ~ shor.cuts 
W"l com" to th" lnsp"ctor 
NOT Application S"tup Wizard 
"", ... , n'~.: ' ,.,.,,",' 'N '""",,,'," ;. '.' or "J' 
,>,,>ctt<, 
I ..... _I (..-'" 
Figure 63: Inspector 2.0 Inst~lIer 
Tne Insta ler was wrll1en in a free installer &C"ptlng 'anguage cal ed MakcM,i. b)' 
DenniS BareiS 1481 It IS a Ie' crc<;Cl lt nstal er Package (' msi1 t r.e type recar1me~ded 
by Mrcrosa1! It makes Lse 01 a 'cu stom action 149J to Install tile camera's dri vers 
Tne Insta ller IS caoable of complete unln5tall, as well as oo,ng canve11eni tor 
detect ing newer versions when updat ing an insta: lation 
Tne Installer contains all the necessary fi es Inte'na lly as well as comma1ds for 
Insta lling tile calne'a dnvers Upon e.ec utio~ , it cO~Ies the fi les and e"e~u:es the 
necessary commands, as well as creating SIIortculS. Too ti ,es cop<ed a'e listed I ~ 
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Table 9: Installer files 
File Default destination Function 
Inspector.exe C:/Program Files/lnspector1 Inspector 2. 0 application 
Inspector.hlp C :/Program Files/lnspector 1 Inspector 2.0 help files 
unwrap.exe C:IWINDOWS/system322 Phase-unwrapping plug-in 
unwrap.ctf C:IWINDOWS/system322 Phase-unwrapping plug-in 
JPEGDLL32.dll C:IWINDOWS/system322 JPEG compression utility 
PxLAPI40.dll C:IWINDOWS/system322 PixeLiNK API 4.0 
PxLAPI41.dll C:IWINDOWS/system322 PixeLiNK API 4.1 
PxLFW.sys C:IWINDOWS/system32/drivers2 FireWire camera driver 
PxLTF.ax C:IWINDOWS/system322 Permanent file 
PxLUSB64.sys C:IWINDOWS/system32/drivers2 USB camera driver 
InstaliHelper.exe Temporary file3 PixeLiNK configuration utility 
PxLFW.inf Temporary file3 Driver file 
PxLUSB.inf Temporary file3 Driver file 
PxLUSB.sys Temporary file3 Driver file 
PxLUSBx64.cat Temporary file3 Driver file 
PxLFWx86.cat Temporary file3 Driver file 
Notes: 
1. The destination directory may be modified from C:/Program Files to any user-
specified option. 
2. All the *.sys, *.dll and *.ax files are marked during the install as permanent, which 
means that they won't be removed when the application is uninstalled. This is 
recommended behaviour for files of these types. 
3. The temporary files are used for installing the drivers, and are deleted when the 
installation completes. 
The files marked as temporary in table 9 above are used to install the camera drivers 
with the help of a PixeLiNK executable, InstallHelper.exe, which is designed to 
simplify a custom install. This executable is run by the installer with the following 
command-line arguments: 
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InstallHelper.exe DRIVERFILE=PxLFW.sYSi INFFILE=PxLFW.infi 
MODELNAME=FIREWIRE_CAMERA_RELEASE_4i SUPPORTDIR="C:/Program 
Files/Inspector"i VENDORNAME=OEMi 
Note that the camera should not be connected before or during the installer run. It is 
possible that the drivers will not install properly in this case and the camera will not 
be recognised. The installer should also be run with administrator privileges. 
4.5.4 Manual installation 
The installation can still be performed manually in the event that the installer fails. 
The simplest way to install all the camera files is to install the free PixeLlNK sample 
application, PixeLlNK Capture OEM. This installer will perform all of the necessary 
operations for installing the camera. Then, one needs to copy across the Inspector 
2.0 files to the target PC. These files are the first four files in the preceding table; 
Inspector.exe, Inspector. hlp, unwrap.exe and unwrap.ctf. 
4.5.5 MA TLAB dependency 
The Inspector 2.0 application makes use of a phase unwrapping plug-in called 
Unwrap [5], which requires that MA TLAB runtime environment is installed. Once the 
development and compiler licenses for MA TLAB have been purchased, redistribution 
of the MCR (MA TLAB Component Runtime) is free and unlimited, so this 
dependency does not impact the cost of distribution, even though the licences are 
costly. 
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4.6 Cost 
The total cost of the shearography system can be broken down into two components; 
fixed (table 10) and variable costs (table 11). Fixed costs include the cost of 
development licenses and software development kits. The variable costs are those of 
everything that goes into the shearography head, including camera, piezo, and the 
actual box, as well as the cost of any runtime licenses used. The cost calculated here 
is not the total cost, as it does not include all the small fasteners and other minor 
accessories, but the main components of the system. This section aims to make a 
comparison between the cost of UCT's existing system and the new one. 
The main cost reductions in variable costs were achieved were through the 
elimination of a framegrabber card, proprietary piezo controller, runtime licences and 
industrial PC. 
Table 10: Comparison of variable costs 
Component (Existing vs. new system) Cost reduction 
Camera (Camera Link vs. FireWire) 42% 
Framegrabber (Solios vs. none) 100% 
Piezo controller (PCI card vs. custom) 91% 
Piezo actuator (Packaged vs. basic) 80% 
Lens (same) 0% 
Beamsplitter (same) 0% 
Mirrors (same) 0% . 
Laser (same) 0% 
Workshop parts (solid vs. sheet metal) 0% 
Runtime licences (MIL vs. no licenses) 100% 
PC (Industrial PC vs. equivalent laptop) 60% 
Total 52%1 
Notes: Value-weighted reduction reflects true variable cost reduction 
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Table 11 : Comparison between fixed costs 
Component (Existing vs. new system) Cost reduction 
Imaging library (Mil vs. PixeLiNK SDK) 91% 
Visual Studio (same) 0% 
MA TLAB License 0% 
MA TLAB Compiler 0% 
MA TLAB Image Processing Toolbox 0% 
Total 39%1 
Notes: Value-weighted reduction reflects true fixed cost reduction. 
As previously mentioned, both UCT's existing shearography head the low-cost 
version have a dependency on MATlAB. As such, the cost reduction in this regard is 
0%. Also, both systems use Visual Studio as a development environment, giving a 
0% cost reduction. The only cost reduction in fixed costs was due to the elimination 
of the proprietary 3rd party imaging library (Mil) dependency. 
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4.7 List of main specifications 
Table 12: List of specifications 
Specification Value 
Camera resolution 1320 x 1 040 pixels 
PC Interface FireWire (1394a) 
Video 25fps 
Simple shear 25fps 
Frame rate1 
Phase- Non-interlaced 6.2fps 
stepped Interlaced 25fps 
Supported image formats *.bmp 
Shear angle -15°to 15° 
Inspection area2 225 x 165mm 
Maximum working distance3 ±3m 
Laser 660nm, 100mW 
Overall dimensions 113 x 74 x 224mm 
Camera 3.4W 
Power Laser <2W 
consumption DAC & PZT <0.5W 
Total <6W 
32-bit Windows 2000, XP or Vista, 
Minimum PC/laptop requirements 1.5GHz processor, 512MB RAM, 
50MB hard drive space, VGA Screen 
Cost R39000 
Notes: 
1. Measured using a 2.8GHz Pentium 4 with 512MB of RAM. 
2. At working distance of 1.5m 
3. Depends on specimen reflectivity 
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4.8 Summary 
A new shearoqraphy system. \vh ich acheves a Sin nif icant overall cost reduckm 
compared to UCT s ex;st lng shearography system, was desl~ned and buil l Thl3 COSI 
reductIOn was mackl posslb () by 
• 1\ more cos t effective dig, tal camera. USIIlJ a gene,ic FrreW ire port instead of 
a framegrabber-based interlace 
• 1\ higher level of Integ ration, making maximum use of the camera'S exten<Rd 
features and a custom-des 'gned piew con tro ller board 
• Eliminating dependenc es on 3" party software packanes whic~ requi re 
r>een slng , 
The end product of tll is des ' ~n process can be seen in flnures 64 to 66, namely 1he 
shearO[]raphy head I tsel~ and a screenShot of the Inspector 2_0 Orql tal Shearo~'ap!1y 
applicat ion, which was wntten In Microso ft Visual C++ 
Figure 54: Front view of shearography head 
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Figure 65; Rear view of shearography head 
,-. - ---
Figure 66: Screenshot of the Inspector 2.0 applicat ion 
-~---
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5. TESTING AND RESULTS 
Tpstinn wa:> pBrton118ri on d ffment ~uro5pOO(:e componenTs In order to obta in proof· 
of -corlCept for the rlBW sys tem [, tenSlve Qua ntitative :<tudle5 wurt! nOT performed. a" 
the'JU I,e oubde t"e scope of t', i5 di ssert~tl on PIC testing procedure 'If-rp. w~s 
cJrrled OLlt on 3 desktop PC. howpvp.r il. 5im ll ~r Illst was also carrrod out uSing a 
laptop 
5.1 Procedure 
p ", test ing procedure P'at was fOllowed is tl ased on the procedure descrixd in a 
previous quantitative study perlorrned by Vincent Musonda [5(J Testing was 
perfo rmed on a section of Ory. hel icopter rotor blade. w ', ;ch comprises a 11Oneycom\) 
core surrounded tly Kevlar reintorced plastics with an ~Iumin ium - reinlorced leading 
edge. P ,is type 01 component san uxample of a high value ~erospace componen t 
that may be tested in industry using sfJearography 
Arti l icial 'flaws' were mHchlned In the spec men 10 dfferent dept "s In nine different 
pldCes. as shown In fi gure 67. T',e tlaws all! equally "p<><:ed H Omrn apart tram e'K11 
other. For t'>e sake of brevity , only 6 01 the 9 tl~ ws wp.rp l es tprl falliu 1~ ooscnlles 






Figure 67: Section of Oryx helicopter bl~de used ~s testing specimen 
._- - - - - ------
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Table 13 : Descriplion of artific ial flaws in specimen 
Flaw number I Diameter of flaw (mm) Depth of flaw (mm) 
, 
" n , ,-, " - --
5 - " " , " '3 , , -H " 
5 I -H 0-' 
The tests were pcrro.-rr~'Ci LlS ing the new Inspector 2,0 applicat ion, loaded on a 
2 .8GHz Pent iu m 4 Wllil 5t2MB 01 I1AM Tile tests WHe perlorrned on tile NOT 
laboratory's vib rati on Isolat ion table 10.- conven l ~ nc e. n ", spe<:"n~ n was he d 'n pl ac~ 
using two magnet ic cian,ps for the durafon of the (""sts (figw"" 68), and an infra-r ed 
lamp was ~sed to stress the specimen. ~si ng a I"ner to ens~re tilat the lleatl[l g 
period r~maln~ d constant for every test The spec men was rea ted ,n each case lor a 
per iod 01 1 s~'Cor-.::t With the ~amp fXlsi tioned lldl'nd th'-' spl'c imen at a d'star c,-, of 
250m", 
Figure 68: Specimen and shearography head (Ielt) with infra_red lamp (right) 
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The shearography head was positioned 400mm away from the front surface of the 
test specimen. A small image shear (equivalent to approximately 50mm on the 
specimen) was introduced using the shear mirror. Owing to the different sizes of the 
flaws, different amounts of cooling were required in some circumstances to obtain 
interference fringes. 
In each case, the image processing was initiated 1 s after the heating was stopped. 
For each of the flaws, a sheared image, a phase-stepped image and an unwrapped 
surface were derived and are presented here. The piezo actuator that was used for 
this process was the more cost-effective, unpackaged piezo with custom housing. 
5.2 Results 
The results were good; in each case the new system was able to detect the flaw in 
both shear and phase-stepped mode. The fringes acquired in phase-stepped mode 
were sufficiently clear for them to be filtered and unwrapped using the MA TLAB-
compiled unwrapping plug-in. 
Figures 69 to 74 illustrate results of the testing. In each case, the simple intensity-
based shearography image is shown in the top-left, followed by the corresponding 
phase-stepped image on its right, followed downwards and right-to-Ieft by the filtered 
phase-stepped image, unwrapped image, gradient plot and finally surface plot. 
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Figure 69, Tesling 01 n.,w 4 
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Figure 70 : TesliJlg olllllw 5 
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Figure 71' Tesllng of flaw 6 
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5.2.4 Flaw no.7 (cooled for 30s) 
.. . " 
• • • • • • 
Figure 72: Testing of flaw 7 
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5.2.5 Flaw no.8 (cooled for 60s) 
.' - -• • 
• • • 
• • • 
Figure 73: Tesling 01 lIaw B 
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5.2.6 Flaw nO.9 (cooled lor 60s) 
" -
• 
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6. DISCUSSION 
6.1 Benchmarking: image clarity and quality 
The new syslem was capable at acquiring phase-stepped Images ",'"eh were of 
suffic ient quality to be phase-unwrapped. It wa, a so deemed 'mpo'1ant however, to 
COmOare the quailty ot the images acquired 10 t~ose a~qJirej uswg UCT5 eX'5t'ng 
system on the some specimen aed ~Jr'ider the S,'lme conj tiOnS, to determ:ne whether 
the new system hod adversely affected the quaiity of the resulls obta 'led 
It was found thaI. In general. the clarity of frl ~ ges developed by UC !, 's e,;stlr)(J 
system were slightly be ller than the new system T"le dfference was ,'sibe in bol " 
conventional intenSity-based shearog 'aphy oS 'Neli as phase-stepped shearog'aphy 
as a gradua increase H1 r'Kl15e ievel 'H'id deterlorati8n of tronge qua Ity Over t"ne 
hgure 75 shows the different in fringe ~ua'ity: these images were captwed 
Slmu taneous y on the same sooc:imen , The fringes develop d by the e"sl lng sys:em 
are clearer 1han those developed by 1he new iO",,"C05t sy5tem 
Fi~ure 75: Difference in fringe quality between low-cost system ( ri~ht) and 
ex is1ing system (left) 
There cou ld be many reaSOn5 tor thi s. trom the way that inspector 2.0 proce55e5 
Images. to the camera s CMOS instead of CeD sensor. to contra ' er nOise. etc. in 
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A new camera implementation class for the existing system's piezo controller and 
camera was written, so that the new Inspector 2.0 application could control the 
equipment used by UCT existing system. It was found that better fringes were still 
developed in the new application even when using the existing system's hardware, 
eliminating the possibility that the decreased fringe clarity was software-related; it 
could be deduced that the problem must be hardware-related. 
It was suspected at this stage that the decrease in fringe quality was due to the piezo 
controller noise moving the mirror over time. In order to test that this was the case, 
the piezo and controller were disconnected and turned off, and tests were performed 
using simple conventional shearography. Surprisingly, it was found that the problem 
of pixel intensity drift was still present. This eliminated the possibility that the drift was 
being caused by the piezo or controller. 
It is unlikely that the quality difference is due to the optics used, as these are 
essentially the same. It is expected that the pixel intensity drift is caused by the type 
of image sensor used: CMOS sensors are generally noisier than CCOs. The existing 
shearography head uses a CCO camera whereas the low-cost version uses CMOS. 
6.2 Lack of complete piezo range 
It was discovered during testing that the piezo could not shift the mirror by a full step, 
due to the limited range of the digital-to-analogue converter. This was not expected, 
as the OAC controller board had been designed to allow full shifting. 
This lack of piezo range was discovered when calibrating the piezo using the 'shear' 
mode calibration dialog: by stressing a specimen and allowing full fringes to develop 
in 'shear' mode, and then manually setting the piezo voltage, the effect of the mirror's 
movement on the developed fringes can be observed. Recall that a mirror shift of V2h 
will result in a phase-shift of 1 A for the laser light. A full mirror step of V2h wavelength 
should give the same fringe pattern as the OA setting, and this is used to calibrate the 
piezo. 
The mirror should be able to shift OA, 1/J" 114 A and 3/J, increments of the laser's 
wavelength. These fractions correspond to distances O'lm, 82.S'lm, 16S'lm and 
247.S'lm respectively (using a 660'lm laser). This was not achievable as the piezo 
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dlsplacemenHo-vo:tage ratio of 120nmN, the controller board s~lOukf be il~)e to 5>' lft 
the pielo by 6GCnlT' . w11ch I~ 5 l g~i fi cant y mo' o than neceS5ary, 
The reason for th is ack of range was unc ear: according to the design c"tc~tat, Q r~ 
made. the piez8 shoukf be abte to shift thG mirro r fu:ly The piezo co ntrol:er's vol t::tge 
w~~ mp.~Sllre d on an osr." ' nSG[)~l€ to r.on f nn tll'lt It was bcfulVlrlg as cxpcctod II IS 
5uspected that the lack of range ha5 to do v~ th non-linearity of the ple70 at low 
vo t a~es the fUll pielo range IS 18~m 8ve' 150V, whidl means that only a sTall 
frClctlon ot nw 1'1<:l()'~ rl spl;,u;mel1t r~n q e is 1)<;l ng U3Crl , 
HoweVG1. Ifw inab ity 8f the p107~ contr81 or to sh'lft tr. ~ mirror half a wavelr,nglh ie, 
not ne<::essan'Y a problem In norma phaso shiftlrlq BearlrlQ In mind that tho tJII 'M. 
wavel ength p~)ase ~; Ilift is not requ",;;:j 1(1 phase, stepped mode (orlly O~. ',',)., /. A and 
-'i"A are ,pqlJi red). the lack 0' ran~J e i ~ not " rroblern in pr ' lct,.C An "I l~r nah" 
method to callb rato the plelo. U51nq onfy p",,~e-steps that am actuall y u,8d in 
phdse-st"l)p lr l!l, ,,; te ",,,sure that r)hase-5tep~; 010. and '1410. causa the frinG es to rwwt 
HlPir in t e"~i ty , This is a more apprnximate method, bllt it Wil5 tounu to of'et 
rGas8nabiG rG,ults, ttle ptlas G-~topP<ld d'agrams d8 not appew to suffer :rotT a lacK a 
full greyscale ' anqe (usua ll y an IndlCdtlO rL thaI the p;ezo IS not stGPI,ng the :ull 
range), Figure 76 illustrates til ,s ca l'bral'on method; the flQure on the riGht is a shear 
Image v~ th the Plezo set at p8s'lion OA. whereas the image on the left is taken w th of 
phasG step of '/"'_ ThG ;nvorsion of tfw fri nGes Sh8WS eormet ca l brati8 n_ 
" 
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6.3 Phase-stepped image f licker 
II w<.:!'. lound Inal under cawnn e;'CUI'l!'.tallOO$. Ihe phllse-s\eoped If'I"qes \"IOU d 
exhill<t ·tl~~O( ,men .unnln!] Ihe appn:l)~on I" OOoog mode wtl(lHI OOl"secl ilve 
ph .. :<r Im~~s would be oo t of phase wi th ellch olher, cav:; "'q Ihe di ~pllly 10 I lash 
bel ',Yeen Ilght~1 lind dar ~ c. Inlo·lwO<:lrams. 1 hv mcl that the d splay f '<;ke's tlatween 
1I1Ierle'og·:.ms that arc out 01 pIlase "'~h aa(:h Olher Ind':(ll~ th>l1 tile'''' ·s a loss 01 
:;}"1<:;h,onlzaMn between Itle piew ard the ,mage C3.pt\1!!:l ~ 11131 the pleW 'S ta,t;ng 
to sh It in cana ln ci rCUf'l st~nces 
II IS d fflCu~ 10 il'vslrale Ihe phase flicker, as It IS lenpcr.ll '" ">llu'e. bvl r,g v'e 77 
d.L'strates tl"lO It limes that may occ~r COflS8CllllvelV ,n the video &tteal'1 dU1ng pll3se-
stepr-ed shOa'ogr<lphy in which pilHse-flickenng IS occurnng, Notice tilal Ihe I!HW that 
the !.mges describe ls essenT,a!ly the same ir: cact, case. but the ,m<lges lire 1.11.11 01 
ph>iSe Wllh each uthe' 
figu,'e 77: IUUSlral io n of p hase flic ker 
Inltial.y 1\ was suspected that this p1"oo em was due 101M.:: CJsTo rn-d esigncd P'flZ O 
housing '~hckin[f on certain IJh>iSe atllils be' l h s poss6llt y , .. ,,is effectively 
el;mw,alcd ".-hen ,t "''as policed lhat both 01 the d I'e ' enl p elO S e ... h,b,le<! I"e same 
c1tarac:tw:st,cs; Aoother posS,b,lity was thai 11K! conl'olb ",as ta'hng 10 sel tho P""zo 
voltage S LiCCCSS lu I~ due to a SCI i~1 cornrnu nlCat'on error. Ilowe,,,,,r, by 9rlalyz,ng the 
contro ller buard's .eturn codes. it was established that ,t was a ways retu' n; llg 
success codes. II,dicalll,g lItal there .... as no CO"'l"1umca\on 8'ro' /\Iso. Dy al'alYSlng 
the oonlroUer"s voot<lge outPOl un an osci loscope. t \ViiS found that tile pielo's 
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Knowing that the piezo was in fact shifting correctly, it was realized that the problem 
must be due to a loss of synchronization between capture and shifting. As both of 
these processes are controlled from the same thread in the Inspector 2.0 application, 
it was unlikely that the synchronization problem was due to a program flow or logic 
error. 
After much debugging it was realized that the synchronization problem probably had 
to do with the way that the camera was returning frame buffers; the camera was 
operating in asynchronous mode (and in fact the PixeLlNK API did not offer a 
synchronous mode). The function call to grab a frame was returning immediately with 
a frame that was not being written to (this was tested by comparing the state of the 
captured frame over a period of 100ms). The fact that the function returned 
immediately with a constant frame dictated that the returned frame had been 
captured prior to the function call being made. Communication with the camera 
manufacturers, PixeLlNK, confirmed that this was probably the case. 
This has important implications for shearography; it is important that the piezo and 
frame capture are synchronized. Two solutions to this problem were proposed: 
• Simulate synchronous operation of the camera by inserting 'sleep' statements 
into the Inspector 2.0 code after the piezo has been shifted and before the 
capture function is called. A 45ms pause should ensure that the returned 
frame was captured after the piezo was shifted. This would make the 
application run more slowly, but also eliminate phase flicker. 
• Leave the application as is; phase-stepped shearography operates in a 
circular loop with phase shifts interspersed with image capture calls. If the 
phase shift occurs before or after the frame is captured does not matter as 
long as: 
o The phase shift does not occur while the frame capture occurs. 
o The phase shift always occurs either before or after image capture, 
but not alternating between the two, as this is when phase-flicker will 
occur. 
It was decided to use the second solution for two reasons: 
• The Inspector 2.0 application only exhibits phase-flicker in certain 
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application to run more slowly and unevenly), and when opening and closing 
other windows or performing other operations while also running Inspector 2.0 
in phase mode. By performing testing using only a release version, the 
problem can be minimized. 
• This solution maintains the fast frame rates (6.2fps in non-interlaced mode 
and 2Sfps in interlaced mode) for phase-stepped mode which allows 
detection of flaws in more heat conductive materials. 
On slower PC's, image flicker (as opposed to phase flicker) may be a result of slow 
screen drawing speeds. The Inspector 2.0 application uses Device Independent 
Bitmaps (DIB's) and the StretchDIBits function, which is a fast mechanism for 
drawing to screen, although not as fast as some others; more advanced direct screen 
access technologies such as OpenGL and DirectX would be able to draw to screen 
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Section 5 illustrated that the new shearography system is capable of detecting flaws 
in composite materials using both simple intensity-based as well as phase-stepped 
shearography. This was achieved while also achieving a cost reduction in excess of 
50%. 
It is hoped that the new design, through its low-cost approach and user-friendly 
operation, will make shearography more accessible to a wider range of industries 
that may take advantage of the NDT capabilities it offers. The capability of the new 
shearography unit to operate from a laptop is an important advantage, as it increases 
the portability and thereby utility of shearography. 
The main cost-reducing drive was to eliminate the need for PCI cards and external 
controllers that are used in existing shearography systems. This was achieved by 
making maximum use of the camera's extended features, performing the function of 
the two PCI cards in the shearography head itself. The use of this integrated design 
has two major benefits: 
1. The system can now operate from a laptop (using an auxiliary power supply 
or battery). This makes the system truly portable, and reduces the cost further 
by eliminating the need for a ruggedized PC. 
2. The shearography head can now operate from only one cable, which is 
pluggable. This makes setting up the head for testing simple, and installation 
on a target PC is "plug-and-play". 
Many of the new design ideas used in the mechanical construction of the 
shearography head's housing were found to be inferior to the original design: 
1. The use of sheet-metal did not offer significant a cost reduction, and made 
assembly more difficult. 
2. The use of spur gears instead of worm gears makes the adjustment of the 
focus and aperture clumsy and liable to get stuck. 
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3. The use of grooves for component location in the old design was overlooked, 
and made reassembly of the new system open to misalignment problems. 
However, the use of an unpackaged piezo in a custom designed housing was found 
to offer significant cost reduction while not adversely affecting the quality of phase 
images. The design of the peripheral controller was successful, but there are many 
areas in which its performance may be improved, especially by increasing the range 
of the DAC output voltage to allow full phase-stepping. 
The use of a FireWire camera was found to offer reasonable results, though the 
effect of using a CMOS sensor instead of CCD should be investigated further. 
A custom shearography application, Inspector 2.0, was written using Visual C++. The 
image-processing routines were implemented using basic types wherever possible 
and optimised for speed. An installer package was also written. These efforts 
resulted in the following improvements: 
1. The new application does not use proprietary imaging libraries, except for the 
camera's image acquisition library. Instead it uses basic types, and makes 
limited use of the open-source Clmg image processing toolkit. 
2. The phase-stepping display rate was increased from approximately 4fps in 
UCT existing system to 25fps, giving the user a better indication of the 
material's transient response. 
3. Installation is simple using the preconfigured installer. 
The main objective, to decrease the cost of a shearography system, was achieved, 
but there is still room for further improvement in this regard. Decreasing the variable 
costs of the entire system further might entail using moulded parts instead of 
machined ones and plate beamsplitters. Rewriting the phase-unwrapping program in 
C++ instead of MA TLAB would also offer a large reduction in fixed costs. 
While the new system offers improved performance in many areas, there are aspects 
which did not perform as expected and should be reconsidered or redesigned. The 
next section discusses these aspects and makes some recommendations for future 
work. 
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS 
8.1 Mechan ical desigu 
8.1.1 Head construction 
It was found that Ill() CldvantClgcs of using Sll()()l metal do r ol s'9ndcanl ly oLlwclg~ 
l"'" disadvanlages 01 m~c;-m i rly IrIC box out 01 5c :, d alumini um. '1;-":' solid bo. is 
strOloger. easier to assemble (it does not requ ire elod plates or plate· locKs) ~nd uses 
fewer components 
DL.·'ng the course of the :xojecl, the possibility of in 'eaiClf1-moulcing these ~ arts from 
polyurethane arose. This IS an ideal solution, as It woold el'no inate l"'l cost of ~ large 
piece of ~ I l, mi nium bet stil provde the strength of a ~olkf box, 
8.1.2 Lens adjustment 
Using spur gears to adjust l,-;e aperlure and fOCl,S was found 10 be c~mbe r50me The 
plotll,sio" 01 tile [l ears outside the 00' mJde fitting the u-cover over t'1e Jssembly 
difficull , The reason that spur gears were used was to decrease cost , bet the e<lS\ ng 
';ystcm 5 worm g,,~r~ WHrp. sL; b ~cqlJ" nt l y mOl,ldw! Sl.u;P.5sfully by b fl NOT 
I~ bo ralory, t"e reby elimlnJ tinn the ,)roblem of t"8 r cost and sourc ing The l,se of 
worm geats is also preferable because it ~lIows 1,-;e box 10 be completely dust· 
proofed. UL;St ~ rool l ng i5 ImWlf timt in ir>dLhtri~ 1 sO ll lngs, but ,; d,tflcu lt tll ach eve with 
~~lIr 'lear~ , as clearar1Ce must be left for Ihe gears te<ot" to rotate 
Figure 78: Spur gear adjustment of focus and aperture 
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8.1 .3 Alignment of shear mirror 
The hous IOJ of the shear mirror was not cent red re~ atrle to the bea'llspMter in tne 
new shonrography nc<XJ, In ordn Ih81 tile shear adl~slmC!ll p l~O t would oe contrcd 
ThIS provuu LJ nnCCf) "Scl ry, ~IId "'OUllt .IIY the s iaJa' "",ror would l>e ~"np ' cr If lfle 
mirro r rlil te was centred 
Not conlrcct 
Figure 79: Al ignment of shea r mirror plate 
8.1.4 Piezo mounting design 
The housing 01 the unpackaged piezo was foul"Jd 10 work well, lIustratlng p'cof -of · 
COrlCOpt. Howe~o r. tile nousir.g IS clurlsy in that II 'cquires the mirrOr to be 'e r lOvec 
eve'y tirH3 tho hous i n~ IS disassembled. Also. t'le housing s bigger tI'an necessary 
a rrore compact hoUS. I<g should be des.gned, 
Figure aD: Design of piezo housing 
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8.1.5 Alignment grooves 
The existing system uses alignment grooves in the base plate of the shearography 
head to align components. Alignment is important, as misalignment can result in the 
camera picture not aligning perfectly with the laser illumination. The use of alignment 
grooves was overlooked in the low-cost design, but should be re-implemented in 
future designs. 
8.1.6 Using a beamsplitter plate instead of cube 
Beamsplitters come in two main types: plate and cube beamsplitters. Cubes have 
traditionally been used in the past, even though plate beamsplitters have also been 
shown to work. However, plates are significantly more cost-effective than using 
cubes, $31 compared to $229 for similar sizes. Using a plate beamsplitter instead 
would offer further cost reduction, but this would require some redesign of the head 
layout, and consideration should also be made of the slight decrease in image quality 
using plate beamsplitters due to internal 'ghost' images. 
8.2 Peripheral controller design 
8.2.1 Adjusting reference voltage 
Future design iterations should consider revising the reference voltage design for the 
DAC. The reference voltage chip, the REF02, is suitable, but should be able to be 
trimmed using a potentiometer. 
8.2.2 Increase piezo range 
There are several ways in which the range, or amount of travel, available when 
phase shifting may be increased. It may be achieved either by: 
• Increasing the voltage range of the piezo controller board. The voltage range 
is limited by its supply voltage which is derived from the FireWire bus. 
Typically this voltage is 12V, but significant filtering and line regulation is 
required to smooth the high frequency digital noise on the power bus, 
resulting in a 5V range. Significantly increasing the voltage range would 
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o An external power supply at a higher voltage, and not using the 
FireWire bus power. 
o A DC-DC converter to boost the supply voltage to the desired level. 
This may also require the use of an external power supply and a large 
amount of signal filtering as DC-DC converters usually superimpose 
significant switching noise on their output voltage. 
• Using a piezo with a greater displacement-voltage ratio. These actuators are 
less cost-effective and their displacement is more sensitive to supply voltage 
noise, but would be a simple solution to the lack of displacement range. 
The other way to obtain full phase-stepping using the existing controller is to use a 
piezo with a greater displacement/voltage ratio. These are slightly less cost-effective, 
longer and with greater noise sensitivity, but would probably solve the problem of 
incomplete phase-steps. 
8.2.3 Improve controller noise 
The displacement noise on the signal of the piezo controller is not quite as good as 
the specification of the system that was used as a benchmark (O.3711m compared to 
O.211m). While this is not necessarily a problem, ideally one would want to eliminate 
all of this noise, as it may affect the piezo displacement, and result in a deterioration 
of the fringes. However, the fact that the power supply from the camera is extremely 
noisy (approximately 400mV peak-to-peak) makes this very difficult. Further 
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8.3 Software considerations 
8.3.1 Further investigate phase flicker 
Under certain circumstances, the phase-stepped images are found to 'flicker' 
between different phases. This effect should be further investigated by testing the 
application on different PCs. 
8.3.2 Optimize phase image filtering 
The Inspector 2.0 application's phase image filtering routine uses a 20 Canny-
Oeriche filter provided by the Clmg toolkit, which was found to be fairly slow. There 
are three ways in which this process may be speeded up in future: 
1. Use sine, cosine and arctan lookup tables for splitting and recombining phase 
images; taking the sine and cosine of the image as double precision floating 
point numbers is time consuming, as is recombining it with arctan. The same 
arctan lookup table used in the phase mode may be used instead, as well as 
implementing sine and cosine lookup tables. However, these operations are 
only performed once per filtering cycle, so the overall performance 
improvement would be marginal, whereas the blurring process is performed 
up to 50 times per cycle. 
2. Implement Gaussian filtering; Clmg has support for image convolutions using 
special kernels, but not Gaussian filtering. Gaussian filtering has 
computational benefits, as the Gaussian kernel has the special property of 
being linearly separable. This allows two 10 passes instead of one 20 pass, 
which is computationally superior. 
3. Region-of-interest processing would decrease the total area to be smoothed, 
which would decrease the computational time in an approximately quadratic 
manner. As region-of-interest processing is already implemented in the 
unwrapping application, it would make sense to only filter the region-of-
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8.3.3 Implement saving/opening routines for more image formats 
The current implementation uses the Clmg toolkit for loading and saving images. 
Natively, Clmg only supports bitmaps (*.bmp), but can use other plug-ins, such as 
ImageMagick to save other formats. Alternatively, Microsoft's GDI+ library can be 
used to read a wide variety of image formats. 
8.3.4 Further investigation of Visual Studio Installer 
The installer program used to generate the Inspector 2.0 installer was MakeMsi. This 
scripting language is highly configurable, but is not as simple or intuitive to use as the 
Visual Studio Installer program. MakeMsi was used because it supports custom 
actions simply (required to install camera drivers), whereas Visual Studio has a more 
complicated process for custom actions. In the long term however, Visual Studio 
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8.4 Recommendations for future work 
The current design of the shearography head is extensible as it offers opportunities 
for the use of other peripheral devices on the same 12C bus that the DAC uses, as 
well as simpler control using the four GPIO pins. These devices could easily be 
software-controlled over the same FireWire cable as the camera. 
8.4.1 Software-implemented laser on/off switch 
The ability to turn the laser on and off from the Inspector application may be useful in 
certain situations. This could be achieved using a GPIO pin and transistor switch. 
One could also use an electronically-triggered shutter to 'strobe' the laser light. This 
method has been shown to be effective in reducing the effects of vibration in 
shearography [51]. 
8.4.2 Increasing the maximum inspection area 
The utility of shearography can be limited by the maximum inspection area 
achievable and the fact that the head must be repositioned every time the inspection 
area must be changed. Using better lasers to uniformly illuminate a larger surface 
and higher resolution cameras will allow larger areas to be inspected at one time. 
Another way of inspecting larger areas at one time is to use an active head 
positioning system; servo motors to control the head position (in two degrees of 
freedom, as in figure 81) via the same FireWire cable would allow different areas to 
be inspected without the need for repositioning the camera head, and would be a 
step towards automated inspection. 
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8.4.3 Remote adjustment of lens, aperture, laser and shear 
mirrors 
The use of gears to adjust the camera focus and aperture is not ergonomic; the user 
needs visual feedback to correctly adjust focus & aperture, making it difficult to adjust 
these controls on the shearography head while craning to see the screen. Allowing 
software control of these features via the use of servo motors would eliminate this 
problem. A similar problem exists with the adjustment of the shear and laser mirrors 
which could also be solved using servo motors. 
8.4.4 Inclusion of infra-red lamp in shearography software 
Currently, the infra-red lamp that is used to stress the specimen is controlled 
separately from the Inspector 2.0 application. It would be desirable for the heating 
lamp to be controllable from the Inspector 2.0 application, as this would eliminate 
problems that have been experienced in the past using timers and control circuits for 
the lamp [52]. 
8.4.5 Rewrite Unwrap in C++ using Clmg 
The phase-unwrapping utility was developed in MA TLAB because of its high-level 
functions and ease of use. However, distributing the compiled application requires 
that the MCR is also distributed. This is a 150MB file, which makes distribution more 
difficult, and the requisite MA TLAB license is costly. 
It would be desirable for the Unwrap utility to be rewritten in C++. The Clmg toolkit, 
which was used during this dissertation, contains most of the image-processing 
functions required, as well as tools for producing and rendering 3D surfaces (required 
for surface visualization). 
This toolkit is free and would provide faster unwrapping options. Using fast Gaussian 
filtering and rapid phase-unwrapping, it may even be possible to watch real-time 3D 
surface plots being rendered (at a slower frame-rates than pure video). Another 
development that may make this possible would be the use of region-of-interest 
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8.4.6 Investigate new forms of laser illumination 
The quality of interference images acquired is dependent on the stability of the laser 
illumination provided. It was found during this dissertation that the laser light available 
from the TECRL modules used is not always of the highest quality, and often needs 
to be tuned to avoid mode hopping and multiple frequency bands. 
Also, these modules are only capable of inspecting small areas at a time. Further 
investigation should be undertaken using arrays of less powerful laser diodes to 
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1. Inspector 2.0 appli cation 
1.1 Overview 
Shearoqraphy is a~ optical, non-contacting and full -field Non-Destructve Testing 
{NOT) techn ique uS8d In IlUnlerOUS n cJustres The Inspector 2.0 ShearoQ'ap~y 
System IS a p.Jrtac le nspectlo" system ~secJ to cle tect flaws . cracks. cJebonds alld 
delaminations in a wide rarqe 0' rrate'·als. t ,s a complete systerr , cons ist ing of 
The shewography read, contalnl'lg a cJ 'gllar camera. diode laser. speckle 
sheWing intetierClmetar and ~rocess ng boa'd 
2 /I tripod -stancJ for fi ne poSI· onlng 0' the s.hearography head, 
3 A FlreW,re-ellab 'ecJ 'aptClp or PC , baded '.\11 th the Inspector 2.0 Olgl:al 
Shearography aCl~l i ca llo " 
4 A 6-pin to 6-pin FireWire cabie ancJ 'W either a 6-p in to 4-p n FireWire cable or 
a Ina Ils-powered FireWrre aplo:) adapt:)r 
Figure 1: Shearography head 
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1.2. Installation 
Nole 
P l e~se install the Inspector 2.0 software before connecting the shearograph', head 
as the car18ra drivers rlust be Installed before connectlol, If the carle'a IS 
inadverton lly connected "'St. dsconne<;t It and rn5ta rt the i'e i'loGe'"d by Installing 
t~Je Insp!lCtor 2 (J am:>lcallon. 
1.2.1 Installing the Inspector 2.0 application 
II the installer does not run upon I nse~;o n of the ,nstall~ton disc '.l'owse 10 t~e disk, 
and double 51~k tile Installer package, /Ilspec/ar,msllo· serup,exe:, W~ ch will Install 
all of the necessary fdes and pertorrl the necessary reglst'allon 
Welcome to the I nspector 
NOT Application Setup Wizard 
TN> .. ,~ """. , ,~'" t-C1" :-"""Pir-,,' ''' , , ' '""' ,,,. 
,,,"",0.[>' 
t,,,, :~ 
Figu,l! 2: lnspl!clor 2,0 insta lll!r dialog 
The dPplicallOfl has trte loll<Jwing nininum requ rements · 32·:) it WirKJows 2000, XP 
or Vista. 1 ,5GHz processor. 512MB R!'IM, 50MB hard dnve space. 1 ' FireWire 400 
porl and VGA &;reen 
The app li cati on may be un,nstalled by foUowlng : Contro} Panek~;1dd/Remo ',e 
programs->tnspector 2.0 
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1.2.2 Installing MATLAB Runtime Component (MCR) 
The Inspector 2.0 applicatlon·s phase unwrapping plug-in US2S !le MATLAB I·~C" 
Plcase also Inslali th s application wlwn install rg Inspector 2.0 llrowse to t~ 3 
installation CD, and oouble-cl ick MATLAB Component Runtime 7_5msi Th,s 
installation rr.ay take a few minutes, 
I~ MA nAB Component Runttme 1 0; tn.tdttSh,etd WIl'" d ~ 
Noles 
MATLAS 
Welcome to the 1",taI15hield Wizard for 
_' -IATLAB Compnnem Runtime 7.5 
n ", Inst~RJ w~ .. d ' .,"" \.~1L.:.fI :"''''JJ<ni: 
~ c<lt,,'" 7,5 on y= cooW'" 10co-" _' ,' H.", 
WARNIN(; : This ><cqi>fl1 ~ ~d<ct<d by c',;" ,.- ( ,_ ,"~ 
" .".>t0nal tre"""" Cow # 198'-.1006 , " .• i" ","W "k;, 
'" 
I I 
Figure 3: MATLAB MeR inSlaller di~log 
Fnsure th~t Ihe MeR insla lied IS the sarr.e MCR that IS d'sinbuted With 
'nspectOf 2_0, as the vers ions of the corr.pried l" spe~l o r 2,0 MATLAB 
appl icalion and the MCR must match 
2, If the installer complains that the ,NET frarr.e'",,'o rl; is not installed, cI ck 'OK' to 
continue, as the _NET Immework IS not requ ired by Irspector 2.0, 
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1.3. Connect ing the shearography head 
I he shcllrography head connects to the !arget PC USll1g a FireWire cable The 
shearO[1raphy nead has two F 'eW're connectors, eitller 01 whicll may be used 
FireW Ira connectors 
Fi gure 4: Rear view 01 shearography head 
The shearonraphy h~ad may connect iQ ei :ll ~r a PC or laptop. tile Instructions for 
which are siightly di"erel1 t. oWing to the 'act that most laptops do not supply power 
over thclr FireW',[c ~orts ' 
Connectmg to a PC 
Use a 6-pin to 6-p,n FireW,re cable to connect tne head to the PC. 
Connecting to a laptop 
This requ ires addit ional power to be supp ied, which may be aChieved in onc 
of two ways 
Using a laptop adaptor ki' 
Setup the adapter kit as s::oecf,ed by tile manufactur"" whicll wi li 
proba!JI,' '''vo lve cornect ing it to tne mains, Connect the shearography 
head to tile adaptor USlflg a G-p", to 6-p,n FlreW!fe cable 
Using an external pCNer supply 
Thc shearog ra~h,' 1ead '"as a <1>2 ,1 mm DC power cor1l1ector to supp'y 
12VDC to the head va ci ther battery or other meal1S, OrtCe po'.'ered, 
use a 4-p n to 6-p,n FireWI"e cab'e to connect the llead to t:le ia:ltop, 
The shearograplly head LI::D Ind,cator I ght wll' flash orange during startup al1 d turl1 
solid ween when successfu !y initlal '7ed 
Note: Tile head wil' draw ,,6W undw rOrma operat'on 
_ . . _ ------ --- -
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1.4. Running Inspector 2.0 
The Installer should na,'e I%ta 'ied tW[) ~n;)rtcu ts on tne desktop. cal led Inspector 2 0 
(Ihe r"ai" shearogra~hy appl cation: and Phase Unwrapper (Ihe phase·un .... rapp lng 
p!ug·in). Double·c lick the I nS;Je~tO' 20 ic:o~ , Alternati ve!y. the appl ication shou'd 
typkally be conta'l ed ,n the C ' Program Flies ', lnspector directory, The fo llowing 





figure 5: Screenshot of Inspector 2.0 application 
!n order to test that tle app l'caton detects tne shearography head correctly. press 
the [;;.:1 button ensuri ~ g that the sne~rog 'a;Jn)' head IS connected and lis ind'Ci'.tor 
LED IS showing so lid gree1 Th is sho.lld start video str eaming IntO the preview 
w,,,dow_ Nule h[)wever, ina t the ape't~re and to::us sh[)~ld be adjusted tor rnage 
c,arrty , wh ich IS descr bed n the fo l' c-\"/Irg sect ion, 
Ii the applical ':ln gives the e'ror '''essage 'There is no camera connected,', see Ihe 
sectlOll entitled Tro'iO.'eshooting If the screen appears stl l! black , blU lhere w,,-s no 
erro, message. it s like!)' that the Carrera i ~ st re am rr1>J VideO but it IS either t~ o d~ rk 
Or lne aperl~,e setting 5 c'osed Continue on 10 the next sect ion 










DEVELOP~JEN I OF 1\ PORT,\6LE LO'N-COS~ DIGll AL SHEflRCX>RAPHY SYSTEM 
1.5. Adjusting focus, aperture, image shear and laser direction 
The ~hearoqraph l head does not perform automati c 'ocusing ard ap'~rture 
adjustment. and ~s su:h these should be udju$IOd manuall, uSln~ Ihe adJ u~:m ent 
whecls at the b;;ck of the sheamgr aphy he;;d In order to detA"ni nn thp best setti n'l~' 
press ~j with I~t' Insr;.::ctor 2.0 uopl lcat lon In ''!ideo mode. Adu$1 the locu~ ur)'j 
a~ertu r e to get the ::>e3t picture qJal ily 
Laser Illumination 
Ir11 
Figure 6: Description of shearography head controls 
Next adjust the shear mirror position USI"Q the control knobs laoo!ed P;1N and 
'TIL T on the shc<l rogr<lphy ~ead. Th s shou d adjust the amount of shcar occLr'-ng 
between tw two image beams, with PAN shcar:n~ horizont;;lIy ;;00 'TIL T $ h e~ fl ng 
vertlcal!y_ As;; rc)U gh gUideline, she;;rography requires a shear magni\.lde of 50rnm 
between t~e t' .... o beams ( measul~d at the rc;le :t in~ surf<lcc) 
Finally. adjust the I;;ser il!uminat ion d-rcrvtion JSlng the two ;;djustmeJlt knobs sitJated 
as shown In the Image above, Tilc brightest part 0; the laser ill.IJnlnmion should 
COincide wllh the centre Cif the Video I m~ges in Ihe Inspector 2_0 application_ 
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1.6. Performing inspections 
Shearography requ ires th~t the specimen is stressed dL JrI I>:] the ,,,sooc \,on process 
I he slressing of lhe spec"nen reveais anoma les In the way that the speCimen 
defQrms, wilich 'icrVes as Ihe means 10 Idenl lfy ti aws Ille means by wil iell Slressing 
;s achieved is l'nlm;:>Qrt~nt , It may be e;ther thermal, mechHnical Or 'J1Lriltory 
In Inspector 2 0, I ll~pect l on~ may be oeriC>'med ill eltlle r Shear or Phase modes, 
Boill store a CQPy 01 the first frame I llat was graLbed. and cse il to compare WIIIl tile 
r.ew !rallleS th~t ~re captu red, to reveal flaws HS fr inge pHttems_ lie nee, while ,1 is 
important tl,at the re!atlve positions of the shearography Ilead ~rtd soecimen do not 
change dcring Ihe reco rding process. it is Irlportanl that the stress - ~tate of tile 
spec"nen dQes change 10 reveal the way in whicll it deforms 
The foilol'J1ng procedure may be foi tol'J1ng 10 test for flaws, 
Put the aoo'ic~tlon in VldeQ mode. ~nd press " I ensure that Ihe camera is 
fQGUssed and images are reHsonaLly brighl Press - I 
2 Put the appi'K:atIQn in ShearrTlode Press "'"I. and hen stress the soec,men 
using wh«tever rle thod ~v~iIHb l p. Adjust the BIiglllnCS5 a"d Contrast II il 
llaw IS present. !ringe patterns Sllould develop on screen, such «3 in figure 7 
Figure 7: Exampte fringe pattern 
3 Press .~l or - I IQ SHI'e the image if necessary_ 
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" Put the a.:lpliclII,01 ,n Pnflse mode. Press -.1 and stress Ihe SpOCImer lIgll r 
(or Just '"sun", by press,,'9 > 1 if !~J was :).lIssed <n step 31 AO"'" j"nge 
~alte'''s S~OJ d OU~(! 0.0 It there is d Ilaw present. Th iS 1"110" pattern Will look 
slightly different 1W ,. hgure S. 
Figure 8: E~l'Imp[e phase-stepped 1rin\le pattern 
5. Press •.• J or ~ 10 save t""" Image ~ necesSll ry. 
6. Flhe' t:le p.'""e stl!:):)t':j II'lage by Wess'''!ltne F'.1cf bul!on T:I' .. 'JUly lake iI 
lew &e{;ords. Thl! -esu1trtg im"il " sho.rd fook S m,fll' to -I!j .. ne 9 
Figure 9 ' Eilample hltered phase image 
7 Press •• Ior - 110 saVl! the jlnage i: necessary_ 
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1.7. Inspector 2.0 contro l bars and functions 
Figure 10 shows the l nspe~:or ~.O mer u ba'. :he 'File ', . View '. and 'Help' menus 
provide the stnndard IUrl Ci lorallty: 
• Opening and savlrg images lin' bmp fie format) 
• Pnn ting lmages using the standard Windows Pnnter dialog 
• Show ng and h ding too lbars 
• Gett ing corte't - se~slt'le help 
~ tnspect." p."labte Shea,o~aphy Apptication • 
D 
" 
Figure 10: Inspector 2_0 menU bat 
:he 'Controls ' tab contro ls the vis ibi ity 01 c~rtaln appl i catlo~ - spec :fiG tool bars. T.,e 
'Conlrol Bar' is ope~ed by default. and may 'Je hidder il needed The functiorls ot 
these toolbars are d ls~ussed :n greater detail in the follo\"l i ~g sections_ 
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1.7.1 Control bar 
The 'Mcxic CWilrol"loggl(! bultm)s altcr llle way in which video is displayed. while the 
'Preview bo ttons con t'ol the ~tat e of tlls "idRQ p'Rvim~ 
In 'Video ' mode, the video is streamed directly hom Ihe camera to the app'icatiOn's 
PreView Window. This mode IS ~sed to tF~ 1 the setup 01 lhe camera's loCos and 
apertLlre settings, as wsll as tile image sllear and laser Illumination setllrv;ls 
The 'Shear mode is ~sed to perform IntenSity-based shearography, ["ery new vldso 
im age IS subl'acted from tile lirst captured image to determ ine the vase change 01 
the refle ttHd Ilgllt 
'Phase' mode perf orms phase-stepped shearog raphy by shi fting the ml!'o' by 
IractlOn« 01 the laser'« waveleng th In synclHonlza tl on wi th Image capture Typically, 
this redoces noise and gives clearer resul t~ 
The r.. (play) butt on ',nit,ates v'deo p r e"iev~ ng_ While play ing, mo~t otller bLlttons 
will be dl~Hbl~ d LlnlH prpviewing is slopped by prcsslr'lg eltllCr I] (pause) or • 
(s top) b~ tton~_ The III button \-..ill pause thF "deo prev'sw, bLl t not di«cflrd thp. 
Originally grabbed Images, arid as sllGh IS com'enient fOf ~avlng Images and then 
t ontlnulr'lg w,th procesSing h xn where II left of 1. The restart processing , discarding 
the anginal base Images. press. fo llowed by .. '. Note that the u~er may SWIlch 
between Video, Shear and Phase modes WllIlOut first stopping or pausing the video 
feed 














The ' Image Display' sliders are USBd to adlust the c ar1 ty 01 imagBs 'n 'Shear'mockl_ 
Typ-cally, these Images are dark, am should be brightness am cont rast-adjusted for 
opt"num clarity , Note that these siiders do not affect the camera settings or the way 
in which images are captLred Irem thB camera They perform brightness ard contrast 
ndJLslment just belore tl18 imagB is di&played_ 
Pha,. Im_ Optoo, 
r Interoce ph.ooe, 
Fler Repeot, 
J 
The 'Phase Image Options' contain options that are only aval able in Pha~e ' mode 
The checkoox. 'interlace phases' &pecifies whether or not the interl aced process ng 
algOrithm slwuld be used to otta;n plmse slewd Images Interlaced Pl18ses wilt 
give a Illgl18r Imme-ratB with bettBr dynamic responso comparod to Ofd lfla ry 
processing, but may be less acclrrate in certa in c:rc,J msta~es , The default is 
ordnary processlng_ 
The Iiiter' b~tton \-';11 oerfo'm low-pass lilterlng on the Dhase-stepped image in the 
dlspiay wndow, and replace the disolayed <mage wilh the f' ltered image The 'Filter 
Repeats' slider dBtermines tile level ot lilterlng to be aool ed: mom II ' tBring \\fill glVB a 
smoother image. rigU'e 11 shows the d lf1ere~e between a Dhase-stepPed image 
wh _ch has mt been 1.ltemd and one wh ich l18s been f,ltemd 
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Figure 11: Difference between unfiltered and filtered images 
The final opt ons or the 'Cortro ll:)ar' are the urwrapping opt' ~ns , These two buttons 
both perform phase-unwrappirQ or demooL.'latlor on fl 'tered phased stepped ill'ages, 
such as the image above-right Phase-vrwrappin~ recors tructs the surface 
displacement 'roll' the phases rel'der ing a 3 D plot of the sur1oce, 
- U""",o; f1ered Ph,,,e, -~ 
0,,",-, I U""",,,,, I 
Here are two optklns, namely Ou.'c~ and Unwrap Th" Unwrap butlor laurches 
arother GUI for controlling the ul-wrappil-g proce~s, The GUI COI-ta'ns r,umeroL.S 
related seU'r~s, and gives options for where the ovtpu t images s~ould De saved_ The 
Qulde: bL.tton performs phase-urwrapp<n~ wl\ho L.' \ open-nq a GUI us'r>;) the defau lt 
sett il-gs, al-d IS tYPically faster than u~Lng the GUI . ln tl1 i~ case, the OL. t""lt images wil l 
be saved to a folder in the project d:rectory, bLi wi ll also be opened for viewing a'ter 
proceSSlnq 
An example of the Ph£6e Unwrapper GU I is shown on the follow I-g page ir figues 
f 2 ar,d f 3, Please see the doCL.'mertstK:ln of the PlliJSB UrlVlr:Jpper for futher 
Ir fonr.atior regard ing its operatioo 
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Phase Unwrapper 
----
Sot <d,. ""."on "",,_,01, and ,,~, '<hM., Pn.",' 





~" -.' ',,, • .,. ., "P" 
.,,,,. '''"."",., " '''' '~"'''' ,-, ' " ,' 0"'''''"' 
Figure 13: Example 01 unwrapped image 
APPE I'<D IX A_ OPER(ll IQN MANUALS 
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1.7.2 Cilmera seUings 
TIIC earnl"a SflU'ngS d.alog ottpf~ extended control over (ne C<lme'a ·~ onboard 
Sil~' ngs. SI.O, as &pr:'SI:.H. Ga n and Contrast Th(lSP can be l'lod1ica I') obra.n 
belle' Image qu ~lrty No:e that ad.~st;ng the Ilper1u'e 16 a bene. way (II brig lUenirrg 
'magos ·han " lCfeasl!lg the "'p<lSU.H tlfnt', as IfIC.casmg the e-'pclsu.e time Vi ·1 ~; , UW 




Figure 14 : Camera Senlngs d latog 
1.7.3 Status indiCil tors 
The status IndICators IS the ;ower flyht CO"11er of the Inspc!;:/or appliC<lfofl oUer usalut 
leO!(lback TIre fI'st :1Yl'cator shows the dlsptai· 'S,!! of fran'es n the aootcat,on In 
franles pc. ·socund. TIre other indk:ator shows whcthC' '" nul thH piezo actuator is 
opcr~ting 1lO! rr' ally or not, 
Figure 15, Sl atus bar IndiCill O' s 
If opcratrn~ np"rrally, is shuuld say PfClO norma} ulhflrN'~fI J will read Pkzc Ofl{)f 
Nuto thaT Th :s indicator IS on ly act ive In Phase Mlyje, 
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1.7.4 Piezo settings 
The p,ezo is used 10 actua te tht! mmor in Phase mode , It is ,mponant that tile phase 
steps of the pelo match the laser's wavelength The piezo is ac tualed uSln;J a 
voltage p'oportlona to I~ phase step req,,,'cd, The ple70 sett ings dialog can be 
used to test Ihe piezo 's cal it)'ation Or for reca li bral ~n Til e first five edil boxes a,-xj 
push buttons. Sell-5. correspond to vo ltage sleps of ~A . 1/"" 'h A. 'I. A a,-xf lA where 
A is tile wavelcnglh of thc aser By pushing the button Sel I, the p,ezo will be 
actuated to the voltage spaci: ,ed ,,1 the ne 'ghDocI'lng ed,t box 
Soil J 
'", 
To test the cal ibrat on , put the aDpllCation in Shear mode, Stress the speCimen, a"d 
then press [> 1. Aliow Iringes to develop, and preferably acqu;re a permanent set 
Then, uSing thc p:CLO sett ngs d;alog, ensure that either: by pressing Set I and Sel 5 
alternately t~ h '-'ge pattern cbcs not cilal>ge, or by pressing Siil I and Sel 3 
alternately. the t 'i~ge pattern w, I ' ~vert (whi le Iril>gcs wil l change to black). 
tf III s is not the case. alter the edit boxes for these voltages so tha t thiS does occur 
O~e completed. press the AulO bLiton to auto calcu late that phase voltages for the 
other voltage steps (thiS approach 1'11'1 fil l In the voltages based on a linea' scale 
between Set 1 and Set 5 hence 1'1 II not wo'k ;j the calibratkln was performed using 
Set 1 and Set 3) 
O~e completed. press Save to save these sett .ngs for late r use in the Phase mode 
These sett ings wi I he re loaded aga in on stmtup 
_._--
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The Cl'lil/}rRtmlt Muu" t(loo le blltton is illtill<>]OUS t(l tit" V,doo. Shed r and l'hdS'l 
modes This mode car. also be used to test the calibration!) f the P,UL!), bu t IS ~ti l In 
beta develop1lenL 
- - JI---
To USU thl~' mode, press thu Cal!i;fIlllOn Mode to:)91e button , and 5tre5S tile: 
speCimen. Press ~ I and allow fringes to dev-="op preferab ly acquiring a permanent 
~uL The Brigh tness anu COnlfBSI:;llu"r~, may bu useu to aUJust picture qual,ty Now, 
use the Calibration slider . situated under the Cal lbratiCIrl ModO button to tust the 
calibration of the p'e20, Th is mode will actuate the p<em between Set 1 and Set 5, 
and :;ubt'act the re~, ult lng Images_ II properly ca l bratecl. the'e should be ro 
diff erence betweer. Sel j ar.d &115 a,'.d hence the outpul ~ houlJ be black If nut 
calibrated p'operl y, there Wi ll be S-Cl lne semblal' GC of I ' I'ge patteCl's Use the slider tu 
ad.:ust the Sel 5 vo ltage so as to obtain a black ou tput. Ol".ce obtail".ed, transfer this 
value of Set 5 to the edit boxes above, and Sd'ie 
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1.8. Specifications 
Table 1 : Specifications 
Specification Value 
Camera resolution 1320 x 1 040 pixels 
PC Interface FireWire (1394a) 
Video 25fps 
Simple intensity-based 25fps 
Frame rate1 
Phase- Non-interlaced 6.2fps 
stepped Interlaced 25fps 
Supported image formats *.bmp 
Shear angle -15°to 15° 
Inspection area2 225 x 165mm 
Maximum working distance3 ±3m 
Laser 660nm,100mW 
Overall dimensions 113 x 74 x 224mm 
Camera 3.4W 
Power Laser <2W 
consumption DAC & PZT <0.5W 
Total <6W 
32-bit Windows 2000, XP or Vista, 
Minimum PC/laptop requirements 1.5GHz processor, 512MB RAM, 
50MB hard drive space, VGA Screen 
Cost R39000 
Notes: 
1. Measured using a 2.8GHz Pentium 4 with 512MB of RAM. 
2. At working distance of 1.5m 
3. Depends on specimen reflectivity 
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1.9 Troubleshooting 
1.9.1 Installer fails 
The installer requires administrator privileges. Make sure you are logged in as an 
adm inistrator. 
1.9.2 Application does not detect camera 
This may be due to several reasons: 
1. The camera is not connected. 
2. The drivers were installed while the camera was connected. In this case, 
disconnect the camera, wait 5 seconds and try again. In this does not work, 
try rebooting the PC. Finally, try reinstalling the application. 
3. The camera is connected to a 4-pin FireWire port and has no external power. 
When connecting to a 4-pin port, power should be supplied either using a 
FireWire laptop adaptor kit (4-pin to 6-pin) or an external 12V source via the 
2.1 mm coaxial connector. 
4. Try restarting the Inspector 2.0 application. 
5. If the problem persists, contact support. 
1.9.3 Laser does not turn on or piezo does not respond. 
This may be due to the DIP switch setting on-board the controller board. Remove the 
front cover plate, and the DIP switches will be accessible (the whole cover does not 
need to be removed). There is a switch for each of the piezo (channel 2) and laser 
(channeI1). They should both be set in the 'ON' position. 
1.9.4 Phase-stepped images do not show clear fringes 
This may be due to incorrect piezoelectric actuator calibration. Try using the software 
calibration mechanism provided (go to Contro/s->Phase Settings). Put the camera 
into shear mode, and start stressing the specimen. Press ~ allowing fringes to 
acquire a permanent set. Then, using the Set buttons, adjust the piezo voltages such 
that either Step 1 and Step 5 give the same fringe pattern, or such that Step 1 and 
Step 3 give inverted fringes. Press Save to save these settings. 
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1.9.5 LED indicator codes 
The camera's LED light often gives valuable information regarding the state of the 
camera. The indicator codes may be summarised as follows. 
LED Indicator codes 
Table 2: LED Codes 
LED Effect Description 
Flashing orange The camera is initializing. This happens first. 
Solid orange The camera is loading the FFC parameters from memory. 
This process can take up to 20 seconds. 
Flashing green The camera is performing a lengthy operation or is streaming 
video data. 
Solid green The camera is ready for operation 
Flashing red The camera has issued a warning on the latest command 
received 
Solid red The camera has experienced an unrecoverable error. Go to 
Technical Support if this happens. 
1.9.6 Phase-unwrapping utility does not open 
This component requires that MA TLAB Runtime Component is installed. First ensure 
that this is the case. If it is installed, check that the phase-unwrapping utility is also 
installed; after running the installer, there should be a shortcut on the desktop Phase 
Unwrapper, otherwise look in C:WINDOWS for unwrap.exe & unwrap.etf. Double 
click the .exe file, and the unwrapping utility will open. If it doesn't, look for a folder 
called unwrap_mer in the same directory and delete it. Double click the *.exe file 
again and it should open. You can load and save images from there. 
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2. Phase unwrapping utility 
2.1 Overview 
Unwrap is a M" TLI\B··compl'ed phase- unwrapping uti lity that is used to reconstruct a 
sjxwmcn's surface dlsp lacernent Irorn p~ase- Sj(Jppcd shearography or ESP I 
;m"g8s T~r e util ity c"n Clpe",te rn stand-a lClne mode, or act as iI p lug-in to the 
Inspector shearog raphy ap~ lC at;on, 
2.2 Installation 
The appl icat ion rei es on MATLAB CClrnponen\ Run time (MCR)_ As such. tne MCR 
must first be 'nstalled on the target PC, Instal l this eny;ronrnen t by double-clic" ;ng on 
the MATLAB Component Runtime 75.msi fi le contained 'n the distribut'on_ Th is 
Installation may take a few ~1 in[j les _ 
Notes: 
3 Ensure thai the MCR insta 'ied IS the same MCR that compiled the Unwrap 
ap~l(;at lon, [he Ve rSIClnS of the CClmp: ed Unwrap appl lcatlCln a~d the ~.CR 
must match_ 
4_ II the insta! '8r comp l ai~s that the _NET framewClrk is 'Xlt ;nstalled, click 'OK' to 
CCI ·1tlnue as the .NET framework IS .10t requ'red by Inspector 2.0, 
Ii MJ.1l All Compo",,,, R"n'..,. I ~ l"'tdU\~",ld w"., d '\(1 
MAI'LAB "'NOOK) '0 t he ",,'aIShicid v,\z""d fOf ""'L"" C~nt Runt_ l _~ 
TOo ' ''''~''~Ji')'''''''' , .. ,~, .. "'"..., C""""".·,' 'e"",..,, 7_, co _ ,""""., ', ,"'*"'--"e, d<>. """ 
,"'"" "", 'i" """'''~;, ",<h".d " """0;;'" '- ,-.oJ "" ..... oon~ ,,,_, c",,- ,~ 1 __ 2000, TOo """"',,,'s, 
" 
Figure 16: MATLAB MeR ins1atter dialog 
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'Jext, copy the Unwrap applICat ion to the ta'get PC"s C: ,WINnows directory (0- any 
other di'ectory in the opC'ating system's PATH environment variab le). The Unvlrap 
application consists ot two tiles, unwriip_exe and unwrap_cll. Bot ~ 01 these Illes 
should be placed ,,1 the same d'ectory, This completes the installation 
2.3 Testing the installation 
To test that the appl;cation is installed p'operly double·click em the unwrap,exe tile in 
the C,-'WINOOWS directory. 11 command p'ompt shooki open the first time that the 
program runs, as in ligure 17 below: 
Figure 17: CTF ~rchive extr~ction 
Subsequent~. the GUI will open (this may take a few moments i 
Phase Unwrapper 
' -..- ~-
- :;:; - - -
' -- ,-~ 
-- --
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Figure 18: Unwr~p screenshot 
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2.4 Using Unwrap 
Til" [X[)r.ess fur kladong an Imagc to unwrap deDCnds On wilet'ler thc aPOilcatlon was 
iaun()wd from the Ins{!€ctor appl~a t lon or bv doube-:::I'ck ln:l insp"aor wi ll 
autorr,at ~a: l y open tile irr,agc, whcreas when doube-GI1ck ing, t'le imaqe shO LJ ~ d oe 
foun d USing Ihe Browse buttOll Once a filtered pilasc Image ilas been oadcd tile 
typical process for Deriorminq phase-lJnWr~DDing on ~n Irr,ag" us'ng tile Unwrap 
ctillty is as follows 
2.4.1 Selecting the image region to process 
rhe loading of an image Wil aL.'torr,atl cally tucn the eLrsor into a set of crossha rs for 
se lcctlng Ihe Image 'C'gion to o'ocess Gk:k two different ~o in ts on the source irragc 
to SHlll{:t ~ region The new rHg ':ln wiii b!, the sub region deflncd by the dlag[)nal 
between the two po',n ts selll{: ted, as i[)l n ws In iIQJ r<l tQ 
Figure 19: Selecting an image region using crosshairs 
2.4.2 Setting the unwrap parameters (lig ure 20) 
In most cases, the dcfault scttongs will work. and th is section can be sk ip ~ed, In 
surre c~ses however, they should be m[)dlficd, Thc li'st two options the Shcar 
magmtude and Laser wavelength refer to the captu'e ~ar ~rr,eters, This i nfCl'rr~tlon IS 
used to determi ne the CClrrcct scale for tllC resultl ng 3 D plots Shear mag(J!wde re'e's 
t[)the ~m[)unt of ;mage shear, measL.wd at tile specimcn 
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Figure 20: unwrap parameters 
The next two options are unwrapping paraw;eters filter level refe -s to the amount of 
filtering that Will be applied to the unwrapped Image. Fi.terlng is tYPK:al:y necessary to 
slTooth the noise around phase f-inges ~he filte- level is specified as an integer 
between 0 and 20 
Edge thresho/rj -efers to the sensi\'vity with wOlCh to detect phases ,n the phase 
image The detect.:>n of phases is a critical part of unw-apping Images successfully, 
The threshold is represented as a declrnal number be tween 0 and 1. Wi th 0 being 
ve-y senSitive and t being highly insenSitive. T'le follOWing figures SIIOW how the 
Edge threshold effects the detection of edges. These are the edges detected for the 
reg ion selected in the section entitled' Selecting an imag e region to prO[;9S';'. 
Figure 21: Edge threshold" 0.1 (left), Edge threshold" 0,5 (right) 
In fgure 21 the figu-e on t il€! left was captured with an Edge t/lresllold value that was 
too low (sens;t,ve) because It has detected phase-fringes that weren't In the sourCe 
Image. T oe figure on the right matches the phase-fr inges. and \";'1 give accurate 
resu lts, 
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2.4.3 Unwrapping an image 
An image IS unwrapped by p'cssing the Unwrap Phases button PressinQ this button 
w,1I portoom odgo detection and unwrap the Image In unc stcp. and may take up 
several minutes deperxJlnQ on the SI7e of the region to be proceosed. till' numb!)r of 
phase ·'ringes and the speed of the host PC For this reason. another button. called 
Deleel Edges IS also included Ihs bulton v~11 not pCr'Olnl unwrapp<ng. only edge 
d"tedlon. thus It c~n be used to teot the edgo threshuld ~Hramot er before 
unwrapping the enj'rre image, Note that not every phase-stepped ImaQe e~n be 
succcssfully unwrapped' thc inlagc must have been filtered , and must have clearly 
cl()t lned I"nnes. Im~ges the,t do not moet these cundotlOns may glvc crroneous 
results. Once unwrapped. the um'~apped intensi ty image w II be displayed 
Phase Unwrapper 
---.--- .---
l ..... -~ _ 
Figure 22: Unwrapped intensity image 
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2.4.4 Viewing and saving options 
There ar", severa l options ava ilable for vlewl r>;! ancl saVing unwrapped images, as 
fa lkJws in fnure 23 
"""""\'''-
o "",., --.. 
o Edgo. 
--
Figure 23' Im~ge viewing options 
The options uncler Tlisplay Image' all change the type of irnaqe "'ilt if displayed 
• PI12se Image IS the source Image. 
• Eliyc!; IS a ulnary Image. showing wll(!r() ~>dges were detected. 
• ifllpn~lly Imayo IS II", unwmpplng Imag() , dlsp!ayed as a 2lJ 'ntensity image 
• Gradient Plot is a 3D p!ot of the intensity image. In [SP I th l~ optl "" Will b() 
unavailable, in shearograpry Ih,s IS the surface's grad ient profile 
• SVIlacp Pial IS iI 3D plot of I h~ spUCl m!.m's surlac() dlsp lacoment 
The View options allOW the user to Pan, Zoom. Rotate or Invert the displilyed 
Imil'leS, Note that Roti'te ~nd Inveri wl !1 "n ,y W aVdl laul() lar 3lJ plols . I he S2ve 
imi'ge A~ bulton can be used to save the currently displayod "nage. il . altor saV1ng. 
the image disappears from screen, clon't worry, as it can be retrieved by pr",ssing Ihe 
corresponding' Oi!Opiay image' rad io butt on 
------_ ._. 
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[ he lo lfowlrlQ sC'e0nshol Iflgu re 2~) IS an example 01 the 3D rendered gradient plot 
for a shearography image_ '[h is surface may 'otated, Loomod, oanned or inverter: 
using the view optklns 
Phase Unwrapper 
... ,. --" .".~ _., .... "'" , ... opO~" 
- .-----~ 
~----,­
c:::..-..::- "- ....... ~-, 
~--
-- ------c __ 
--- "' c __ .. _ _ , = 
Figure 24, Rendered 3D gradient profile 
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2.5 How it works 
As mentioned previously, Unwrap can act either as a plug-in to Inspector or as a 
stand-alone application, but both instances use the same unwrap.exe file. The 
behaviour for these two instances is different; the distinction is in the command-line 
arguments given: unwrap.exe expects three command-line arguments, in order .. 
1 st argument: 
Should be either 'GUI' or 'CLI' (Graphical User Interface or Command-Line Interface). 
This will determine whether the GUI is opened or the default unwrapping parameters 
are used in a faster command-line operation. 
2nd argument: 
Should be '0' or '1 '. '0' will make the Unwrap assume that the input image is from 
shearography, whereas '1' will make it assume that the image is ESPI. 
3rd argument: 
The path to the image file to be unwrapped. 
As an example, executing the following command-line will open the Unwrap in GUI 
mode, treating the input image, test.jpg, as shearography: 
unwrap.exe GUI 0 test.jpg 
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2.5.1 Stand-alone mode 
The application will open in stand-alone mode when called without any (or incorrect) 
command-line arguments. This is what happens when the application is double-
clicked. Because the application does not know what image to load, the 'Browse for 
file' button will be visible. 
2.5.2 Acting as a plug-in 
When Inspector calls Unwrap, it first saves the display image as inpuCshear.jpg. It 
then calls Unwrap via the command-line, using the system command, as shown in 
the following code snippet: 
fileName = "input_shear.jpg"; //doesn't really matter what its called 
imagetype = 0; //imagetype = 0 -> shearography; imagetype = 1 -> ESP I 
MbufExport(fileName, M_JPEG_LOSSY, pApp->MilColour); //save image 
char buffer [50]; 
sprintf (buffer, "unwrap.exe GUI %d %s", imagetype, fileName); 
system(buffer); //execute statement in buffer 
This code snippet will execute the following command on the command-line: 
unwrap.exe GUI 0 input_shear.jpg 
The operating system will look for a file called unwrap.exe in the OS path. If not 
found (it should be found because C;IWINDOWS is always on the search path, and 
unwrap.exe should be installed there), a console window will flash with the message: 
'unwrap.exe' is not recognized as an internal or external command, operable 
program or batch file 
When found, this command will cause Unwrap to load the image automatically and 
treat it as a shearography image. 
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2.6 Troubleshooting 
2.6.1 Updating an installation 
N<Jte that when updat ing an Installat .on of unwrap, both fi le unwrap,exe ar.cf 
unwrap.etf must he replaced, as m<Jst the directory unwrap_mer, 
Eweutmg the unwrap application fur the first time resu lts In the message in Figure 2 
being displayed, namely that the CTF archive is be ing extr(ICted from tne unwrap.ClI 
fi le The contents 01 this folder arc extracted to a folder named unwrap_m~r in the 
same directory, The contents of tnis folder \."" then be used every sJbsequent time 
that the applica ti on is run, 
If a new installation tnes 10 reference an o ~d unwrap_mcr folder, an error will occur, 
thus this fokJer s.~ou l d be deleted whenever an insta ll atJOn is updated, 
In fac!' this fokJer may always be deleted as it will Simply be re -extracted till! next 
time that the application is executed 
2.6.2 mclmcrrtxx.dllerror message 
If the following error message (figJre 25) appears. it is an ind"cation that ,,; ther 
Figure 25: Error mess~ge 
• The MA r :'AB Component Runtime is not installed, 
• The incorrect vers:on of the MCR is Instal'ed 
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2.6.3 Identifving erroneous results 
T~.) user shnuld t;..! awa"c th~t rY.lt ~I I imago, can;,o surc()ssful ly unwmpp.<ld usinn 
toe unwrap apDlicat on. ard as such should be able to identify erroneous resul ts. Tile 
most tyf]<cai prot lem using unw'ap 's t~at t~ e fnnges are not clearly formed and 
hencp. th p. fr in!J":'> we not continu()us '-" hen rerforrrring the "'~JH d"tednn 
Til lS error wil l give an output ntensity image t~at has Rbrupt colour discont in ~iti es 
cvrrespc-nd ing to th(l pos;tions of the fring es This probl(lm may, in sc-me cases b€ 
sc-:ved by Increaswg the (lcge detection sensit lvily, so that cont'nuous fringes are 
obta;ned. In other cases. it may be nccessary to rccapture tile images us;ng the 
Inspector apolical.on. The fol ic-wing two figures s~c-w how Rn image with 
discont inuous fringes "an b€ suc"(lss fully vc-cessed by adjusting th(l \!dg(l det(lctlc-n 
settings. 
Figure 26: Erroneous result (lett). correct result (right) 
Th(l fi [Jure on Ihe l(lft has a clear dlscor tinu tv in the l(ltt lobe, w ~i ch is as a resu lt c-f 
an incomplete frrnge. Plc-t! ;ng to,s Image In 3D will give a surface disp'acement profi le 
that is il)Correct. This ,mRge was unwrRpped W l t~ an edge detection thres~o d of 0.6. 
The image on the r j g~1 was unwrapP(ld from the sam(l sc-urce image, US'ng an (ldg e 
detection threshcld of 05. Tile ;ncreased sensitivity gave a continuous in tens ty 
image, whlC~ is a s>gn t~ at th(l mage was unwrapped successfully 
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APPENDIX B: MANUFACTURING DRAWINGS 
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No Title Quantity Type 
1 1. Final assembly 1 A 
2 1.1. Internal assembly 1 A 
3 1.1.1. Camera assembly 1 A 
4 1.1.1.1. Camera head mount 1 P 
5 1.1.1.2. Focus shaft housing 1 P 
6 1.1.1.3. Lens focus shaft 1 P 
7 1.1.1.4. Bush 2 P 
8 1.1.1.5. Lens gear 2 P 
9 1.1.1.6. Lens pinion 2 P 
10 1.1.2. Beam splitter assembly 1 A 
11 1.1.2.1. Beam collector 1 P 
12 1.1.2.2. Beam splitter cube mount 1 P 
13 1.1.3. Shear assembly 1 A 
14 1.1.3.1. Shear mirror mount 1 P 
15 1.1.3.2. Shear mirror plate 1 P 
16 1.1.3.3. Shear adjustment shaft 3 P 
17 1.1.4. Piezo assembly 1 A 
18 1.1.4.1. Piezo mount 1 P 
19 1.1.4.2. Piezo tip adaptor 1 P 
20 1.1.5. Camera board mount 1 P 
21 1.2. Laser assembly 1 A 
22 1.2.1. Laser housing 1 P 
23 1.2.2. Laser mirror wedge 1 P 
24 1.2.3. Laser cover rear 1 P 
25 1.3. U-Cover 1 P 
26 1.4. Cover plate 2 P 
27 1.5. Cover plate lock 2 P 
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